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In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
Read! In the Name of your Lord, Who has created(1). Has created man from a
clot (2). Read! And your Lord is the Most Generous,(3) Who has taught by the
pen,(4). Has taught man that which he knew not(5).
Abstract
This thesis presents measurements of electromagnetic decay probabilities for
transitions in 183Re and 165−168Tb. The 183Re was formed using the fusion evap-
oration reaction 180Hf(7Li,4n)183Re at a beam energy of 30 MeV at the IFIN-HH
Institute, Bucharest Romania. Coincident γ rays from near-yrast cascades were
detected using the combined HPGe-LaBr3(Ce) detector array ROSPHERE. The
time differences between cascade γ rays were measured to determine the half-
lives of the two lowest-lying spin-parity 92
−
states at excitation energies of 496
and 617 keV to be 5.65(5) and 2.08(3) ns, respectively. The deduced E1 transi-
tion rates from these two states are discussed in terms of the K-hindrance in
this prolate-deformed nucleus. Isomer spectroscopy of the very neutron-rich
terbium isotopes 165,166,167,168Tb is also presented. In-flight fission of a 345 MeV
per nucleon 238U primary beam on a 2 mm thick 9Be target was used to produce
a range of neutron-rich nuclei centred around the doubly mid-shell nucleus
170Dy at the RIBF Facility, RIKEN, Japan. Discrete transitions emitted following
decays from either metastable or excited states populated following beta decay
were identified using the EURICA spectrometer. Metastable-state decays have
been identified in the odd-A systems 165Tb and 167Tb and interpreted as arising
from hindered E1 decays from the 72
−
[523] single quasi-proton Nilsson configu-
ration to rotational states built on the 32
−
[411] single quasi-proton ground state.
Possible two quasi-particle Nilsson configurations for the initial and final states
Abstract
which are linked by this transition in 166Tb are made on the basis of comparison
with Blocked BCS Nilsson calculations, with the predicted ground state config-
uration for this nucleus arising from the coupling of the ν12
−
[521] and pi 32
+
[411]
Nilsson orbitals. The thesis also presents data a metastable isomeric excited
state in the odd-odd nucleus 168Tb. Nilsson configurations are proposed for the
168Tb ground state and the observed isomeric state by comparison with Blocked
BCS-Nilsson calculations. These data correspond to the first spectroscopic in-
formation in the heaviest, odd-Z terbium isotopes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The decay rate of the electromagnetic transitions from excited nuclear states
provides information on the underlying nuclear structure [1–3]. The reduced
electromagnetic decay probabilities for such transitions can be compared with
predictions derived using theoretical nuclear structure models [4, 5]. A wide
range of nuclear excited state lifetimes are possible, with direct measurement
of values covering a range from less than 10−15 s to greater than 1015 years
[3, 6, 7]. The Electronic Timing Technique (ETT) uses scintillator-based γ-ray
detectors and enables the determination of nuclear excited state decay half lives
in the time range between 10−12 and 10−3 s [3, 8, 9].
The data presented in this thesis represent electronic lifetime measurements
in rhenium and terbium isotopes, which are associated with well deformed
prolate rotors. A combined γ-ray detection array consisting of cerium-doped,
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lanthanum-tribromide (LaBr3: Ce) and High-purity Germanium (HPGe) detec-
tors, based at the IFIN-HH tandem accelerator, Bucharest, Romania [10] has
been used to perform fast-timing γ-ray spectroscopy to measure the decay half-
lives of excited states with spin-parity 92
−
in the nanosecond temporal regime
in the prolate-deformed nucleus 183Re. With Z = 75 and N= 108, the nucleus
183Re lies within the prolate deformed rare-earth region, where a number of
Nilsson single-particle orbitals with large projections of angular momentum on
the nuclear symmetry axis, Ω, have been identified [7, 11–15]. Electromagnetic
decay from such states to other low-lying configurations with significantly dif-
ferent values for the angular momentum projection on the symmetry axis are
well known to be hindered compared to the expected, single-particle transition
rates [7, 11, 13].
Experimental signatures of nuclear quadrupole deformation and collectivity
have long been associated with the valence product of proton and neutron par-
ticles/holes (Npi.Nν) counted from the nearest proton and neutron magic num-
bers [16]. The nucleus 170Dy104 represents the nucleus with the largest valence
product below 208Pb and as such has been a focus of research interest into the
evolution of nuclear deformation in heavy rare-earth nuclei [17, 18]. The ter-
bium isotopes (Z=65) correspond to a single proton-hole in the 170Dy deformed
core [19] and therefore their structure can be used to probe the evolution of com-
peting, prolate-deformed single-particle structures in this region of the Segrè
chart. This region of the nuclear chart is also characterised by the presence
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of metastable excited nuclear states which arise from the coupling of different
combinations of high-Ω orbitals in the deformed Nilsson single-particle scheme
[7, 20–25]. This thesis presents studies of the decay of isomeric low-lying states
in the neutron-rich Tb nuclei. Prior to this work, 163Tb was the heaviest odd-A
isotope of this element for which excited state information had been reported
[26] with the systematics of the lighter odd-A Tb isotopes 161,163Tb consistent
with ground states built on the 32
+
[411] Nilsson, single quasi-proton configura-
tion [26–29]. The only information available on the excited states of 166Tb was
identified following the β− decay of the 166Gd mother nucleus, in which dis-
crete energy γ-ray transitions with energies 40, 119, 158, 536, 976 and 1016 keV
identified [30].
Beta (-)
Beta(+)
Stable
Electron capture 
Figure 1.1: Partial schematic of the chart of nuclides showing the nuclei inves-
tigated highlighted by the red boxes, taken from ref [31].
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The rest of this thesis is set out as follows; Chapter 2 presents an overview
of the relevant nuclear structure and the decay theory applied in the current
work. Chapter 3 presents an outline of some of the experimental consideration
for nuclear ion-γ-ray timing measurements, while Chapter 4 discusses the fast-
timing study of 183Re carried out at IFIN-HH Institute, Bucharest Romania, and
Chapter 5 details the study of isomer spectroscopy of 165,166,167,168Tb at RIBF,
RIKEN. Chapter 6 gives the summary and conclusions of this work.
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Theory of nuclear structure
2.1 The spherical shell model
The independent particle shell model explains that the closed shells occur at
proton and neutron (magic) numbers of 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and 126. These occur-
rences are where large energy gaps can be found between successive nuclear
single-particle orbitals. The separation energy of the final nucleon at these shell
closures is much larger compared to the values found in neighbouring nuclei
[32]. The assumption in the independent particle shell model is that nucleons
move in the potential that itself arises from the combined effect of all the nucle-
ons [33]. The spherical Woods- Saxon potential is given in equation 2.1. A spin-
orbit term (l.s) is added to this to reproduce the experimental magic numbers.
The intrinsic angular momentum (which is represented by s) and the orbital
5
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angular momentum (represented by l) of each individual nucleon are coupled
to give the total angular momentum term j=l+s. The 2j+1 projections of each j
shell are degenerate in the spherical shell model.
V(r) =
V0
1+ exp( r−Ra )
(2.1)
In the Woods-Saxon potential, r is the radial distance from the centre of the po-
tential and the parameter a regulates how sharply the potential would increase
to zero (the skin thickness). where A is the isobaric mass number, and R repre-
sents the average nuclear radius which is given by:
R = 1.25A
1
3 , fm (2.2)
where V0 defines the depth of the potential. The higher -j orbitals are pushed
down in energy due to the nature of spin-orbit coupling which causes the (l+ 12 )
spin-orbit projection to be more bound/favoured. The intruder levels or unique
parity orbitals (e.g. (i 13
2
)) then appear in a lower-N principal shell. Although the
model can explain a number of features of spherical nuclei, to describe nuclei
with a large number of nucleons outside closed shells requires modification.
2.1.1 Nuclear deformation
The independent particle spherical shell model is unable to fully explain the
structure of nuclei that are far from the closed shells. In such cases, these nu-
clei can have quadrupole deformed shapes. The assumption that the nuclear
6
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charge distribution has a deformation has been used to successfully explain con-
cepts such as large ground-state quadrupole moments. Additionally in odd-A
nuclei, first-excited-state quadruple moments, rotational band structures and
even-even system, can be described.
Equation 2.3 describes the surface distribution of a deformed nucleus [34],
R(θ, φ) = Rav
[
1+
∞
∑
λ=2
λ
∑
µ=−λ
αλµYλµ(θ, φ)
]
; (2.3)
where αλµ are the coefficients of the spherical harmonics Yλµ(θ, φ), and the aver-
age radius Rav = Ro A1/3 fm. The description of the radius of axially symmetric
nuclei which is independent of φ is given by:
R(θ) = Rav[1+ β2Y20(θ)]. (2.4)
Here, the deformation parameter β2 = α20 has a dependency on the axes of the
ellipsoid which is given by [35],
β2 =
4
3
√
pi
5
∆R
Rav
. (2.5)
The difference between the semi-major and semi-minor axis is denoted by the
symbol ∆R. For β2, there are three mathematical possibilities each with its own
physical significance. Prolate and oblate shapes correspond to positive and neg-
ative values of β2, respectively, while β2 = 0 corresponds to spherical shape, as
shown schematically in figure 2.1. In some cases, δ and the quadrupole defor-
mation parameters e2 are used. These can be related to β2 as follows [36]:
δ =
∆R
Rr.m.s.
, (2.6)
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e2 = δ+
1
6
δ2 +
5
18
δ3 +
37
216
δ4 · · · , (2.7)
and β2 =
√
pi
5
[
4
3
e2 +
4
9
e22 +
4
24
e32 · · ·
]
. (2.8)
Figure 2.1: The three different extremes of axially symmetric nuclear deforma-
tion are shown, namely oblate, spherical and prolate shapes [37].
For specific cases where the nucleus exhibits an axial asymmetry, another pa-
rameter, γ, is used to describe the full nuclear shape. This γ deformation and
the αλµ coefficients are defined by [38]:
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α20 = β2cosγ (2.9)
and
α22 = α2−2 =
1√
2
β2sinγ, (2.10)
where γ = 0◦, and γ = 60◦, correspond to prolate and oblate shapes respec-
tively, while γ = 30◦ corresponds to completely triaxial shapes.
2.1.2 Collective models
The nuclear shell model has a basic assumption that there exist stable quantum
states to accommodate the neutrons and protons in fixed arrangements in a
potential well common to them all. A number of nuclei behave as if a majority
of the nucleons form an inert core and that the low-energy excited states depend
only on excitations of a few nucleons outside this core [39].
Reproducing the ground-state properties and low-lying excited states for many
nuclei, especially near shell closures, has been proved successful using the nu-
clear shell model. Nevertheless the picture is still incomplete as it has not suc-
ceeded in a full description of the properties of the nuclei between the shell clo-
sures, which have a significant number of valence neutrons and protons [39].
Thus, it can be concluded that it is necessary to identify the motion of the whole
nucleus and not just a few valence nucleons. This is because of collective prop-
erties of nucleons where many of them participate cooperatively [40]. Examples
9
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of nuclear collective properties are rotations and vibrations.
Nuclear rotations
Rotational motion can be observed when the nucleus is deformed. In a perfectly
spherical system, the wave function in quantum mechanics has no preferred
direction in space. However, if there is a deviation from spherical symmetry,
rotational (deformed) motion can be observed. The kinetic energy of rotation is
given classically by [39, 41],
E(I) =
1
2
Jw2, (2.11)
where Jw is the magnitude of the rotational angular momentum (I), where J
is the moment of inertia and w is the angular frequency of the rotation. The
angular frequency is then given by:
w =
Ih¯
J (2.12)
where I is the classical angular momentum. By replacing the w in equation 2.11,
the rotational energy is given by,
E(I) =
1
2
(Ih¯)2
J . (2.13)
The angular momentum term, I2 becomes I(I + 1)h¯2 when the classical system
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is transformed into a quantum system. By substituting the quantum mechanical
results for the value of the square of rotational angular momentum, the nuclear
rotational energy is given by,
E(I) =
h¯2
2J [I(I + 1)], (2.14)
2.2 The Nilsson model
The Nilsson model, proposed in 1955 by S. G. Nilsson formulates a single par-
ticle model for deformed nuclei [42]. The Nilsson model basis used the single
particle Hamiltonian [42],
H = − h¯
2
2m
52 +m
2
[
ω2x(x
2 + y2) +ωzzz
2
]
(2.15)
The symmetry (or deformation) axis is chosen to be the z-axis. The excitations
along other axes x and y are equal to each other and not equal to ωz. For oblate
deformation, the matter distribution along the z-axis is shorter than the x or y
axis, and vice-versa for prolate deformations. The l.s term is added to the spin-
orbit correction to this deformed oscillator potential to reproduce the correct
spherical magic numbers at δ = 0.
The spin-orbit term splits energy levels of magnetic sub-states, with each sub-
state consisting of an orbital plane with a different angle from the the symmetry
11
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Figure 2.2: Schematic explaining angular momentum associated with axially
symmetric deformed nuclei [43].
axis, see figure 2.3. The energy of the orbit depends on orientation with respect
to the nuclear symmetry axis [41].
The quantum number j is not a constant of the motion but the projection of the
total angular momentum on the symmetry axis Ω can approximate to a good
quantum number at large deformation. The angle of an orbital to the rotation
axis is given by [41],
θ = sin−1
(
Ω
j
)
. (2.16)
The rotational angular momentum for low-lying states of axially symmetric nu-
clei is perpendicular to vertical the symmetry axis, therefore, for a single un-
paired particle K = Ω is conserved, where theΩ is the single particle projection.
Each Nilsson orbital can be defined by the quantum numbers,
Ωpi[NnzΛ], (2.17)
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the splitting of a (i 13
2
) state into its individual magnetic
sub-states in a deformed potential.
where Ω denotes the projection of the total angular momentum on the symme-
try axis, pi denotes to the parity of the orbital, N denotes the principal quantum
number, nz denotes the number of nodes along the z axis, and Λ is the com-
ponent of the orbital angular momentum projection along the symmetry axis
[41]. Figure 2.4 shows the Nilsson diagram for protons and neutrons for prolate
shapes. Axially symmetric deformed nuclear states can be characterised by the
value of the K quantum number, where K = ∑i Ωi, where Ω = Λ± Σ, and Σ is
the intrinsic spin projection of the nucleon (12 ).
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(a): Neutron Nilsson diagram, 82 ≤ N ≤ 126. (b): Proton Nilsson diagram, 50 ≤ Z ≤ 82.
Figure 2.4: Nilsson diagram for single-particle orbitals, taken from [44].
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2.3 Radioactive decay
The process of transforming an unstable nucleus (mother) to a more stable nu-
clide (daughter) via particle emission is called radioactive decay. Most radioac-
tively unstable nuclei can decay through different combinations of β, α and elec-
tron capture often to an excited state of the daughter nucleus, which then sub-
sequently de-excites by γ emission or internal conversion from the excited state
to the ground state. The decay probability per unit time (λ¯) is given by [39];
dN
dt
= −λ¯N (2.18)
where N is a number of radioactive nuclei and the minus sign indicates that
N decreases time. The decay probability (λ¯) is related to the average time for
nucleus to decay by:
λ¯ =
ln2
T1
2
=
1
τ
(2.19)
where the T1
2
is the half-life and the τ is the mean life.
2.3.1 Gamma decay
Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation. The difference in energy between
the initial and final nuclear state gives the energy of the emission of a γ-ray
15
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photon as follows [40];
∆E = Ei − E f = Eγ +
E2γ
2Moc2
, (2.20)
where ∆E ' Eγ  E
2
γ
2Moc2
, thus, the equation 2.20 approximates to
∆E = Ei − E f = Eγ, (2.21)
where Ei is the energy of the initial (excited) state, and the transition feeds a
state at final energy of E f . The angular momentum difference between initial
excited state (Ii) and the final state (I f ) is carried away by the γ photon leading
to the γ-ray section rule [40].
|Ii − I f | ≤ L ≤ Ii + I f . (2.22)
The γ transition between the states can be an electric (E) or magnetic (M) tran-
sition. The parity change, ∆pi, which is associated with the angular momentum
of the transition, L, is given by [40]:
∆pi(EL) = (−1)L, (2.23)
and
∆pi(ML) = (−1)L+1, (2.24)
where ∆pi + 1 indicates no change.
2.3.2 Internal conversion
The interaction between the electric (E) or magnetic (M) multipole fields with
atomic electrons (usually from the inner K or L atomic shells) can cause emission
16
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of a bound electron from the atom [39]. Internal conversion competes with γ-
ray emission. The difference between the energy of the γ emission (∆E) and the
binding energy of the electron (B) is equal to the kinetic energy of the electron
emitted in the competing internal conversion process [39];
Eel = ∆E− B = Eγ − B. (2.25)
Characteristic X-rays and Auger electrons can be emitted following the sub-
sequent rearrangement of the electrons in the atomic shells. The competition
between the probabilities due to electron conversion λe and γ-ray emission λγ
defines the total internal conversion coefficient [40] as:
αT =
λe
λγ
. (2.26)
The total internal coefficient is the sum of the individual coefficients for each
atomic shell,
αT = αK + αL + αM + · · · . (2.27)
The total decay probability, λT comprises the decay probabilities arising from γ
emission (λγ) and from the internal conversion (λe) as shown below:
λT = λγ + λe. (2.28)
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By re-arranging equations (2.26) and (2.28), the total decay probability is given
by,
λT = λγ(1+ α). (2.29)
The internal conversion coefficients for electric and magnetic multipoles can be
approximated by [40];
α(EL) w Z
3
n3
(
L
L + 1
)(
e2
4pieo h¯c
)4(2mec2
E
)L+ 52
(2.30)
and
α(ML) w Z
3
n3
(
e2
4pieo h¯c
)4(2mec2
E
)L+ 32
, (2.31)
where Z is the atomic number, E is the transition energy and n is the princi-
pal quantum number of the electron shell. The conversion coefficients have a
proportional relationship with Z3 and increase rapidly as the multipole order
increases. The conversion process is more likely for heavy nuclei than for light
nuclei and for magnetic transitions compared to electric transitions of the same
multipole order. Figure 2.5 shows the total internal conversion coefficients for
terbium.
18
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Figure 2.5: The total internal conversion coefficients for terbium (Z = 65) from
53 to 160 keV, taken from Ref. [45].
2.4 Weisskopf single-particle estimates
Weisskopf units (W.u.) are used to give estimates limits for lifetimes of excited
nuclear states, based on a model of a proton moving between single spherical
orbits. These give the lifetime range expected for a particular energy decay of
the electric and magnetic multipolarity as follows [46]:
λ(EL) w 8pi(L + 1)
L[(2L + 1)!!]2
e2
4pieo h¯c
(
E
h¯c
)2L+1( 3
L + 3
)2
cR2L (2.32)
and
λ(ML) w 8pi(L + 1)
L[(2L + 1)!!]2
(
µp − 1L + 1
)2( h¯
mpc
)2( e2
4pieo h¯c
)(
E
h¯c
)2L+1( 3
L + 2
)2
cR2L−2
(2.33)
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where mp is the mass of the proton, µp is the proton magnetic moment, R =
Ro A
1
3 f m. The factor of 10 replaces the term
(
µp − 1L+1
)2
customarily [40],
which leads to estimates for the lower multiple order, as shown in table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Weisskopf single-particle estimates for different electric (E) and mag-
netic (M) multipolarities for transition half-lives in seconds, where E is in keV
and A is the nuclear mass number (A = Z + N) [36, 46].
Multipolarity T 1
2
(E)(sec) T 1
2
(M)(sec)
1 6.76× 10−6E−3γ A−
2
3 2.20× 10−5E−3γ
2 9.52× 106E−5γ A−
4
3 3.10× 107E−5γ A−
2
3
3 2.04× 1019E−7γ A−2 6.66× 1019E−7γ A−
4
3
4 6.52× 1031E−9γ A−
8
3 2.12× 10−32E−9γ A−2
2.5 Electromagnetic transition strengths
To study nuclear structure, knowledge of the lifetimes of excited states is es-
sential. These can then be used for comparison with predictions of (deformed)
nuclear structure models. The partial half-life for photon (γ-ray) emission is
given by [46, 47],
T1
2
γ = t 1
2
n
∑
i=1
Ii(1+ αi)
Iγ
(2.34)
where t 1
2
is the half-life of the level, the Ii is the intensity of the transition and αi
is the internal conversion coefficient for the ith shell.
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The reduced transition probabilities in γ-ray decay, where the decay occurs
from a state of initial spin Ji to a final state of spin J f carried by a photon of
energy of Eγ and angular momentum L, is described by [46, 47]:
λ f i(λL) =
ln(2)
T1
2
γ
=
8pi(L + 1)
h¯L((2L + 1)!!)2
(
Eγ
h¯c
)2l+1
B(λL; Ji → J f ) (2.35)
The reduced matrix element for a transition of multipolarity λ is defined by
B(λL;Ji → J f ). The reduced matrix elements for electric B(EL) and magnetic
transitions B(ML) are given by:
B(EL : Ji −→ J f ) = 12Ji + 1 |〈 f |Qˆ|i〉|
2 (2.36)
and
B(ML : Ji −→ J f ) = 12Ji + 1 |〈 f |Mˆ|i〉|
2 (2.37)
Respectively, where Qˆ is the electric multipole operator and Mˆ is the magnetic
multiple operator.
The units of B(Eλ) are e2fm2 and the units of B(Mλ) are (eh¯/2mpc)2(fm)2λ−2.
The experimental reduced transition probabilities in Weisskopf units is then
given by :
B(λL)W.u =
B(λL)exp
B(λL)s.p.
=
(Tγ1
2
)s.p.
(Tγ1
2
)exp
(2.38)
where (exp) represent the values determined from experiment.
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Table 2.2: Transition probabilities per unit time (seconds) for different electric
(E) and magnetic (M) multipolarities, where the energy is measured in MeV
[36].
Multipolarity T(E) T(M)
1 1.587× 1015E3γB(E1) 1.779× 1013E3γB(M1)
2 1.223× 109E5γB(E2) 1.371× 107E5γB(M2)
3 5.698× 102E7γB(E3) 6.28× E7γB(M3)
4 1.69× 10−4E9γB(E4) 1.87× 10−6E7γB(M4)
2.6 Isomers
Nuclear excited states are typically called isomers when the half-life longer than
1 ns (& 1 ns). Isomer types include seniority, spin-trap, shape and K isomers
[20]. Decays from an excited state with a large change in the nuclear spin are
called spin-trap isomers. A large change in structure or shape can result in
fission or shape isomers [7, 48]. Finally, a transition involving a large change
in the angular momentum projection on the axis of symmetry K = ∑i Ωi, are
called K- isomers.
K isomers
Typically, K isomers occur in axially symmetric deformed nuclei in the region
where nucleons orbitals have large spin projections on the symmetry axis (Ω).
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The K quantum number in axially symmetric nuclei is the projection of the total
nuclear spin along the symmetry axis of the nucleus [7]. When the total angular
momentum (I) has a small projection on the rotation axis, K is (approximately)
conserved. This can occur in prolate-deformed nuclei with A∼160 → 180. For
the electromagnetic (EM) transition to be emitted, the change in the K-value is
required to be smaller than the multipolarity of the electromagnetic decay (ie
∆K ≤ L). The change between initial states (Ki) and final states (K f ) is given by
∆K where [7];
∆K = |Ki − K f |. (2.39)
When the electromagnetic transition breaks this condition, the K-selection rule
is violated. Therefore, K-forbidden transitions are hindered rather than strictly
forbidden [49]. The forbiddenness for the transitions is given by:
ν = ∆K− L (2.40)
The degree of forbiddenness and K-mixing (which violates the K-quantum num-
ber) are associated with magnitude of the hindrance of the transition probabil-
ity. The hindrance factors, are given by [25]:
FW =
(Tγ1
2
)exp
(Tγ1
2
)s.p.
(2.41)
The FW is the ratio of the partial γ-ray half-life relative to the Weisskopf single-
partrde estimates for the same transition.
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2.7 Quasi-particle states
Evidence for the concept of nuclear pairing energy comes from the description
of the odd-even mass difference between atomic nuclei. This results in even-
even nuclei having increased binding energy compared to their odd-add iso-
baric neighbours. The concept of the nuclear pairing means that pair of nucle-
ons can scatter between orbitals at the Fermi surface. The probability ampli-
tudes for the kth orbital in a deformed nucleus being occupied and unoccupied
by a pair of particles are given by vk and uk respectively, such that [5],
v2k + u
2
k = 1. (2.42)
At the Fermi level vk < 1 in the nuclear ground state. This is due to pairs of nu-
cleons close to the Fermi level scattering to the available/empty single-particle
orbitals. These are then defined as quasi-particle states. When a particle is ex-
cited to a partially occupied orbital, the probability of occupation for a nucleon
pair becomes zero, as the pairs cannot scatter into singly occupied orbitals. This
is called the blocking effect. The energy for a single-quasi-particle state is given
by [41],
Ek =
√
(εk − µ)2 + ∆2, (2.43)
where µ is the Fermi energy in the region between the occupied and unoccupied
state, Ek is the unoccupied energy of the single-particle state and ∆ is the pair
gap given by [5],
∆ = G ∑
k 6=kj
ukvk, (2.44)
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where k j represents the indices of the singly occupied orbitals, and G is the
monopole pairing strength.
2.8 Multi-quasiparticle blocked BCS Nilsson calcu-
lations
In 1957, A J.Bardeen developed the first theory to explain superconductivity in
metals. This theory is named Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory [50]. It
was suggested that the energy gap which is present due to the electronic ex-
citation in superconductors is analogous to the energy difference between the
first excited intrinsic states and the ground state in nuclei, as observed in the
excitation spectra of even-even nuclei [51].
The moment of inertia of the nuclear ground state is explained by the superfluid
motion of the nucleons. The measured nuclear moment of inertia is lower than
that expected for a rigid rotor. By increasing the internal energy of the nucleus
or increasing the rotational angular momentum of a nucleus, a pair of nucleons
break. This results in the creation of a separate two-quasi-particle state [7, 40],
for each pair of broken particles.
Blocked BCS calculations have been used to predict the configuration and the
energy of multi-quasi-particle states, as described by Jain et al.[52]. The results
from such calculations can be compared to experimental data. Blocked BCS
25
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Nilsson calculations can be used to identify the Nilsson orbits closest to the
Fermi level. The deformation parameters e2 and e4 and the monopole pairing
strength for neutrons Gn(ν) and protons Gp(pi) are all required as input param-
eters to BCS calculations. The deformation e2 and e4 can be taken from tables
of nuclear ground-state masses and deformations [53]. The monopole pairing
strength in units of MeV are defined in Ref. [41] as follows,
Gp(pi) =
17
A
Gn(ν) =
23
A
. (2.45)
Blocked BCS calculations do not include the residual nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion arising from the coupling of intrinsic spins of the particles.
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Experimental considerations
3.1 Fusion-evaporation reactions
Heavy-ion nuclear reactions can consist of compound and direct reactions at
near Coulomb barrier energies. Direct reactions are associated with relatively
small angular momentum transfer and production cross-sections and occur within
a very short time via the interaction of a single nucleon. By contrast, in fusion-
evaporation reactions, also known as compound reactions, the projectile nuclei
interact with the target nuclei creating a compound system in a highly excited
state, which can then evaporate neutrons, proton, α-particles and γ-rays to de-
excite [54].
For fusion evaporation to occur, the projectile must overcome the Coulomb bar-
rier between the beam and the target nuclei. This is given by [54],
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FCoulomb =
ZaZbe2
4pieor2
, (3.1)
where e is the electron charge in Coulomb’s (C), r is the interaction radius,
1
4pieo = 9 × 109 (Nm2/c2) is Coulomb’s constant and Za and Zb are the beam
and target atomic numbers, respectively. If the collision overcomes the repul-
sive Coulomb force, the nuclei can come into contact and merge. During com-
pound nucleus formation, the excitation energy is distributed across all of the
constituent nucleons which takes a longer time (∼ 10−15→17) compared to the
time required for a neutron or proton to pass across the nucleus (10−22 sec).
The high spin properties of nuclei can be studied following fusion-evaporation
reactions. These provide significant reaction cross-section and high initial angu-
lar momentum. Classically, this is given by b× P where b is the impact param-
eter and |P| = |mpvp| is the linear momentum. The magnitude of classical an-
gular momentum then given by l = mpvpb. Different types of nuclear reactions
occur depending on the size of the impact parameter b as shown schematically
in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Compound nucleus excitation energy
The energy in the centre-of-mass frame before the collision is given by [55],
EC.M. =
1
2
mbv
′2
b +
1
2
mtv
′2
t , (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Heavy-ion induced reaction types as a function of impact parameter,
b.
Figure 3.2: Schematic of a fusion-evaporation reaction.
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where b refers to beam and t to the target. When the system is at rest, the total
linear momentum is equal to zero in the centre-of-mass frame, and thus,
mbv
′
b = mtv
′
t. (3.3)
The velocity of the beam in the laboratory frame before the collision is given by:
vb = v
′
b + v
′
t (3.4)
After the fusion takes place, a compound nucleus is formed (Figure 3.2) having
an excitation energy given by [55, 56],
Eex =
Ebmt
mt + mb
+ EB = EC.M. + Q. (3.5)
Therefore, Eex, is given by [55],
Eex = EC.M + Q, (3.6)
where EB is the binding energy of the projectile in the compound nucleus, while
the Q-value for a reaction leading to a compound reaction with mass, mC, is
given by,
Q = (mb + mt −mC)c2. (3.7)
The kinetic energy of the beam (before) and recoil (after) the collision are given
by [55],
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Ebe f ore = Eb =
1
2
mbv2b (3.8)
and
Ea f ter =
1
2
(mb + mt)v2R. (3.9)
Using conservation of linear momentum:
mbvb = (mb + mt)vR. (3.10)
This leads to:
Ea f ter =
1
2
m2bv
2
b
(mb + mt)
. (3.11)
Since m
2
b
(mb+mt)
< m2b, the kinetic energy of the recoil after the collision is lower
than kinetic energy of the beam, some of which is therefore transferred to the
compound nucleus excitation energy, given by,
EC.M. = Eb − ER. (3.12)
where ER is the kinetic energy of the recoiling compound system.
The classical angular momentum in the reaction is given by [40],
I = r× p, (3.13)
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where the linear momentum p, of a particle at a perpendicular distance r from
the reference point. Therefore, the angular momentum transfered into the com-
pound system will be the highest when the projectile just touches the target
nucleus on its outer surface. The magnitude of the angular momentum after
the collision given by [47],
lbh¯ = pb. b, (3.14)
where b is the impact parameter of the collision. The value of the maximum
angular momentum can be estimated using the reduced mass of the system,
µ = mbmtmb+mt and conservation of energy before and after the collision by:
1
2
µv2 = Ec.m. −Vc, (3.15)
where Vc is given by [47]:
Vc = 1.44
ZbZt
R
, (3.16)
and, R is the distance between the beam and the target. This can be estimated
empirically by[47]:
R = 1.36(A
1
3
b + A
1
3
t ) + 0.5fm. (3.17)
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With respect to the collision in the centre-of-mass, from the maximum angular
momentum will then be estimated by:
h¯lmax = µvRR (3.18)
By substituting into equation (3.15) using equation (3.18), then the maximum
momentum transferred to the compound nucleus is given by :
l2max =
2µR2
h¯
(Ecm −Vc) (3.19)
The total fusion cross section can be estimated as the sum of partial waves
(based on the size of the impact parameter). The compound cross-section, σc,
can be estimated as a total sum of partial waves by [47, 57]:
σc = piλ
lmax
∑
l=0
(2l + 1) ≈ piλ(lmax + 1)2, (3.20)
where λ can be calculated based on the EC.M. and the reduced mass µ to give:
λ =
h
2
√
2EC.M.µ
(3.21)
The cross-sections for the different reaction channels can be estimated using the
fusion-evaporation code PACE [58], as presented in section (3.3).
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3.3 PACE4 Calculations
The Projection Angular-momentum Coupled Evaporation (PACE) code is a mod-
ified version of the Julian Monte-Carlo code that incorporates angular momen-
tum coupling [58]. It was ported to the Windows environment as version PACE4
and features a user interface to allow entry of information into dialogue boxes
[59]. It can be used to calculate fusion residue products cross sections. The cross-
section calculations in the current work have been estimated by using PACE4
for the 7Li + 180Hf reaction to produce Re, Ta and W residual nuclei via the
Re(xn), Ta(αxn) and W(pxn) exit channels as a function of the 7Li beam energy.
Figure 3.3 shows the predicted cross-section against the beam energy for the
180Hf(7Li,x) fusion evaporation reaction used to produce the data analysed in
this thesis.
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Figure 3.3: Fusion cross-section calculations using PACE4 for a 7Li beam on
180Hf target.
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3.4 Interaction of gamma rays with matter
Gamma rays are uncharged electromagnetic radiation emitted in the decay pro-
cess of radioactive isotopes. Ionising γ rays must interact with a detector in
order to be detected. The three main processes by which a γ-ray can interact
with a material medium are (see figures 3.5 and 3.6):
1. The Photoelectric effect,
2. Compton scattering, and
3. Pair production (for γ-ray energies greater than 1.022 MeV).
3.4.1 Photoelectric effect
Photoelectric effect is caused by the interaction of an incident photon with a
bound atomic electron. This interaction absorbs the photon energy completely
and causes the electron to be freed from the atom with kinetic energy Ee, given
by [60]:
Ee = hν− Eb, (3.22)
where Eγ = hν, the Planck constant is represented by h and the photon electro-
magnetic wave frequency is represented by ν. The binding energy of the elec-
tron within the atom is represented by EB. The interaction leads to the electron
escaping from the atom, leaving a hole/vacancy behind. The vacancy is filled
by either capturing a free electron or by reorganising the electrons such that an
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outer shell electron fills the vacancy. This leads to the emission of a characteris-
tic X-ray or Auger electrons to be produced. The photoelectric effect represents
the main interaction of γ rays at low energy (E < 100 keV). The probability of
photoelectric absorption per atom [60], T , depends on the atomic number of the
interaction material (Z) and the γ-ray energy as follows:
T ≈ constant
(
Zx
E3.5γ
)
. (3.23)
The value for x fluctuates between 4 and 5 depending on the energy of the
incoming photon.
3.4.2 Compton scattering
Compton scattering refers to the process in which a quasi-free or weakly bound
atomic electron interacts with the incident photon. The photon scatters at var-
ious angles after transferring some of its energy to the electron. The energy of
the photon is dependent on the angle of its scattering. To calculate the energy
of scattered photon, E′γ, the following equation is utilized [60],
E′γ =
Eγ
1+ Eγmoc2(1−cosθ)
, (3.24)
where Eγ represents the energy of incident photon while moc2 represents the
rest mass energy of the electron with which the incident photon interacted and
θ is the angle at which the γ ray is scattered. The probability of Compton scat-
tering increase linearly with the atomic number (Z) of the interaction material.
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3.4.3 Pair production
The pair production process becomes possible if the energy of the incident pho-
ton is greater than twice the rest mass energy of an electron, i.e.> 1.02 MeV.
The probability of this process remains low for γ-rays of energy less than sev-
eral MeV. When the process occurs the incident photon disappears while in-
teracting with the Coulomb field of a nucleus. The photon is replaced by an
electron-positron pair [60]. As the secondary residual products of the process
two annihilation photons are produced when the positron is annihilated after
slowing down in the absorbing material. Two back-to-back annihilation pho-
tons are produced with a characteristic energy of 511 keV each.
3.5 Gamma-ray detection arrays
3.5.1 Germanium semiconductor detectors
A semiconductor material contains electrons which can move from the valence
energy band into the conduction band. The lower band consists of electrons
which are bound to lattice sites within the crystal and this lower-energy band
is named the valence band. The higher-energy band is the conduction band
and it houses the electrons which are free to move around in the crystal. The
term “band gap” refers to the energy gap that exists between these higher and
lower bands. In a semiconductor the size of this gap is around 1 eV. A hole is
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used to represent an electron leaving the valence band to the conduction band
when ionizing radiation interaction occurs. This can be categorised by the for-
mation of an electron-hole pair [60]. The energy gap changes according to the
temperature. At very low temperature, the gap has a near constant value. For
any value above absolute zero, thermal energy is present. For greater values of
temperature this thermal energy is shared across the electrons in the crystal lat-
tice, increasing the possibility for an electron to become excited across the band
gap into the conduction band. The Boltzmann function is utilized to determine
the probability per unit time for an electron-hole pair to be produced thermally
[60],
P(T) = CT2/3exp
(
− Eg
2kT
)
, (3.25)
where absolute temperature is represented by T, the band gap energy is give by
Eg, k is the Boltzmann constant, and C represents the proportionality constant
characteristic the material.
The depletion region of a reversed biased diode represents the active volume
in a germanium detector. To calculate the depth of the depletion region the
following equation is used [60],
d =
(
2eV
eN
)1/2
. (3.26)
Here the voltage is represented by V while N is the total impurity concentration
in most of the semiconductor material, and e represents the dielectric constant.
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Figure 3.4 shows at top, the cross-sectional of the True and closed-ended coaxial
crystals, while the n-type and p-type coaxial HPGe crystals are shown at the
bottom.
Figure 3.4: Side view and front view of coaxial geometries employed in HPGe
detectors.
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Figure 3.5: A graph depicting the various regions where the different γ-ray in-
teractions are dominant for the hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) detectors, data
taken from reference [61].
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Figure 3.6: A graph depicting the various regions where the competing γ-ray
interactions are dominant for cerium-doped lanthanum-tribromide (LaBr3(Ce))
scintillation detectors [61].
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3.5.2 Scintillation detectors
Scintillator detectors measure the effect of ionizing radiation using the inter-
action of the incident radiation on a scintillator material to produce light. In-
organic scintillators (slow response, high output light) are usually made of al-
kali halide crystals, such as sodium iodide (NaI). Organic-based scintillators are
usually liquids and plastics. Inorganic crystals are used for γ-ray spectroscopy,
while the organic material are used for β and fast neutron detection systems.
Inorganic Scintillator
Figure 3.7 shows how the electronic band structures are responsible for the scin-
tillation mechanism in inorganic crystals. Two core processes can happen when
the incident radiation enters the crystal. The first process involves electrons
that are excited by the incident particles interacting with the scintillator crystal.
These electrons would be excited from the valence band to the conduction band
and they would leave holes behind in the valence band. The second process
concerns incident particles exciting the electrons to an exciton band which is
located below the conduction band [62]. This process is inefficient in pure in-
organic crystals and because of this small amounts of impurities are needed to
perform as activators to increase the emission of photons in the scintillator.
A photomultiplier (PMT) is required to turn the scintillator light into an elec-
tronic signal. This electronic signal can be used for pulse shape and timing
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the crystal structure of an inorganic scintillator.[63].
analyses. The intensity of the light created determines the energy signal. A
photomultiplier contains a photocathode at the entrance and series of dynodes,
as seen in the figure 3.8. In this structure the scintillator light falls on a photo-
cathode which then emits photoelectrons. These electrons are accelerated to the
first dynode which is covered with a substance that emit secondary electrons.
These are then accelerated to a second dynode and then to the next until the
final dynode is reached. This process multiplies the number of electrons and
produces the final electrical signal. The size of the electrical signal is propor-
tional to the size of the original energy. Such scintillation detectors types in-
clude the cerium-doped lanthanum tribromide LaBr3(Ce) detectors, which are
characterised by fast internal light decay times, high light yield and reasonable
energy resolution [10].
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the operation of a scintillation detector guided to pho-
tomultiplier tube [62].
3.6 The Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator Labora-
tory, Bucharest
The Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator situated at Horia Hulubei-National Insti-
tute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH) in Bucharest-Magurele op-
erates at a maximum terminal voltage of 9 MV and uses a sputtering ion source
together with a nanosecond pulsing system [66]. The accelerator is linked to
seven beam lines for a wide variety of experiments. The heavy ion beams are
utilized in conducting γ-ray spectroscopy and studies of fusion evaporation re-
actions [66].
In the research described in chapter 4 of this thesis, a beam of energy 30 MeV
was provided by the Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator. A negative ion 7Li
beam was produced by the ion source and transported in vacuum towards the
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the properties of inorganic scintillators, where λ is
the wavelength of maximum emission and τ is the decay time to the light yield
[64, 65].
Material λ (nm) Light output (photons/MeV) τ (ns)
Na(TI) 415 38,000 230
CsI(TI) 540 52,000 1000
BGO 505 8.200 300
LaBr3:10%Ce 360 80.000 16
central terminal at voltage (VT). This accelerates the ion beam to an energy
of E = QVT, when it arrives at the central terminal. This area which houses
the terminal has a thin carbon foil and when the beam passes through it, the
foil strips electrons from the ions in the beam, which in turn makes the beam
positively charged. This positively charged beam accelerates away from the
positive potential of the terminal and in doing so it leaves the accelerator at
higher energy than before [67]. The final ion energy is then given by:
Etot = (1e + Q)VT, (3.27)
as the ionic charge after the electrons are stripped from the beam is represented
by Q = ne, where e is the electron charge and n is the number of electron
stripped off the neutral atom. Figure 3.9 shows a photograph of the IFIN-HH
Bucharest Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. The accelerator terminal and col-
umn are placed inside a large steel tank which is filled with high pressure insu-
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lating gas. The large steel construction serves to isolate the high voltage surfaces
of the accelerator electrodes in order to protect the outside world, while the high
pressure insulating gas helps to prevent electrical discharges.
Figure 3.9: Photograph of the tank housing the Tandem Van de-Graaff acceler-
ator at IFIN-HH Bucharest.
3.6.1 The sputtering ion source
Caesium (Cs) vapours (BE) are the core operation of the type of ion source used
in the current work. One part of Cs vapours (BE) condenses over the cooled
cathode while the second part makes contact with the heated ionizer, which is
at temperature of approximately 1000◦C. This contact makes the Cs positively
ionized and also accelerates it in the negative potential of the cathode which is
approximately 6 kV. The Cs ions then are used to release atoms from the cathode
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material by sputtering. These ions can easily penetrate the condensed Cs from
the surface and an electron is captured because of the chemical properties that
Cs possesses (low electron affinity). The process then involves extraction of
the negative ions which are produced. This extraction involves acceleration by
the negative cathode potential and the positive potential of the element which
is around 12 kV. A voltage of 50 kV is used to pre-accelerate the beam which
is then injected into the accelerator after passing through the inflection dipole
magnet [68].
3.6.2 The Bucharest gamma-ray array RoSPHERE
The main γ-ray array, which operates at IFIN-HH in Bucharest is the RoSPHERE,
or “The Romania array for gamma SPectroscopy in HEavy ion REactions” [10].
The array is combination of up to 25 of hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) detec-
tors and cerium-doped lanthanum-tribromide (LaBr3(Ce)) scintillation detec-
tors [69]. Gamma-rays emitted from excited nuclear states were measured in the
work presented in chapter 4 by 14 HPGe detectors and 11 LaBr3(Ce)) detectors.
The 11 HPGe are Compton suppressed and were placed in five different angu-
lar rings. Seven HPGe detectors were placed at ± 37◦ degrees, 4 at ± 70◦ and 3
at 90◦ degrees. Two different sizes of LaBr3(Ce) crystals were used in the exper-
iment described in this research, 7 crystals having a size of 2′′ × 2′′ (diameter,
length) with the 4 remaining crystals having dimensions of 1.5′′ × 2′′ (diameter,
length). These were distributed as follows: 3 detectors at − 37◦, 6 at ± 70◦ and
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2 at 90◦ degrees (see Table 3.2 for details). In this experiment the detectors were
placed approximately 10 cm from the target. In general, the LaBr3 resolution
was not sufficient to isolate the specific cascades of interest without additional
channel selection. This problem was addressed by gating on the high-resolution
HPGe data to select specific decay paths and project out the coincident (LaBr3,
LaBr3, ∆T) information. The LaBr3(Ce) detectors were used to measure the de-
cay times spectra of selected levels. Each LaBr3 detector was shielded by 5 mm
thick lead to prevent the direct detection of the γ-rays from the source or/and
the target [70]. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the mixed LaBr3(Ce) - HPGe array
and the 180Hf target, respectively.
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Table 3.2: Detector list for the RoSPHERE array in the current work, showing
the detector type and the angle [relative to the beam direction] according to the
3 rings (A, B, and C), and the number of the detectors placed in the ring.
Detector θ (degrees) Number of detectors in each ring
HPGe −37 5 detectors in ring A
HPGe +37 2 detectors in ring A
HPGe −70 2 detectors in ring B
HPGe +70 2 detectors in ring B
HPGe 90 5 detectors ring C
LaBr3 −37 3 detectors in ring A
LaBr3 −70 3 detectors in ring B
LaBr3 +70 3 detectors in ring B
LaBr3 90 2 detectors in ring C
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Figure 3.10: RoSPHERE γ-ray array in Bucharest consisting of 14 HPGe detec-
tors and 11 LaBr3(Ce) scintillators.
Figure 3.11: Photograph of the 180Hf target of thickness of 12 mg/cm2 used in
the experiment, (see chapter 4).
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3.7 Electronics set-up of the fast-timing measurement
The energy signals from the HPGe and LaBr3 detectors are not stored unless
the data acquisition system (DAQ) receives a master trigger signal from the
coincidence box which was set up to receive fold–3 events, either 2 LaBr3 and
1 HPGe, or 3 HPGe. If either of those conditions are met, a signal is sent from
the coincidence box. The time-to-amplitude converter (TACs) are started by a
LaBr3 detector time signal and stopped by a coincident LaBr3 signal. (Note the
delays which allow the control of arrival times of the signals so that the stop
signal is always the last to arrive, even if that detector fired first).
Figure 3.12 shows a schematic of the electronic circuit diagram used in the data
acquisition of the fast-timing experiment [69]. There are 2 output signals from
each LaBr3(Ce) detector used for timing and energy information via the anode
and last dynode signal, respectively. The timing signals from the constant frac-
tion discriminator (CFDs) were delayed by about 500 ns due to the relatively
slow time response of the HPGe detectors compared to the LaBr3 scintillator
[10]. Long cables were used for this delay to avoid additional electronic time jit-
ter. The timing signals had to pass again through a second set of CFDs to rebuild
the shape of the signal. Then short delays were added to the signals from the
second CFDs for synchronization, which became the start signal of each TACs.
The coincidence/multiplicity unit received all the other signals from the CFDs.
The output signals with multiplicity equal to or > 2 LaBr3(Ce) detectors were
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of the fast-timing electronic logic circuit of RoSPHERE,
taken from Ref. [69].
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fed into another coincidence unit where the trigger signal of the experiment was
built using the multiplicity signal constructed separately from the germanium
detectors [10, 69]. The master trigger signal was used to generate a gate signal
for the TACs to reduce their rate. This was distributed as a "common" signal as
the stop of all TAC units [10].
3.8 Methods of half-life measurement
The half-lives of the exited nuclear states were measured by fitting a range of
time-difference spectra. The first method used a fitting procedure which in-
corporated the full response function (PRF) of the time spectra which were as-
sumed to be a convolution of a Gaussian prompt-response function and a sin-
gle component exponential decay associated with the state lifetime [71, 72]. The
convolution function associated with a single exponential decay, defined by a
mean-lifetime of the decay state, τ = T1/2ln2 and a Gaussian Prompt Response
Function (PRF) defined by a standard deviation from the mean σ, where 2.35σ
= the full width half-maximum for the Gaussian, can be written as:
I{t} = Aexp
{
σ2
2τ2
− t
τ
}
.
[
1− er f
{
σ2 − τt√
2στ
}]
(3.28)
where erf ( ) corresponds to the error function, A is an intensity normalisation
constant and t is the time difference since the defined time zero.
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The second method fitted a single component exponential decay function to the
delayed coincidence time curve but ensuring that this was fitted only for data
points significantly away from the prompt time response region [73].
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Measurement of low-lying B(E1)
values in 183Re
This chapter addresses measurement of the half-lives of low-lying bandhead of
well-defined Nilsson one-quasi-particle configurations in 183Re and investigates
their relative hindrance compared to the expected K-selection rule associated
with axially symmetric, prolate-deformed nuclei in the region [11].
4.1 Experimental details
The nucleus of interest was formed using the fusion evaporation reaction 180Hf
(7Li, 4n) 183Re at a primary beam energy of 30 MeV. An isotopically enriched
180Hf metallic foil target of thickness 12 mg/cm2 was used with the beam pro-
duced by the 9 MV Tandem Van De Graaff Accelerator at the National Institute
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for Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest, Romania. The beam energy
was chosen to ensure appropriate 183Re production using the PACE statistical
code for fusion-evaporation reactions [74]. The experiment was conducted us-
ing a continuous, DC beam for 25 days of beam time, with a typical beam cur-
rent of 3-4 pnA. The PACE 4 calculations predicted a production cross-section
for the 4n evaporation channel to 183Re of approximately 400 mb at 33 MeV
(see figure 3.3). The emitted γ rays following the decays of the characteris-
tic rotational structures were collected using the ROSPHERE γ-ray spectrome-
ter array comprising 14 high-resolution HPGe detectors (used to select specific
de-exciting γ-ray cascades) and 11 LaBr3(Ce) scintillation detectors to deter-
mine the decay correlation times within these cascades [10]. The Compton-
suppressed HPGe detectors were placed in five angular rings with 5 detectors
placed at −37◦, 2 at +37◦, 2 detectors each at −70◦ and +70◦ and 3 at 90◦ to
the beam direction. The LaBr3(Ce) detectors comprised seven detector mod-
ules with cylindrical crystals of dimension of 2′′ diameter x 2′′ in length, and 4
modules with crystal dimensions of 1.5′′ diameter and 2′′ length. The LaBr3(Ce)
detectors were placed 2 at 90◦, 3 at +70◦, 3 at +70◦ and 3 at −37◦ with respect to
the beam-axis (see chapter 3 for details).
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4.2 Calibration
4.2.1 Energy calibrations
A standard point source of 152Eu was used to calibrate the HPGe and LaBr3 de-
tectors. The 152Eu isotope (T 1
2
= 13.2 year) emits γ-ray energies ranging from
121 to 1408 keV and was placed at the target position. The centroids of each
peak were determined as a channel number, which was corrected to line up
with the known γ-ray from the 152Eu source using a polynomial relation (usu-
ally quadratic). In general HPGe detectors can be calibrated using a quadratic
polynomial, however, the response of the LaBr3 detectors can be very non-
linear. Hence, quadratic fits are not sufficent and the analysis requires a higher-
order polynomial or a series of smoothly connected quadratics. In these data
quadratic and cubic polynomial fits of HPGe and LaBr3 energies, respectively
were used to determine the calibration coefficients by the Gnuplot code [75].
Eγ = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a2x3 + · · · (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: The uncalibrated energy spectra for the 152Eu source for one of the
HPGe and LaBr3 detectors.
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Figure 4.2: The calibrated 152Eu γ-energy spectra for one of the HPGe and LaBr3
detectors, showing the γ-energy response.
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Figure 4.3: The measured Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) as a function
of 152Eu decay γ-ray energies detected by LaBr3 and HPGe detectors.
Uncalibrated energy spectra for HPGe and LaBr3 detectors from the 152Eu source
are shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 indicates that the energy calibration worked
well by showing the energies for both detectors lining up. The FWHM for the
152 Eu energy peaks in the HPGe and LaBr3(Ce) detectors is shown in figure 4.3.
The energy resolution that is shown in figure 4.4 was evaluated using equation
4.2,
R =
(
FWHM
Eγ
)
× 100. (4.2)
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Figure 4.4: The energy resolution (R) of 152Eu determined using equation 4.2.
(Upper panel) shows the resolution of the enegry for HPGe; (Lower panel)
shows the resolution for LaBr3 detectors.
4.2.2 Time calibration
The timing data from the LaBr3 TAC response were calibrated using a variable
delay to create peaks with a time increment of 1 ns. The timing of the HPGe
detectors was calibrated by measuring the position for each timing peak using
a Gaussian distribution, then, introducing an offset for each detector.
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4.2.3 Time-walk correction using a 152Eu source
The scintillation light is produced when the photon interacts in the detector.
This light is converted into a charge (electron signal). When the charge crosses
a threshold, the CFD gives the logic output signal which represent the time sig-
nal. This depends on the energy of the photon [76], and the time difference is
called the walk-time. The time response for each LaBr3(Ce) detector and con-
stant fraction discriminator (CFD) combination in the array required an off-line
correction due to time walk. The time-walk correction affects the results due to
fluctuations in the magnitude and rise time of the entering signals [77]. The dif-
ference in time between 2 successive γ-rays then is measured as the difference
between the time signals from the LaBr3 detectors [68, 78].
Figure 4.5: The partial 152Gd level scheme [79], populated following the decay
of 152Eu.
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Figure 4.6: Time walk distributions of 152Eu used to correct the walk-time for
single LaBr3 detectors gated on the 344 keV γ-ray transition.
The published mean time difference from the 152Eu source between the 344 and
411 keV transitions (in 152Gd) is 46.7(2.5) ps [79] (see figure 4.5). The aim is to
measure the time walk correction as a function of γ-ray energy for each detec-
tor. One of the LaBr3(Ce) detector was chosen as the time reference for all of
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the others. A 3-dimensional histogram of detector number, energy and time
was created. This was then gated on each detector individually to create 2D
histograms of energy and time. A polynomial function was used to fit the data,
which shows a near linear response for Eγ > 300 keV, as shown in figure 4.6 .
4.3 Relative Efficiency
The radioactive 152Eu source was placed in the target position in order to cali-
brate the efficiency of HPGe and the LaBr3 detectors. The calibration was de-
termined by a Gaussian fit to each peak in the γ-ray spectrum of 152Eu using
the Radware package [80]. The calibration of all the HPGes was made using the
following equation 4.3 [60].
e = exp[(A + Bx + Cx2)−G + (D + Ey + Ey2)−G]−
1
G (4.3)
where the x and y are defined as follows:
x = log
(
Eγ
E1
)
(4.4)
y = log
(
Eγ
E2
)
(4.5)
The description of the efficiency at low and high energies are then given through
the A, B, C and E, D, F, sets of parameters, respectively. The E1 and E2 values in
equation 4.4 and 4.5 were 100 keV and 1 MeV, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Measured relative full-energy peak efficiencies of all the 14 HPGe
detectors using the 152Eu source data.
4.4 Internal system calibration check using lifetime
in 152Sm source data
The 152Eu source decays by electron-capture to 152Sm and by β− emission to
152Gd. The performance of the system could be tested by measuring the half-
life of the 2+ state in 152Sm which has a tabulated value of 1.40(11) ns [79], (see
figure 4.8). The half life can be measured using the time difference between
γ-rays transition which populate (feeding) and depopulate (de-exciting) the ex-
ited state. Figure 4.9 shows the total projection of γ-ray spectra obtained from
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a 2D symmetric matrix of the 11 LaBr3(Ce) detectors from 152Eu the source.
The gated spectra with individual gates for the main two transitions of 121 keV
(2+ −→ 0+) and 244 keV (4+ −→ 2+) in 152Sm are shown in figure 4.10.
Figure 4.8: The partial energy level scheme for 152Sm, populated in the decay of
152Eu, taken from [79].
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Figure 4.9: The total projection for all the LaBr3 detectors from the γ-γ coinci-
dence matrix from the 152Eu radioactive source.
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Samarium-152 has a reported half-life for the Ipi = 2+ states at energy of 121
keV of 1.4 ns. The 244 keV is the direct feeding transition and 121 keV is the de-
exciting transition of this Ipi = 2+ state. By gating on the 121 and 244 keV transi-
tions, the time-difference can be determined. This time difference is determined
by selecting two energies in a 3-dimensional: LaBr3-Energy-1, LaBr3-Energy-2,
Time-difference (Eγ1 - Eγ2 - ∆T) cube and projecting the time difference spec-
tra. Figure 4.11 shows the fitted half-life of the yrast 2+ state in 152Sm from
the source data. The time-difference spectrum of the yrast 2+ state in 152Gd
is also shown for comparison. A half-life of 1.35(6) ns was measured for the
2+ in 152Sm by fitting the time-difference spectrum with the combined function
of a Gaussian and exponential decay time [81]. This is in agreement with the
literature value.
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Figure 4.10: The gated γ-γ matrix projection from HPGe detectors. Upper
panel: gate on the 121 keV transition. Lower panel:gated by the 244 keV transi-
tion.
The feeding transition at 411 keV and de-exciting 344 keV transition of the Ipi =
2+ states at energy of 344 keV in 152Gd [79], were used to estimate the prompt
response function of the source. Figure 4.5 shows the partial level scheme of
152Gd populated in 152Eu decay. The prompt timing spectra results from two
energy gates applied to the 3D-dimensional (Eγ1 - Eγ2 - ∆T) cube, with Eγ1 =
344 keV and Eγ2 = 411 keV. The projection of the measured time differences
between these two γ-rays is ∆T. The prompt Gaussian FWHM was measured to
be 0.98 ns in this case. This value was obtained by fitting the prompt spectrum
with the Gaussian function using the Gnuplot code as shown in the upper plot
in figure 4.11,
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Figure 4.11: Time-difference separatrum between two LaBr3 (Ce) detectors
from 152Sm. (Upper panel) The prompt response for the 2+ state in 152Gd be-
tween 344 and 411 keV transition: (Lower panel) the half-life for the 2+ state
in 152Sm between 121 and 244 keV transitions. The dispersion in each of this
figures is 20 ps per channel.
4.5 Gain matching
Changes in the temperature, humidity and voltage instabilities in the detector in
the photomultiplier tubes (PMT) of the LaBr3 detectors can cause the energy cal-
ibration coefficients to drift for the scintillation detectors. Figure 4.13(a), shows
that these energy drifts were observed in this experiment. Corrections were
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made for all the 11 LaBr3s for each run by choosing the most intense peaks from
the HPGe γ-ray spectra and lining up the LaBr3 detectors. Figure 4.12 and 4.13
show the energy drifts before and after this correction.
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Figure 4.12: Drift of the energies at 114, 382 and 638 keV in the 7Li + 180Hf data
for LaBr3 (Ce) detectors, (a) before and (b) after the gain matching all the runs
of all the LaBr3 detectors was applied.
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Figure 4.13: Gamma-ray spectra for different detectors and runs from the 7Li
+ 180Hf reaction at RoSPHERE. (a): The LaBr3 energy spectra before the run-
by-run gain matching was applied; (b) The LaBr3 energy spectra after applying
run-by-run gain matching; (c) The HPGe energy spectra lining up; (d). compar-
ison of energy spectra for one run for single LaBr3 and HPGe detectors ather
gain matching.
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4.6 Two-dimensional energy- time matrix
A logical master trigger gate required that at least three individual detectors,
including at least one HPGe were measured within the defined master gate
range of approximately 50 ns [82]. This is in order to eliminate unnecessary
random coincidences from the data. Figure 4.14 shows the 2D-dimensional ma-
trix of γ-ray energy against time by gating on one of the transitions in a defined
decay path. The 2D matrix was crated by gating on Eγ1 in the LaBr3(Ce) 3D-
dimensional Eγ1 − Eγ2 − ∆T.
Figure 4.14: LaBr3 energy against time in 2D matrix plot for the 7Li + 180Hf data,
gated on 168 keV transition in 183Re.
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4.6.1 The 180Hf(7Li,4n)183Re data analysis
The data were sorted off-line into a range of coincident 2D and 3D correlation
matrices defined by discrete γ-ray energies on the HPGe detectors. The large
number of discrete γ rays measured from the decay of excited states in 183Re
and other reaction channels in the current work, meant that the energy reso-
lution of the LaBr3(Ce) detectors was, in general, not sufficient to isolate the
specific cascades of interest without additional channel selection. This prob-
lem was addressed by gating on the high-resolution, HPGe data to select out
specific decay paths and project out the coincident (LaBr3, LaBr3, ∆T) informa-
tion. The interrogation of these coincident arrays was performed using both the
GASPWARE [83] and RADWARE [80] software analysis packages.
An extensive energy level scheme for the near-yrast states in 183Re exists follow-
ing the work of Purry, Hashimoto and co-workers [12, 84] which built on earlier
work by Manfrass et al., [14]. A partial level scheme of the low-lying decays
associated with some of the excitations built on the low-lying 1-quasi-proton
states identified by Purry et al. is presented in figure 4.15. The coincident in-
formation evaluated in the current work was consistent with the level scheme
proposed by Purry et al. and no previously unreported states were identified.
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Figure 4.15: Partial energy level scheme for 183Re based on the previous study
by Purry et al [12] showing decays observed in the current work. The Nils-
son single proton configurations associated with the low energy single-particle
states are Ex = 0: 52
+
[402]; Ex = 496 keV: 92
−
[514] and Ex = 617 keV: 12
−
[541].
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Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the gated γ-ray spectra used to isolate the time dif-
ferences across the spin-parity 92
−
states in 183Re at excitation energies of 496
and 617 keV respectively. The use of the HPGe gates to allow clean (LaBr3,
LaBr3) γ-ray coincidences to be isolated in the current work is demonstrated by
these spectra.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Total projection spectrum for the HPGe detectors; (b) HPGe and
LaBr3(Ce)(red) spectra gated by 197 keV in the HPGe detectors; (c) LaBr3(Ce)
detector projections gated on 197 keV in the HPGe detectors. (d), (e) and (f)
LaBr3(Ce) energy spectra obtained by gating on the 197 keV transition in the
HPGe detectors together with gates on 168, 224 and 382 keV transitions in
LaBr3(Ce), respectively.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Total projection for the HPGe detectors; (b) HPGe and LaBr3
(red) spectra gated by 264 keV in the HPGe detectors; (c) LaBr3 detector pro-
jections gated on 264 keV in the HPGe detectors. (d), (e) and (f) LaBr3 energy
spectra obtained by gating on the 264 keV transition in the HPGe detectors to-
gether with gates on 114, 142 and 380 keV transitions in LaBr3(Ce), respectively.
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4.6.2 Half-lives of the Ipi = 9/2− states in 183Re at 496 and 617
keV
The projected LaBr3(Ce) gated, time difference spectra for different combina-
tions of transitions across the 496 and 617 keV levels are shown in figures 4.18
and 4.19, respectively. The decay half-lives for the states were extracted using
two separate, but related fitting methods. The first method used a fitting pro-
cedure which incorporated the full response function of the time spectra which
were assumed to be a convolution of a Gaussian prompt-response function and
a single component exponential decay. The second method fitted a single com-
ponent exponential decay function to the delayed coincidence time curve.
Figure 4.18 shows the single exponential decay curve fits for transitions across
the spin-parity 92
−
state at an excitation energy of 496 keV. Figure 4.19 shows
the fitting of the convolution of the prompt response function and exponen-
tial decay associated with the decay of the 92
−
state at 617 keV; the normalised
prompt response function for these γ-ray energy pairings are also shown for
comparison.
The final half-life values of 5.65(5) ns and 2.08(3) ns for the 92
−
states at 496 and
617 keV respectively, were obtained from the weighted mean values of the dif-
ferent decay measurements across each isomeric state. This assumes that the
lifetime of any intermediate state between the gating LaBr3(Ce) transition and
the isomeric state of interest is much shorter than the isomeric state itself. The
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three decay curves shown in Figure 4.18 all show consistent values which sug-
gest that the lifetimes for the intermediate states are at the picosecond timescale
or faster. The previous study by Singh et al., [85] and evaluation by Firestone
[86] reported a half-life of 7(1) ns and 7.8(4) ns respectively for the 496 keV state.
These are both longer than the value of 5.65(5) ns obtained in the current work
. The evaluated data for the 52
−
state lifetime at excitation energy 599 keV ( see
figure 4.15) reported a half-life for this state of 1.96(5) ns [86]. The current data
suggests that this is actually the half-life of the 92
−
state at 617 keV which feeds
the 52
−
state [12]. Purry et al, reported a branch into the 599 keV decay from iso-
mer, but this is not observed in the current work, and therefore is not included
in the branching ratio evaluation.
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Figure 4.18: Time-difference spectra between two LaBr3(Ce) detectors with an
additional HPGe gating transition to select transitions across the Kpi = 92
−
state
in 183Re at 496 keV. (a) Spectrum showing the prompt response of the LaBr3(Ce)
detectors. (b) This spectrum has a HPGe gate on 197 keV and shows the mea-
sured time difference between the 168 and 382 keV transitions measured in the
LaBr3(Ce) detectors. (c) This spectrum has HPGe gate on the 197 keV transition
with LaBr3 gates on 224 and 382 keV. (d) This spectrum has a HPGe gate on 224
keV and LaBr3(Ce) gates on 197 and 382 keV respectively. The dispersion in
each of these spectra is 20 ps per channel.
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Figure 4.19: HPGe-gated LaBr3-LaBr3 energy-gated time spectra showing time-
difference distributions for transitions across the Ipi= 92
−
state in 183Re at 617 keV.
(a) Time-difference spectra showing the prompt response with an additional
HPGe gated transition on 145 keV. (b) and (c) Time-difference spectra between
two LaBr3(Ce) detector has a HPGe gated on 264 keV. The dispersion is 20 ps
per channel.
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4.7 Reduced matrix elements
The measurement of these intrinsic state half-lives allows the extraction of the
reduced matrix elements for the electric dipole decays between the isomeric
states and the states to which they decay. The partial half-life TA1
2
of a discrete
decay branch of the state can be written as [25] :
TA1
2
× BR = Ttot1
2
(4.6)
where BR is the branching ratio of that particular transition from the decaying
state, where the sum of all the branching ratios is normalised to unity. The re-
duced matrix element, B(E1 : Ii −→ I f ) for pure electric dipole decays in units
of e2fm2, where Ii and I f are the spins of the initial and final states, respectively,
is related to the measured decay half-life of the decaying state by the relation
(see table 2.2) [4, 5, 25],
B(E1)e2 f m2 =
0.693
T1
2
(s)× (1+ α)× 1.587× 1015 × E3γ(MeV)
, (4.7)
where α is the total internal conversion coefficient of the decaying transition. In
the current work, the value of α has been assumed to be the value for a pure E1
decay (i.e. no M2 admixture) taken from the BRICC code [13].
Table 4.1 gives a summary of the measured half-lives for the two spin-parity
9
2
−
states in 183Re from the current work and the associated B(E1) values for the
different decay branches. The branching ratios were taken using the intensity
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Table 4.1: Summary of the half-life measurements and deduced reduced matrix
elements for decays from the spin-parity 92
−
states in 183Re at excitation energies
of 617 and 496 keV from the current work.
Eγ Ei → E f IpiI Ki → Ipif K f T12 BR (%) αtot B(E1) B(E1)
(keV) (ns) e2fm2 W.u
182 617→435 92
−
, 12
− → 112
+
, 52
+
2.08(3) 52(4) 0.082 3.23(6)× 10−5 1.55(3)× 10−5
358 617→259 92
−
, 12
− → 92
+
, 52
+
2.08(3) 10(2) 0.016 4.52(11)× 10−6 2.17(5)× 10−6
503 617→114 92
−
, 12
− → 72
+
, 52
+
2.08(3) 38(5) 0.007 1.64(3)× 10−6 7.90(14)× 10−7
382 496→114 92
−
, 92
− → 72
+
, 52
+
5.65(5) 95(4) 0.013 1.37(3)× 10−6 6.58(14)× 10−7
236 496→260 92
−
, 92
− → 92
+
, 52
+
5.65(5) 5(4) 0.042 5.64(15)× 10−6 2.71(7)× 10−6
values from Purry et al. [12]. These experimentally derived B(E1) values can
then be compared with the expected single-particle unit for electromagnetic de-
cay rates in a nucleus using the concept of a single-proton transition between
idealised spherical orbits, namely the Weisskopf estimate [87]. If A is the nu-
clear mass number, the Weisskopf single-particle estimate can be calculated for
a pure B(E1) in units of e2fm2, using the expression [13, 87]:
B1W.u(E1) = 6.446× 10−2 × A 23 (4.8)
The values for the decay branches are all in the range 10−8 → 10−6 W.u which is
typical for ∆K = 2 hindered electric dipole transitions in this region [2, 25]. This
is consistent with the relatively small K-difference between the two proposed
9
2
−
states and states to which the measured transitions decay, which are based
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on to the 52
+
[402] ground state structure. These should all have ∆K = 2 going
from either Ωpi = 92
− → 52
+
or Ωpi = 12
− → 52
+
[13].
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Isomer spectroscopy of neutron-rich
terbium isotopes A = 165-168
This chapter presents the measurements of spectroscopic information in the
neutron-rich Tb (Z = 65) isotopes with A = 165-168. These were produced and
studied at the RIBF facility at RIKEN, Japan. The experimental details and anal-
ysis curried out in this thesis are described in the following sections.
The RIKEN laboratory has developed a new accelerator facility since the 1990s
[88]. It has developed the RIKEN radioisotope beam factory (RIBF) which pro-
duced a 345 MeV/u beam of 238U in 2007 [88][89], in order to expand the range
of nuclei accessible with in-flight fission reactions. The U primary beam ions
were produced using the RIKEN 18 GHz electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)
ion source [90].
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The uranium in-flight fission process has relatively large cross sections for the
production of neutron-rich exotic nuclei. To increase the primary beam inten-
sity, a new superconducting electron cyclotron resonance (SC-ECR) ion source
with an optimum magnetic field strength for 28 GHz [88, 91] was constructed.
The heavy-ion beam was accelerated by a chain consisting of the RILAC2 in-
jector (linac) and four cyclotrons, until it reaches the production target at the
first-stage of BigRIPS. Identification of the produced, secondary fragments was
determined using the second-stage of BigRIPS and the ZeroDegree spectrome-
ters. The ions were then brought to rest in an active stopper consisting of dou-
ble sided silicon-strip detectors (DSSSDs), which could be used to detect the
subsequent β-decays of implanted fragments [92]. The mixed array of HPGe,
and LaBr3 (Ce) detectors, EURICA, was used to detect γ-rays emitted from the
stopped secondary fragments and their subsequent decay daughters.
5.1 Production of Tb isotopes at RIBF using projec-
tile fission of 238U
The uranium ions were injected from the source to the SC-ECRIS and then into
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC) followed by the fixed-frequency Ring Cyclotron
(fRC), the Intermediate Ring Cyclotron (IRC) and the Super-conducting Ring
Cyclotron (SRC) [93]. The RRC, fRC, and IRC are each include four sector mag-
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nets and two radio-frequency (RF) acceleration cavities, as shown in figure 5.1.
The uranium-ion beam was accelerated up to 11 MeV/u by the RRC [94], then
accelerated up to 50.7 MeV/u 238U73+ by passing through the fRC. Most of the
electrons were removed while passing the charge strippers [95]. The beam was
then accelerated up to 127 MeV/u 238U86+ by the IRC [96]. Finally the ions en-
tered the SRC [97], containing six superconducting sector magnets, four main
RF cavities and one flat topping RF cavity to accelerate the 238U86+ ions to a
final energy of 345 MeV/u, which corresponds to 70% of the speed of the light
[98–100].
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the RIKEN acceleration scheme in the RIBF. STs repre-
sent the charge strippers [99].
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5.2 BigRIPS: particle separation and identification
The capability of the RIBF cyclotrons provides the opportunity to supply Ra-
dioactive Ion (RI) beams based on the in-flight chain. The in-flight fission of
uranium-ion beams was employed in the current work as the production re-
actions of the BigRIPS separator. The large acceptances of the BigRIPS sep-
arator are achieved by using superconducting triplet quadruples (STQs), with
large apertures and high field gradients which allowed the large magnetic rigid-
ity (Bρ) needed for the efficient transmission and separation of neutron-rich RI
beams [101].
The BigRIPS separator is defined by large ion-optical acceptances, a two-stage
structure, and good particle identification.The BigRIPS separator is powered by
14 superconducting triplet quadrupoles (STQs), 6 room-temperature dipoles, all
bending through an angle of 30◦ and 7 foci along the beam line of the separa-
tor [103], dispersed across the two-stage structure design as a mirror-symmetric
achromatic system as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. At the first stage a 2 mm
thick 9Be target was placed at the entrance, to be bombarded by the primary
beam. This stage is composed of 4 superconducting quadrupole triplets (STQ1-
STQ14) and 2 room-temperature dipoles (RTDs). There are also a two-bend
achromatic spectrometer, the aluminum wedge degrader at the F1 momentum-
dispersive focal plane for isotopic separation based on the momentum achro-
matic technique [104]. The second stage consists of four RTDs and eight STQs
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Figure 5.2: A schematic of the layout of the BigRIPS and ZeroDegree spectrom-
eters [102].
(STQ7-STQ14) and F3 to F7 forms a four-bend achromatic system. This second
stage serves to identify RI-beam species event-by-event [101].
The ZeroDegree spectrometer is designed to work as a forward focusing spec-
trometer, consisting of two dipoles and six STQs. The foci are labelled as F8-F11,
where the F8 is the object point of the ZeroDegree spectrometer, momentum dis-
persive located at the intermediate foci F9 and F10, while F11 is fully achromatic
and the final focus [104].
The particle-identification scheme is based on the TOF − Bρ − ∆E method, in
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Figure 5.3: The optics of BigRIPS in horizontal (upper-X) and vertical (lower-Y)
planes and F1-F7 focal planes [104].
which the time of flight (TOF), the magnetic rigidity (Bρ), and the energy loss
(∆E) of fragments are measured with beam-line detectors to deduce the mass-
to-charge ratio (A/Q) and the atomic number (Z ) of fragments.
The TOF − Bρ − ∆E (used for the particle-identification scheme) were mea-
sured with beam-line detectors to deduce the mass-to-charge ratio (A/Q) and
the atomic number (Z) of fragments. The TOF measurement is made using the
plastic scintillation counters at F3 and F7. The magnetic rigidity (Bρ) is mea-
sured by rebuilding the trajectory from the positions and angles of fragments
measured by Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPACs) at F3, F5 and F7 [104].
The energy loss (∆E) was measured by a multi-sampling ionization chamber
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Figure 5.4: The optics of ZeroDegree in horizontal (upper-X) and vertical
(lower-Y) planes and F7-F11 focal planes [105, 106].
(MUSIC) [107, 108] and by silicon detectors at F7 [104].
The (Bρ) measurement provides the A/Q value of fragments in combination
with the TOF measurement. The mass number and charge of the particle are A
and Q, respectively, Q = Z are fully stripped ions. The magnetic rigidity can be
linked to A/Q and the momentum, by [109, 110],
Bρ =
P
Q
⇒ A
Q
=
Bρ
βγ
c
mu
, (5.1)
where ρ is the radius of curvature, mu the atomic mass unit ∼ 931.5 MeV, the
speed of light is represent by c, while the β = v/c and γ = 1√
(1−β2) .
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The atomic number Z is determined from the energy loss (∆E) using the Bethe-
Bloche equation which is described in the following [60],
− dE
dx
=
4pie4Z2
mev2
Nz
[
ln
(
2mev2
I
)
− ln(1− β2)− β2)
]
, (5.2)
where e is the electron charge, me is the rest mass of the electron, N is the atomic
density number of the absorber, z is the atomic number of the absorber and the
I is the excitation and ionisation potential of the absorber.
The plastic scintillation counters that were installed at F3 (F8) and F7 (F11) for
BigRIPS (ZeroDegree) were used to measure the TOF [93, 111], and was calcu-
lated by:
TOF =
(FF7L + FF7R)− (FF3L + FF3R)
2
(5.3)
The distance between the two scintillators (d) and the measured TOF were used
to determine the velocity of the fragment by,
v =
d
TOF
, (5.4)
and FF7L, FF7L, FF3L and FF3L are the time-differences from the photo-multiplier
tube (PMTs) on the left and right side of each scintillation detector with respect
to PMT of the F11 scintillator [111].
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5.2.1 Position measurements
The Delay-Line Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (DL-PPACs) were used to
measure the position of the ions. These were located at F3, F5 and F7 focal
planes. The method of operation of these counters is the same as the PPACs,
which combine two parallel plate electrodes and a small gab in between. The
electrodes are enclosed in a proportional gas container. The electric field is pro-
duced between the plates producing electrons near to cathode and ion near
to the cathode, the multiplication of the electrons is caused by ionising the
molecules of the gas [60].
Figure 5.5: Two electrodes with the anode sandwiched between in PPACs at
BigRIPS [112].
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The DL-PPACs in BigRIPS consists of two cathodes, with the anode placed be-
tween them. Each cathode has either x and y directions as shown in figure 5.6.
The time difference from the anode signals between X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 is then
calculated using [113],
Px =
kx(Tx1 − Tx2)
2
mm (5.5)
and
Py =
ky(Ty1 − Ty2)
2
mm, (5.6)
where kx and ky are the slope factors for the X and Y delay-lines, respectively.
Here, Tx1 and Tx2 correspond to the delay-times (in ns) from each end of the
delay-line in the x-direction, while the Ty1 and Ty2 in the y-direction [113].
5.2.2 Energy-loss measurements
In order to determine the atomic number from equation 5.2, the energy-loss of
the ions is required. At the final focal plane (F11) of ZeroDegree a gas ionisation
chamber is situated in order to measure the energy-loss of ions. Tilted Electrode
Gas Ionisation Chambers (TEGICs) are the evolution of Multi-Sampling Ionisa-
tion Chambers (MUSIC) [108]. The TEGIC (see figure 5.6) was built from twelve
anodes and thirteen cathodes placed in 20-mm steps. The ionization chambers
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of 24 parallel plates were stacked together. The electrodes were tilted 30◦ to-
ward the central axis to drift the electrons and positive ions from the original
particle trajectories in opposite directions to each other, there by avoiding the
recombination of electrons and positive ions [107].
Figure 5.6: Side view of the Tilted Electrode Gas Ionisation Chamber (TEGIC)
[107]
5.3 Radioactive decay measurements
The primary fission residues were subsequently stopped in the Wide-range Ac-
tive Silicon-Strip Stopper Array (WAS3ABI) [102] which allowed direct detec-
tion of the implanted heavy-ions and also subsequent position correlated β-
decay events from the same ions. The WAS3ABI stopper was surrounded by
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the Euroball RIKEN Cluster Array (EURICA) which allowed the detection of
the delayed γ rays emitted following the decay of heavy-ion-correlated isomeric
or beta-delayed events.
Discrete γ-ray transitions emitted following decays from either metastable states
or excited states populated following beta decay were identified using the 84
coaxial high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors of the EURICA spectrometer,
which was complemented by 18 additional cerium-doped lanthanum bromide
(LaBr3) fast-timing scintillation detectors from the FATIMA collaboration (see
section 5.3.2).
5.3.1 Wide-range Active Silicon-Strip Stopper Array for Beta
and ion detection (WAS3ABI)
The WAS3ABI decay detection station (see figure 5.7) was situated at the final
focus of the BigRIPS separator. In this experiment it consisted of a combination
of double sided silicon-strip detectors (DSSSDs) [92], each of 60 mm width and
40 mm height with a 1 mm pitch width in both the horizontal and vertical di-
rections [102](see figure 5.7). The fragments were implanted into the WAS3ABI
active stopper which allowed pixelated correlations between implants and their
subsequent β-decay. The number of DSSDs depends on the estimated implan-
tation depths of the ions in a particular experiment, which can be changed from
one up to eight [106].
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Figure 5.7: Cross-section view of the WAS3ABI [92].
5.3.2 Euroball RIKEN Cluster Array (EURICA)
Discrete γ-ray transitions were identified using 84 coaxial HPGe detectors, ar-
ranged in an array of 12 × 7 element CLUSTER detector modules, which was
complemented by 18 additional LaBr3 fast-timing scintillation detectors from
the FATIMA collaboration [114–116] (see figure 5.8). Compton scattered γ-rays
within a crystal caused multiple hits in the crystals, corrected by the implemen-
tation of an add-back algorithm [60].
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Figure 5.8: Sections of the EURICA array [106].
Standard radioactive sources were used to calibrate EURICA. A 152Eu source
was placed inside WAS3ABI to measure the detection efficiency. Figures 5.9 and
5.10 show the efficiency fit for EURICA as a function of the γ energy without
and with the add-back function, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: The full energy peak γ-ray detection efficiency of EURICA as mea-
sured using a 152Eu source wthin the WAS3ABI stopper. These data are taken
from P.A. Söderström, fitted using RADWARE [80].
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Figure 5.10: Effect of the add-back function implementation for the full energy
peak efficiency. These data are taken by P. A. Söderström (private communica-
tion).
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5.4 Isomer Spectroscopy of Terbium Isotopes
Neutron-rich nuclei in the vicinity of 170Dy were produced following the pro-
jectile fission of a 345 MeV per nucleon 238U primary beam on a 2 mm thick
berylium production target at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF) [89],
RIKEN, Japan. The typical primary beam current was 10 pnA and the pro-
duced fission fragments were transported and separated on an event-by-event
basis using the BigRIPS fragment separator at RIKEN [93, 104]. The transported
ions were identified event-by-event through the separator using the measured
magnetic rigidity (Bρ), Time-Of-Flight (TOF) and energy loss (∆E) parameters.
Related studies from the same experiment have been reported for isomeric and
decay spectroscopy of 170Dy and 172Dy [19, 21]
Two magnetic rigidity (Bρ) settings for the BigRIPS separator were used in the
current work. The first was centred on the transmission of fully-stripped 170Dy
ions and ran for 13.5 hours of primary beam time [19] with a second setting
focused on the transmission of 172Dy [21] which ran for 45 hours of primary
beam-time. Figure 5.11 shows the particle identification plot for the transmitted
ions centred on the transmission of 172Dy with the 166Tb ions clearly identified.
Note that both hydrogen-like (Z=Q-1) and fully-stripped (Z=Q) ions of 166Tb
are transmitted in this particular magnetic rigidity setting.
The particle-identification (PID) plots for both settings are shown in Figure 5.11.
These PID plots show ions which are transmitted both as fully-stripped (Q=Z)
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and also Hydrogen-like (Q=Z-1) species
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Figure 5.11: Particle identification (PID) plots obtained from the two BigRIPS
settings used in this work. (Upper panel) PID for the first setting centred on
170Dy, identifying the H-like 165Tb and fully-stripped 167,168Tb ions: (Lower
panel) PID for the second setting centred on 172Dy, identifying fully-stripped
(red ellipses) 166,167Tb and H-like (blue ellipses) 166,167,168Tb events.
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5.5 165Tb Results
Figure 5.12 shows the EURICA γ-ray spectra gated on isomer-delayed decays
from 165Tb, which identifies γ rays following the isomeric decay in 165Tb. Dis-
crete energy peaks are evident at 76 and 152 keV and a smaller peak is noted
at 55 keV. This latter peak can be resolved from the observed characteristic ter-
buim K X-ray peaks at 44 and 51 keV. Contaminant peaks, labelled (a) and (b),
are also noted in these spectra from overlaps with 168Tb [117] and 170Dy [19]
ions. The time distributions for the 76 keV and 152 keV transitions yields fit-
ted values of 0.82(14) µs and 0.8(1) µs, implying that both of these transitions
energies are associated with the decay of a single isomeric state. The weighted
mean of these two measurements gives a half-life value for the isomeric state in
165Tb of T1
2
= 0.81(8) µs.
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Figure 5.12: Ion-gated, delayed HPGe gamma-ray spectra from EURICA show-
ing transitions associated with the isomeric decays in H-like 165Tb from the
170Dy centred setting. The γ-ray coincidence time condition used to generate
these spectra was from 400 ns to 2 µs after the 165Tb implantation in WAS3ABI.
The insets in the spectra show the projected time distribution of the measured
γ-ray transitions following implanation, fitted to a single-component exponen-
tial decay. See text for details. Energy are given in keV.
Gamma-ray coincidences between these identified transitions were investigated
for 165Tb. The γ-ray coincidence spectra associated with gates on transitions
identified in the isomeric decay of 165Tb are shown in figure 5.13. These show
that the 76 keV transtion might be a self-coincident doublet. This suggests that
one of the members of the 76 keV doublet has a relatively large internal electron
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conversion coefficient and perhaps that the two members of the doublet have
different multipolarities. The coincidence data and energy sum considerations
imply that 152 keV decay transition provides a parallel decay path from the iso-
meric state in 165Tb which competes with a cascade of two, mutually coincident
transitions of energy 76 keV. Both of these competing decay paths appear to
populate the first excited state at energy 55 keV. The internal conversion coeffi-
cients and intensity balances for the proposed level scheme imply an E1 multi-
polarity for the 152 keV transiton (α(E1:152 keV)=0.0975) and an M1 decay for
the 55 keV transition (α(M1:55 keV)=12.28). The 76 keV doublet is interpreted
as being an E1 transition (α(E1:76 keV)= 0.624) followed by a predominantly M1
in-cascade decay (α(M1: 76 keV)=4.84).
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Figure 5.13: Gamma-ray coincidence spectra gated on the 76 and 152 keV transi-
tions associated with the isomeric decay of 165Tb observed in the current work.
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Figure 5.14 shows the partial level schemes associated with the isomeric decays
in 165Tb as proposed in the current work. The decay scheme for the isomeric
decay in 165Tb is made on the basis of intensity balances and also by comparison
with the observed decay and γ-ray coincidence information from 167Tb in the
current work.
Figure 5.14: Proposed partial level scheme of 165Tb populated in the isomeric
decays reported in the current work.
5.5.1 167Tb Results
The delayed γ-ray spectra associated with fully stripped and H-like 167Tb ions
are shown in figure 5.15. Discrete energy peaks at 53, 73 and 147 keV are evi-
dent, together with the expected K X-rays from terbium, which are assumed to
arise from the competing electron conversion process. The peaks labelled (a) is
from the 170Dy centred setting from overlaps with 164Tb ions. The time distri-
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butions for the measurent of the 73 and 147 keV lines relative to the implanta-
tion time are shown for the three different 167Tb identification positions, with a
weighted mean of these six independent half-life distributions of T1
2
= 2.1(1)µs.
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Figure 5.15: Ion-gated, delayed HPGe γ-ray spectra for EURICA showing tran-
sitions associated with the isomeric decays in (A) fully-stripped 167Tb from the
170Dy centred setting; and (B) Fully-stripped and (C) H-like 167Tb ions in the
172Dy centred setting. The γ-ray coincidence time condition used to generate
these spectra were 200 ns to 5 µs for 167Tb implantation in WAS3ABI. The insets
in each spectra show the projected time distribution after of the measured γ-
ray transitions following implanation, fitted to a single-component exponential
decay. Energy are given in keV.
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Figure 5.16: Gamma-ray coincidence spectra gated on the 73 and 147 keV transi-
tions associated with the isomeric decay of 167Tb observed in the current work.
Figure 5.16 shows the γ-ray coincidence spectra associated with gates on tran-
sitions identified in the isomeric decay of 167Tb. Gamma-ray coincidences be-
tween these identified transitions were investigated for 167Tb. These show that
the 73 keV transtion is a self-coincident doublet with additional coincidences
with the Tb K X-rays. This suggests that as the suggested in 165Tb, one of the
members of the 73 keV doublet has a relatively large internal electron conver-
sion coefficient and that the two members of the doublet have different multi-
polarities. The coincidence data and energy sum considerations imply that 147
keV decay transition provides a parallel decay path from the isomeric state in
167Tb which competes with a cascade of two, mutually coincident transitions
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of energy 73 keV. Both of these competing decay paths populate the first ex-
cited state at energy 53 keV. The internal conversion coefficients and intensity
balances for the proposed level scheme imply an E1 multipolarity for the 147
keV transiton (α(E1:147 keV)=0.1067) and an M1 decay for the 53 keV transition
(α(M1:53 keV)=13.5). The 73 keV doublet is interpreted as being an E1 transition
(α(E1:73 keV)= 0.694) followed by a predominantly M1 in-cascade decay (α(M1:
73 keV)=5.44).
The partial level scheme associated with the isomeric decays in 167Tb as pro-
posed in the current work is shown in figure 5.17. The decay scheme is made
on the basis of intensity balances and also by comparison with the observed
decay and γ-ray coincidence information from 165Tb.
Figure 5.17: Partial level scheme of 167Tb populated in the isomeric decays re-
ported in the current work.
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5.6 Structure of the isomeric states in 165,167Tb
From the reported systematics of lighter, prolate-deformed odd-A Tb isotopes
161Tb and 163Tb [26, 27], the likely ground state spin/parities for 165,7Tb are
Ipi = 32
+
for both. These are associated with the occupation of the 32
+
[411]
proton orbital and consistent with the predictions of equilibrium deformation
calculations for axially-symmetric, prolate-deformed nuclei as reported by Jain
et al., [28] and Nazarewicz et al., [29]. The other favoured, odd-proton config-
urations predicted to lie close to the Fermi surface for Z=65 are associated with
the 52
+
[413], 72
−
[523] and 92
+
[404] Nilsson deformed single-particle states. The
isomeric nature of the observed states and deduced partial level schemes for
165Tb and 167Tb are consistent with hindered decays from isomeric states to ro-
tational states built on the (likely) positive parity 32
+
ground state. The most
probable candidate for the isomeric states would then be the pi 72
−
[523] orbital
which would require a (naturally) hindered E1 decay to the postive parity states
built on the ground state configurations
5.7 Isomer spectroscopy of 166Tb
Figure 5.18 shows the γ-ray spectrum gated on 166Tb, with the γ rays measured
between 0.2 and 5.0 µs after the implantation of the ions in WAS3ABI. The spec-
trum shows a discrete transition at energy 119 keV with additional counts asso-
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ciated with the Tb Kα and Kβ X-rays. The time distribution of the 119 keV γ-ray
relative to the implantation time is shown in the inset of figure 5.18. A single
component exponential function fit to this decay curve results in a measured
half-life for the isomeric state of 3.5(4) µs. The identified γ-ray transition at 119
keV in the present work was previously noted in the study of the β− decay of
166Dy by Ichikawa et al., [30]. This previous work interpreted the 119 keV tran-
sition as decaying from an excited state at 158 keV, with a parallel decay branch
with similar intensity associated with a discrete transiton at 158 keV to the 166Tb
ground state. The 119 keV transition was also reported as being in coincidence
with a 40 keV γ-ray which fed the proposed ground state of 166Tb. While the
40 keV transition is not clearly identified in the current work, there are counts
to the left of the Kα X-rays identified in figure 5.18 which are consistent with
a γ-ray transition at that energy. There is also a weakly populated peak in the
region 158 keV in figure 5.18, which is consistent with the reported low-lying
level scheme for 166Tb proposed by Ichikawa et al., [30].
Assuming the majority of the branching for the direct decay of the observed
isomeric state is via the 119 keV line, its multipolarity can be deduced by com-
paring the intensity of the terbium K X-rays in the isomer delayed spectrum and
the corresponding electromagnetic transition rate for the 119 keV decay. If the
K X-rays arise from the competing internal conversion branch of the 119 keV
transition from the isomer, this suggests an electric dipole multipolarity for the
119 keV γ ray, since other likely multipolarities (M1, E2 and M2) all have much
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Figure 5.18: The total projection spectrum of γ-ray energy from 166Tb emitted
with time condition window from 200 ns to 5 µs.
higher internal conversion coefficients and would have correspondingly more
intense X-ray intensities. The theoretical internal conversion coefficients for the
likely multipolarities are given in Table 5.3, using the BRICC code [13].
The measured half-life of the isomeric state is also most consistent with an hin-
dered E1 decay for the 119 keV transition, with the extracted B(E1) transition
probability 3.8(4) ×10−8 W.u. consistent with other hindered E1 decays in this
deformed region [23].
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Table 5.1: The theoretical internal conversion coefficients, Weisskopf single-
particle half-life estimates and transition probabilities assuming a half-life of
3.5(4)µs for possible multipolarities of the 119 keV transition in 166Tb. The in-
ternal conversion values were estimated using the BRICC code [13].
Multipolarity αK (119 keV)) αtot (119 keV)) T 1
2
(1 W.u)(s) B(σλ) (Wu)
E1 0.16 0.19 1.3×10−13 3.8(4) ×10−8
E2 0.72 1.39 4.3×10−7 1.2(1) ×10−1
M1 1.13 1.34 1.6×10−12 4.5(4) ×10−7
M2 8.42 11.1 4.3×10−5 1.2(1) ×101
5.8 Structure of 166Tb
The low-lying Nilsson configurations in 166Tb can be investigated by looking
at the single quasi-proton and quasi-neutron Nilsson states which have been
identified in the neighbouring odd-A terbium (for protons) and N=101 (for neu-
trons) nuclei. In general, the lowest-lying Nilsson state, which corresponds to
the ground state in the lighter odd-Z Tb isotopes is associated with the pi 32
+
[411]
orbital. The next lowest-lying excited states associated with intrinsic single-
particle states are then linked to the pi 72
−
[523] , pi 52
+
[413] and pi 52
−
[532] orbitals,
respectively [28].
The neutron Nilsson orbitals which are expected to lie closest to the Fermi sur-
face for the prolate deformed, axially symmetric N=101 isotones are the 12
−
[521],
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5
2
−
[512] and 72
+
[633] states [28], which make up the first three intrinsic states
observed in the N=101 isotone 169Er [118]. The lowest lying two-quasi-particle
states in 166Tb would then be expected to arise from the coupling of these com-
binations of proton and neutron Nilsson orbitals, with both maximum and min-
imum K couplings (i.e. K = Ω1 +Ω2 and K = |Ω1 −Ω2|) present.
For 166Tb, the lowest-energy configurations, in the absence of residual proton-
neutron interactions associated with the Gallagher-Mozkowski coupling rules
[119], would be expected to arise from the pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν 12
−
[521] configurations,
resulting in Kpi = 1− and 2− states, one of which is the most likely candidate
for the ground state. The Kpi = 1− is favoured considering the expected resid-
ual interaction associated with the intrinsic spins coupling between these two
orbitals.
From consideration of the neighboring odd-A isotopes, the next most likely
proton-neutron two-quasi-particle couplings would arise from the pi 32
+
[411]⊗
ν52
−
[512] configurations which forms K = 1− and 4− states, with the maximally
aligned K = 4− favoured by residual interactions; and the pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν72
+
[633]
which results in K = 2+ and 5+ states, with the K = 5+ favoured. The observed
119 keV E1 isomeric decay could then arise from the ∆K = 1 single-particle tran-
sition between the K = 5+ and Kpi = 4− states from the pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν72
+
[633]
to pi 32
+
[411] ⊗ ν52
−
[512] configurations, respectively. The reported energy dif-
ference of 159 keV between the ν52
−
[512] (Ex=92 keV) and the ν72
+
[633] (Ex= 243
keV) single-particle configurations in the neighboring N=101 isotone 169Er is
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similar to the observed 119 keV transition in the current work. The current data
does not provide any infomation on the ordering of these possible initial and fi-
nal states, which could be reversed and would result in the same isomeric decay.
In this scenario, the direct decay from either the Kpi = 5+ or Kpi = 4− configu-
ration to the proposed negative-parity Kpi = 1− ground state via a 40 keV M4
or M3 decay, which would result in very long-lived metastable state. This is
not consistent with the observations in the current work and the previous study
of Ichikawa et al., [30] which show the 119 keV and 40 keV transitions in co-
incidence. A more consistent candidate for the observed E1 decay is between
the Kpi = 2+ unfavoured coupling of the pi 32
+
[411] ⊗ ν 72
+
[633] configuration
and the unfavoured by K = 2− coupling of the proposed pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν12
−
[521]
ground state configuration. This K = 2− state, could then decay by an unhin-
dered M1 to the favoured K = 1− coupling of the same configuration, which
could correspond to the ground state of 166Tb.
Blocked BCS Nilsson calculations were performed for 166Tb using neutron and
proton pairing strengths of Gn = 20.00/A · MeV and Gp = 21.00/A · MeV, re-
spectively [28], together with quadrupole deformation parameters of e2=0.275
and e4=0.027 [53]. The results of the calculations are presented in Table 5.2,
with the predicted ground state having the expected ν12
−
[521]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] con-
figuration and the next lowest state being the positive parity Kpi = 5+ and 2+,
ν72
+
[633]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] configuration. Note that these calculations do not include
any effects associated with residual proton-neutron interactions. The calcula-
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tions support the possible interpretations described above.
Table 5.2: The configurations of the low-lying two-quasiparticle states in 166Tb
predicted by the Nilsson blocked BCS - calculations, using neutron and proton
pairing strengths of Gn = 20.00/A ·MeV and Gp = 21.00/A ·MeV [52], respec-
tively and quadrupole deformation parameters of e2=0.275 and e4=0.027 with
axial symmetry [53]. Note that these calculations do not include any adjust-
ments for residual proton-neutron interactions.
Kpi Nilsson Configuration Energy, (keV)
2−, 1− pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν 12
−
[521] 0
5+, 2+ pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν 72
+
[633] 62
4−, 1− pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν 52
−
[512] 145
3−, 2− pi 52
+
[413]⊗ ν 12
−
[521] 273
4+, 3+ pi 52
−
[532]⊗ ν 12
−
[521] 314
6+, 1+ pi 52
+
[413]⊗ ν 72
+
[633] 335
3+, 2+ pi 52
−
[532]⊗ ν 12
−
[521] 355
7−, 0− pi 72
−
[523]⊗ ν 72
+
[633] 376
6−, 1− pi 52
−
[532]⊗ ν 72
+
[633] 417
5−, 0− pi 52
+
[413]⊗ ν 52
−
[512] 418
6+, 1− pi 72
−
[523]⊗ ν 52
−
[512] 459
5+, 0+ pi 52
−
[523]⊗ ν 52
−
[512] 501
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5.8.1 Isomer spectroscopy of 168Tb
By gating on the identified 168Tb ions in the 170Dy setting, γ rays emitted from
isomeric states from this isotope could be correlated with individual ions im-
planted in the WAS3ABI stopper. Figure 5.19 shows the total projection γ-ray
spectrum for 168Tb ions with the timing condition that the γ rays were detected
between 300 ns and 5.0 µs after the initial ion implantation into the WAS3ABI
stopper. The spectrum identifies two discrete transitions at energies of 97 and
114 keV, together with counts associated with the Tb Kα andKβ X-rays. The de-
layed time distributions of the 97 and 114 keV transitions relative to the 168Tb
implantation time are also shown in the inset of figure 5.19. When fitted to a sin-
gle component exponential decay, these time projections yield effective decay
half-lives associated with the 97 and 114 keV transitions of 0.67(5) and 0.70(3)
µs respectively. This suggests that both of these γ rays are associated with the
decay of the same, single isomeric state in 168Tb. Taking the weighted mean
of the two measured values, results in a half-life for the previously unreported
isomeric state of 0.69(2) µs.
The γ-ray spectrum for H-like 168Tb in the 172Dy setting and the associated time
projections gated on the 97 keV and 114 keV are shown in figure 5.20. The
weighted mean of the two measured values result in a half-life for the 97 and
114 keV transitions is 0.68(4) µs.
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Figure 5.19: Projected HPGe γ-ray energy spectrum gated on 168Tb ions with
the condition that the γ rays were detected between 0.3 and 5.0 µs of the im-
plantation of the ion in WAS3ABI. The insets show the associated time projec-
tions gated on the 97 keV (upper panel) and 114 keV (lower panel) discrete lines
respectively and fits to these using a single component exponential decay curve.
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Figure 5.20: Gated delayed HPGe γ-ray spectra for EURICA showing transi-
tions associated with the isomeric decays in H-like 168Tb ions in the 172Dy cen-
tred setting. The time condition used to generate the spectrum was 300 ns to 5
µs.
In order to determine the level scheme following the isomeric decay in 168Tb,
γ-ray energy coincidences were also analysed, correlated with the implanted
168Tb ions. Figure 5.21 shows the discrete-line gated γ-ray coincidence spectra
associated with the decays from the T1
2
= 0.69(2)µs isomer in 168Tb. The 97
and 114 keV transitions are demonstrated to be in prompt mutual coincidence,
consistent with the interpretation that they form a coincident cascade, decaying
from a single isomeric state. The gate on the 114 keV transition shows both the
97 keV γ-ray line and also counts associated with the Tb Kα and Kβ X-rays at
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44 and 51 keV respectively. These K X-rays ara assumed to originate from the
competing internal electron conversion decay branch of the 97 keV transition in
168Tb. The comparable intensity of Tb K X-rays is notably reduced/absent in the
97 keV gate which suggests that the 114 keV transition has a multipolarity with
a smaller internal conversion coefficient than the 97 keV coincident transition.
Assuming the 97 and 114 keV transitions form a prompt cascade from a single
isomeric state, the γ-ray coincidence information can be used to calculate the
intensity balances required for a single cascade, with corrections for internal
conversion, thereby establishing the likely multiplorities of the two transitions.
Assuming a single decay cascade, the correction for the internal conversion
branches required to give the two transitions the same total relative intensity
can be used to evaluate the ratio of the internal conversion coefficients for these
transitions. This can then be compared with the predictions from the BRICC
code [13] for pure multipolarities with these energies in 168Tb.
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Figure 5.21: Gamma-ray coincidence gates for the isomer delayed transitions
associated with 168Tb ions. These have the secondary software condition that
the coincident γ-rays were measured in the EURICA array between 0.3 and 5.0
µs after the implantation in the WAS3ABI active stopper. Note that the 114 keV
gate identifies both the 97 keV discrete transition and also the K X-rays associ-
ated with terbium internal conversion, demonstrating that the internal conver-
sion coefficient associated with the 97 keV transition is significantly larger than
for the 114 keV transition.
By comparing the measured relative γ-ray intensities of the 97 keV and 114
keV transitions associated with the isomeric decay in 168Tb and correcting the
transition intensity for the theoretical total internal conversion using the BRICC
code [13], the most consistent intensity balance with the experimental data is
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Table 5.3: The internal conversion coefficients for likely multipolarities for the
97 and 114 keV transitions identified following the isomeric decay of 168Tb, us-
ing the BRICC code [13].
Multipolarity αtot (97 keV) αK (97 keV) αtot (114 keV) αK (114 keV)
αE1 0.326 0.273 0.211 0.177
αE2 2.921 1.234 1.617 0.808
αM1 2.397 2.021 1.510 1.273
αM2 23.73 17.62 12.98 9.820
for the scenario whereby the 97 keV is of an M1 multipolarity while the 114 keV
transition is most likely of an E1 nature (although an E2 can not be strictly ruled
out in the current analysis).
The measured isomer decay half-life of 0.69(2) µs can then be used to determine
which of these transitions is most-likely to be the one which directly depopu-
lates the isomer. For a pure M1 decay for the 97 keV transition, the Weisskopf
estimate for the half-life is approximately 2.4×10−12 s. This would be equiv-
alent to an unusually large hindrance for an M1 transition strength between
states of similar K values (see below) corresponding to 1.4×10−6 W.u. [20, 25].
The transition strength for a 114 keV E1 γ-ray in 168Tb, compared to the experi-
mental isomer half-life of 0.69(2) µs corresponds to a 1.8×10−7 W.u., which is in
line with the typical E1 strengths for deformed nuclei in this region between de-
formed states with a small additional K-hindrance [25]. The calculation of this
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analysis is that the observed isomer decays via a 114 keV E1 transition. On the
basis of the arguments on intensity balance, observed X-rays following internal
conversion and deduced electromagnetic decay hindrances associated with the
expected transition strengths of a 97 keV M1 compared to a 114 keV E1 transi-
tion, it is proposed that the observed isomeric state in 168Tb decays via the 114
keV electric dipole transition, through an intermediate state which decays by a
prompt (< 1 ns) sequential 97 keV M1 decay.
5.8.2 Structure of 168Tb
The proposed partial level scheme of 168Tb following the isomeric decay is
shown in figure 5.22. The previously reported β− decay of 168Tb suggested
a tentative spin/parity of Ipi = 4− for the ground state of 168Tb based on the
systematics of the neighbouring odd-A nuclei and the observed feeding of the
decay of 168Tb to excited states in 168Dy [120]. This spin/parity assignment is
consistent with reported 32
+
ground state assignments for the odd-A Tb iso-
topes 161,163,165,167Tb [26, 27, 121, 122] which are associated with the population
of the 32
+
[411] proton Nilsson orbital for these prolate deformed systems. Simi-
larly, the reported 52
−
ground states for the neighboring, odd-A N = 103 isotones
169Dy [118, 123], 171Er [124] and 173Yb [125] are consistent with the occupation of
the 52
−
[512] neutron Nilsson orbital. Therefore, the likely ground-state configu-
ration for 168Tb, arises from the favoured Ipi = 4− coupling of the pi 32
+
[411]⊗
ν52
−
[512] two-quasi-particle configuration. Assuming near-yrast feeding and
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that the observed isomer decays initially through a 114 keV stretched E1 tran-
sition, followed by a 97 keV M1, leads to a spin/parity of Ipi = 6+ for the
isomeric state at an excitation energy of 213 keV. The intermediate state at 97
keV is therefore assigned as Ipi = 5−.
Figure 5.22: Partial level scheme showing the isomeric decay in 168Tb observed
in the current work.
The review of single-particle Nilsson orbital energies by Jain et al., [28] pre-
dicts that the Nilsson proton configurations for Z = 65 which lie closest to the
Fermi surface for well deformed prolate shapes are associated with the 32
+
[411],
7
2
−
[523], 52
+
[413] and 52
−
[532] Nilsson orbitals. Similarly, for the N = 103 iso-
tones, the most energetically favoured neutron states are associated with the
5
2
−
[512], 12
−
[521], 72
−
[514] and 92
+
[624] Nilsson orbitals.
The likely configurations of the lowest lying two-quasi-particle states 168Tb can
also be predicted using Multi-Quasi-Particle Blocked BCS Nilsson calculations
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as described in reference [52]. Table 5.4 shows the results of such calculations for
168Tb using values of the deformation parameters, which were taken from the
tabuluated ground state shape predictions provided in reference [53]. The BCS
calculations predict that the favoured Kpi = 4− ν52
−
[512]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] configura-
tion is the most likely for the ground state of 168Tb. The calculations, which do
not include any adjustments for proton-neutron residual interactions, also pre-
dict a low-lying Ipi = 6+ state associated with the ν52
−
[512]⊗ pi 72
−
[523] Nilsson
configuration, which is proposed as a likely configuration for the isomer state
identified here.
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Table 5.4: Predicted low-lying two-quasiparticle states in 168Tb using the axially
symmetric blocked BCS - Nilsson calculations. These calculations were per-
formed using neutron and proton pairing strengths of Gn = 20.00/A ·MeV and
Gp = 21.00/A · MeV respectively [52] and deformation parameters of e2=0.275
and e4=0.040. These calculations do not include any adjustments for residual
proton-neutron interactions.
Kpi Nilsson Configuration Predicted Excitation Energy, Ex(keV)
4− ν 52
−
[512]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] 0
6+ ν 52
−
[512]⊗ pi 72
−
[523] 274
5− ν 52
−
[512]⊗ pi 52
+
[413] 285
5+ ν 52
−
[512]⊗ pi 52
−
[532] 324
2− ν 12
−
[521]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] 428
5− ν 72
−
[514]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] 445
5+ ν 72
+
[633]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] 538
6+ ν 92
+
[624]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] 573
7+ ν 72
−
[514]⊗ pi 72
−
[523] 719
6− ν 72
−
[514]⊗ pi 52
+
[413] 730
6+ ν 72
−
[514]⊗ pi 52
−
[532] 769
7− ν 72
+
[633]⊗ pi 72
−
[523] 812
6+ ν 72
+
[633]⊗ pi 52
+
[413] 824
8− ν 92
+
[624]⊗ pi 72
−
[523] 847
7+ ν 92
+
[624]⊗ pi 52
+
[413] 859
7− ν 92
+
[624]⊗ pi 52
−
[532] 898
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Table 5.5: Data summary of single and two-quasi-particle isomers in 166−168Tb
decaying via E1 and M1 transitions for the first 170Dy setting.
Nucleusa Eγ Ipii Irel No. Ions Time condition FW
(keV) Initial-level Nγεrel (µs)
165Tb(H) 152(2)E ( 72
−
) 1.9(3) 340(18) 0.3→ 2 2.4(4) × 107
76(2)E ( 72
+
) 0.7(1) 340(18) 0.3→ 2 7.2(1.8) × 106
76(2)M ( 52
+
) 0.20(3) 340(18) 0.3→ 2
55(4)M ( 32
+
) 0.21(3) 340(18) 0.3→ 2
167Tb(F) 147(4)E ( 72
−
) 1.2(2) 153(12) 0.2→ 5 5.9(9) × 107
73(4)E ( 72
+
) 0.48(6) 153(12) 0.2→ 5 1.6(3) × 107
73(4)M ( 52
+
) 0.13(2) 153(12) 0.2→ 5
53(4)M ( 32
+
) 0.21(4) 153(12) 0.2→ 5
168Tb(F) 114(3)E (6+) 19.7(3.2) 1777(42) 0.3→ 5 5.6(1.3) × 106
97(7)M (5−) 7.8(1.4) 1777(42) 0.3→ 5
aH→ Hydrogen-Like, F→ Fully-Stripped.
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Table 5.6: Data summary of single and two-quasi-particle isomers in 166−168Tb
decaying via E1 and M1 transitions for the second 172Dy setting.
Nucleusa Eγ Ipii Irel No. Ions Time condition FW
(keV) Initial-level Nγεrel (µs)
166Tb(H+F) 119(4)E (2−) 3.8(6) 460(21) 0.2→ 2 3.1(2) × 107
40(2) (M) (2+) 0.52(11) 460(21) 0.2→ 2
159(3) (2−) 0.40(5) 460(21) 0.2→ 2
167Tb(H) 147(4)E ( 72
−
) 9.6(1.3) 1108(33) 0.2→ 5 5.41(88) × 107
73(4)E ( 72
+
) 3.15(42) 1108(33) 0.2→ 5 1.9(3) × 107
73(4)M ( 52
+
) 0.83(11) 1108(33) 0.2→ 5
53(4)M ( 32
+
) 2.34(34) 1108(33) 0.2→ 5
167Tb(F) 147(4)E ( 72
−
) 2.7(4) 291(17) 0.2→ 5 4.36(58) × 107
73(4)E ( 72
+
) 0.44(6) 291(17) 0.2→ 5 3.1(4) × 107
73(4)M ( 52
+
) 0.12(2) 291(17) 0.2→ 5
53(4)M ( 32
+
) 0.26(4) 291(17) 0.2→ 5
168Tb (H) 114(3)E (6+) 4.4(6) 383(19) 0.3→ 5 5.3(1.2) × 106
97(7))M (5−) 1.3(2) 383(19) 0.3→ 5
aH→ Hydrogen-Like, F→ Fully-Stripped
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6.1 Ipi = 92
− intrinsic excited states in 183Re
The coincident γ-ray fast-timing technique has been used to determine the de-
cay half-lives of the two lowest-lying spin-parity 92
−
excited states in the prolate-
deformed nucleus 183Re. Intrinsic state half-lives of 5.65(5) ns and 2.08(3) ns
have been measured for the states at excitation energies of 496 and 617 keV,
which correspond to the 92
−
[514] and 12
−
[541] single proton Nilsson states re-
spectively.
The deduced E1 reduced matrix elements for decays from these intrinsic states
to rotational members of the 52
+
[402] ground state configuration in 183Re have
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been determined. While the E1 decays are significantly hindered with respect
to the Weisskopf single-particle estimates, they are consistent with only weakly
K-forbidden decays in this deformed region. This is consistent with the Nils-
son configuration assignments for the decaying states and with intermediate-
Ω-value configurations to which they both decay.
6.2 Isomer spectroscopy of Tb isotopes
In-flight fission of 238U has been used to synthesis neutron-rich Tb nuclei. In
165Tb and 167Tb, one-quasi-proton isomeric states with Ipi = 72
−
states are ident-
fied in these prolate deformed nuclei with decay half-lives of T1/2 = 0.81(8)µs
and T1/2 = 2.1(1)µs, respectively. The deduced levels schemes are consistent
with E1 multipolarity decays from these metastable states built on the 72
−
[523]
one quasi-proton states, which decay through rotationally-coupled states built
on the deformed pi 32
+
[411] ground state configuration.
For 166Tb, the data show evidence for the direct decay of an 119 keV electric-
dipole transition from the isomeric state, which has a measured half-life of
3.5(4) µs. Possible Nilsson configurations for the initial and final states which
are linked by the 119 keV transition are proposed, based on comparison with
neighboring odd-A nuclei and BCS-Nilsson calculations. The favoured inter-
pretation for the observed, direct 119 keV E1 transition depopulating the isomer
is that it arises from the decay between the Kpi = 2+, pi 32
+
[411]⊗ ν 72
+
[633] and
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the Kpi = 2−, pi 32
+
[411] ⊗ ν12
−
[521] configurations, the latter of which decays
by a 40 keV M1 to the predicted Kpi = 1− pi 32
+
[411] ⊗ ν 12
−
[521] ground state
configuration.
The first spectroscopy of excited states in the neutron-rich, odd-odd prolate de-
formed nucleus 168Tb has also been performed in this study. Decays from a
previously unreported isomeric state with a measured half-life of 0.69(2) µs are
observed, with the transition rate and intensity balance data suggesting that the
direct decay from the isomer is mediated by a 114 keV electric dipole decay from
a state at excitation energy 211 keV above the 168Tb ground state. A compari-
son of the deduced level scheme for 168Tb in the present work with ground-state
spin/parity systematics of neighbouring, prolate deformed, odd-A terbium iso-
topes and N=103 isotones suggests a two-quasi-particle ground-state Nilsson
configuration of ν 52
−
[512]⊗ pi 32
+
[411] for 168Tb, with the isomeric state having
decay properties and excitation energy consistent with a ν52
−
[512]⊗ pi 72
−
[523]
configuration. These assignments are consistent with the predictions of Blocked
BCS pairing Nilsson calculations for a well-deformed prolate shape.
6.3 Future work
Ongoing work in this region includes β-delayed spectroscopy to study these Tb
isotopes, following decay from their mother system and also the use of high
statistic and LaBr3(Ce) detectors to measured/establish any in-beam transition
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rates in these nuclei. The clean identification of discrete line γ-rays associated
with delayed transitions in the Tb isotopes could also be utilised as a possible
in-beam gating selection mechanism for more detailed spectroscopic studies of
the higher-spin states in these nuclei using, for example, heavy ion induced
deep inelastic reaction such as 82Se + 170Er [18].
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2016.
4. Fast-timingmeasurementswith LaBr3 detectors. 17th UK Nuclear, Physics
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1. Nanosecond LifetimeMeasurements of Excited States in 183ReUsing com-
bined HPGe-LaBr3 Coincidence Spectroscopy. University of Surrey, Post-
graduate Research Conference. Guildford, United Kingdom, 23rd and 24th
April 2015.
2. Nanosecond LifetimeMeasurements of Excited States in 183ReUsing com-
bined HPGe-LaBr3 Coincidence Spectroscopy. Instrumentation, detection
and simulation in modern nuclear physics, Joliot-Curie School. Orsay-
France, 26th September-3rd October, 2015.
3. Nanosecond Lifetime Measurements of Excited States in 183,4Re Using
combinedHPGe-LaBr3 Coincidence Spectroscopy. The IOP Nuclear Physics
Group conference. Croydon, United Kingdom„ 4-7 April 2014.
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 Measurement made of EM transition probabilities from low-lying Iπ¼9/2- states in 183Re.
 ROSPHERE gamma-ray array used to isolating discrete gamma-ray cascades.
 Derived the reduced hindrances of E1 transitions in 183Re related to K-quantum number conservation.
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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents precision measurements of electromagnetic decay probabilities associated with
electric dipole transitions in the prolate-deformed nucleus 183Re. The nucleus of interest was formed
using the fusion evaporation reaction 180Hf(7Li,4n)183Re at a beam energy of 30 MeV at the tandem ac-
celerator at the HH-IFIN Institute, Bucharest Romania. Coincident decay gamma rays from near-yrast
cascades were detected using the combined HPGe-LaBr3 detector array ROSPHERE. The time differences
between cascade gamma rays were measured using the LaBr3 detectors to determine the half-lives of the
two lowest lying spin-parity 9/2- states at excitation energies of 496 and 617 keV to be 5.65(5) and 2.08
(3) ns respectively. The deduced E1 transition rates from these two states are discussed in terms of the
K-hindrance between the low-lying structures in this prolate-deformed nucleus.
& 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
The decay rate of the electromagnetic transitions from excited
nuclear states provide information on the underlying nuclear
structure (Schwarzschild and Warburton, 1968; Perdrisat, 1966;
Nolan and Sharpey-Schafer, 1979). The reduced electromagnetic
transition probabilities for such transitions can be compared with
predictions derived using theoretical nuclear structure models
(Bohr and Mottelson, 1998; Ring and Schuck, 2004). A wide range
of nuclear excited state lifetimes are possible, with direct
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measurement of values covering ranges from less than 1015 s to
greater than 1013 years (Nolan and Sharpey-Schafer, 1979; Cum-
ming and Alburger, 1985; Walker and Dracoulis, 1999).
The Electronic Timing Technique uses scintillator-based gam-
ma-ray detectors and enables the determination of nuclear excited
state decay half lives in the time range between 1012 and 103 s
(Nolan and Sharpey-Schafer, 1979; Mach et al., 1989; Régis, et al.,
2013). In the current work, a combined gamma-ray detection array
consisting of cerium-doped, lanthanum-tribromide (LaBr3: Ce)
detectors and High-purity Germanium (HPGe), based at the IFIN-
HH tandem accelerator, Bucharest, Romania (Mărginean et al.,
2010) has been used to perform fast-timing gamma-ray spectro-
scopy to measure the decay half-lives of excited states with spin-
parity 9/2- in the nanosecond temporal regime in the prolate-de-
formed nucleus 183Re. With Z¼75 and N¼108, the nucleus 183Re
lies within the deformed rare-earth region, where a number of
Nilsson single-particle orbitals with large projections of angular
momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis,Ω, have been identiﬁed
(Löbner 1968; Bunker and Reich, 1971; Manfrass, 1974; Walker and
Dracoulis, 1999; Purry et al., 2000; Kondev et al., 2015).
The two spin-parity 9/2- states of focus in the current work
correspond to the bandheads of two different collective band
structures based on the weakly-coupled, low-Ω [541]1/2- and
strongly-coupled, high-Ω [514]9/2- single quasi-proton Nilsson
conﬁgurations respectively (Bunker and Riech 1971; Manfrass
et al., 1974; Purry et al., 2000). Electromagnetic decay from such
states to other low-lying conﬁgurations with signiﬁcantly different
values for the angular momentum projection on the symmetry
axis are well known to be additionally hindered compared to the
expected, single-particle transition rates (Löbner 1968; Walker and
Dracoulis, 1999; Kondev et al., 2015). Both of these states decay
into the [402]5/2þ structure based on the ground state of this
nucleus.
The present work addresses measurement of the half-lives of
low-lying bandhead of well-deﬁned Nilsson single-particle con-
ﬁgurations in 183Re and investigates their relative hindrance
compared to the expected K-selection rule associated with axially
symmetric, prolate-deformed nuclei in the region (Löbner 1968;
Bunker and Reich, 1971; Walker and Dracoulis, 1999).
2. Experimental details and data analysis
The nucleus of interest was formed using the fusion evapora-
tion reaction 180Hf(7Li,4 n)183Re at a primary beam energy of
30 MeV. An isotopically enriched metallic foil 180Hf target of
thickness 12 mg/cm2 was used with the beam produced by the
9 MV Tandem van de Graaff accelerator at the National Institute for
Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest, Romania. The beam
energy was chosen to ensure appropriate 183Re production using
the PACE statistical code for fusion-evaporation reactions (Gavron,
1980). The experiment was conducted using a continuous, DC
beam for 25 days of beam time, with a typical beam current of 3–
4 pnA. The PACE 4 calculations predicted a production cross-sec-
tion for the 4 n evaporation channel to 183Re of approximately
400 mb.
The emitted gamma rays following the decays of the char-
acteristic rotational structures was collected using the ROSPHERE
gamma-ray spectrometer array comprising 14 high- resolution
HPGe detectors (used to select speciﬁc de-exciting gamma-ray
cascades) and 11 LaBr3(Ce) scintillation detectors to determine the
decay correlation times of these cascades (Mărginean 2010; Al-
harbi, 2013).
The Compton suppressed HPGe detectors were placed in ﬁve
angular rings with 5 detectors placed at 37°, 2 at þ37°, 2 de-
tectors each at 70° and þ70° and 3 at 90° to the beam direction.
The LaBr3(Ce) detectors were made up from seven detector mod-
ules with cylindrical crystals of dimension of 2″ diameter x 2″ in
length, and 4 modules with crystal dimensions of 1.5″ diameter
and 2″ length. The LaBr3(Ce) detectors were placed 2 at 90°, 3 at
þ70°, 3 at 70° and 3 at 37° with respect to the beam-axis.
A point source of 152Eu was placed at the target position and
used for the full-energy-peak and timing response calibrations of
the HPGe and LaBr3(Ce) detectors. The response was used to cor-
rect for the time walk of the LaBr3(Ce) detectors as a function of
the energy dependence. A logical master trigger gate required that
at least three individual detectors, including at least one HPGe
were measured within the deﬁned master gate range of approxi-
mately 50 ns (Alharbi et al., 2013.) Approximately 2.2109
LaBr3-LaBr3-HPGe coincidence events were measured in the
complete data set over the 25 d run time.
The data were sorted off-line into a range of coincident 2D and
3D correlation matrices deﬁned by gated discrete gamma-ray en-
ergies on the HPGe detectors and including gamma-ray energies
measured in the LaBr3 detectors together with the relative time
differences between coincident members of a cascade.
The time difference between the measured gamma-ray tran-
sitions resulting from the ﬁnite half-life of the intermediate ex-
cited state(s) was then determined by selecting deﬁned gating
conditions on 3 dimensional (LaBr3 Energy 1, LaBr3 Energy 2, Time
Difference ¼ΔT) arrays and projecting the measured time differ-
ences between the characteristic, discrete gamma-ray energy
transitions feeding into and out of the state of interest as mea-
sured by the LaBr3(Ce) detectors.
The large number of discrete gamma rays measured from the
decay of excited states in 183Re and other reaction channels in the
current work, meant that the energy resolution of the LaBr3(Ce)
detectors was, in general, not sufﬁcient to isolate the speciﬁc
cascades of interest without additional channel selection. This
problem was addressed by gating on the high-resolution HPGe
data to select out speciﬁc decay paths and project out the coin-
cident (LaBr3. LaBr3, ΔT) information. The interrogation of these
coincident arrays was performed using both the GASPWARE
(Bazzacco and Marginean, 1997) and RADWARE (Radford, 1995)
software analysis packages.
An extensive energy level scheme for the near-yrast states in
183Re exists following the work of Purry and co-workers (Purry,
2000), which built on earlier work by Manfrass et al., (Manfrass
et al., 1974). A partial level scheme of the low-lying decays asso-
ciated with some of the excitations built on the low-lying 1-quasi-
proton states identiﬁed by Purry et al. is presented in Fig. 1. The
coincident information evaluated in the current work was con-
sistent with the level scheme proposed by Purry et al. and no
previously unreported states were identiﬁed in the current work.
3. Lifetime results and extracted reduced matrix elements
Figs. 2 and 3 show examples of the gated gamma-ray spectra
used to isolate the time differences across the spin-parity 9/2-
states in 183Re at excitation energies of 496 and 617 keV respec-
tively. The use of the HPGe gates to allow clean (LaBr3, LaBr3)
gamma-ray coincidences to be isolated in the current work is
demonstrated by these spectra.
The projected LaBr3(Ce)-gated, time difference spectra for dif-
ferent combinations of transitions across the 496 and 617 keV le-
vels are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. The decay half-lives
for the states were extracted using two separate, but related ﬁtting
methods. The ﬁrst method used a ﬁtting procedure which in-
corporated the full response function of the time spectra which
were assumed to be a convolution of a Gaussian prompt-response
function and a single component exponential decay associated
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with the state lifetime (e.g. Olsen and Bostrõm 1966; Malmskog,
1966). The convolution function associated with a single ex-
ponential decay, deﬁned by a mean-lifetime of the decay state,
τ¼T1/2/ln2 and a Gaussian Prompt Response Function (PRF) de-
ﬁned by a standard deviation from the mean s, where 2.35s¼the
full width half-maximum for the Gaussian PRD, can be written as,
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where erf ( ) corresponds to the error function, A is an intensity
normalisation constant and t is the time difference since the de-
ﬁned time zero.
The second method ﬁtted a single component exponential
decay function to the delayed coincidence time curve but ensuring
that this was ﬁtted only for data points signiﬁcantly away from the
prompt time response curve (e.g., Newton, 1950; Bostrõm et al.,
1966).
Fig. 4 shows the single exponential decay curve ﬁts for transi-
tions across the spin-parity 9/2- state at an excitation energy of
Fig. 1. Partial energy level scheme for 183Re based on the previous study by Purry et al. (Purry et al., 2000) showing decays observed in the current work. The Nilsson single
proton conﬁgurations associated with the main states are Ex¼0: [402]5/2þ; Ex¼617 keV: [541]1/2; and Ex¼496 keV: [514]9/2-.
Fig. 2. a) Total projection spectrum for the HPGe detectors; (b) HPGe spectrum
gated on197 keV in HPGe detectors; (c) LaBr3 detector projections gated on 197 keV
in the HPGe detectors. (d), (e) and (f) LaBr3 energy spectra obtained by gating on
the 197 keV transition in the HPGe detectors together with gates on 168, 224 and
382 keV transitions in LaBr3 (Ce) respectively.
Fig. 3. (a) Total projection for the HPGe detectors; (b) HPGe spectrum gated on 264
keV in HPGe detectors; (c) LaBr3 detector projections gated on 264 keV in the HPGe
detectors. (d), (e) and (f) LaBr3 energy spectra obtained by gating on the 264 keV
transition in the HPGe detectors together with gates on 114, 142 and 380 keV
transitions in LaBr3 (Ce) respectively.
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496 keV. Fig. 5 shows the ﬁtting of the convolution of the prompt
response function and exponential decay associated with the de-
cay of the 9/2- state at 617 keV; the normalised prompt response
function for these gamma-ray energy pairings are also shown for
comparison.
The ﬁnal half-life values of 5.65(5) ns and 2.08(3) ns for the 9/2-
states at 496 and 617 keV respectively, were taken from the
weighted mean values of the different decay measurements across
each isomeric state. This assumes that the lifetime of any inter-
mediate state between the gating LaBr3(Ce) transition and the
isomeric state of interest is much shorter than the isomeric state
itself. The three decay curves shown in Fig. 4 all show consistent
values which suggest that the lifetimes for the intermediate states
are at the picosecond timescale or faster. The previous study by
Singh et al., (Singh et al., 1974) and evaluation by Firestone (Fire-
stone, 1992) reported a half-life of 7(1) ns and 7.8(4) ns respec-
tively for the 496 keV state. These are both longer than the value
obtained in the current work of 5.65(5) ns. The evaluated data for
the 5/2 state lifetime at excitation energy 599 keV (see Fig. 1)
reported a half-life for this state of 1.96(5) ns (Firestone, 1992). Our
data suggests that this is in fact the half-life of the 9/2- state at
617 keV which feeds the 5/2 state (Purry et al. 2000).
4. Extracted reduced matrix elements
The measurement of these intrinsic state half-lives allows the
extraction of the reduced matrix elements for the electric dipole
decays between the isomeric states and the states to which they
decay.
The partial half-life, TA1/2 for a discrete decay branch of the state
is given by (Kondev et al., 2015)
× =BR TT tot1
2
A
1
2
where BR is the branching ratio of that particular transition from
the decaying state, where the sum of all the branching ratios is
normalised to unity.
The reduced matrix element, B(E1:Ii-If) for pure electric dipole
decays in units of e2fm2 for that particular gamma-ray decay,
where Ii is the spin of the initial decay state and If is the spin of the
state to which it decays, is related to the measured decay half-life
of the decaying state by the relation (Kondev et al., 2015; Ring and
Schuck, 2004; Bohr and Mottelson, 1998)
( ) ( ) ( )α= ( ) × + × × × γE fmB 1 e
0.693
T s 1 1.587 10 E MeV
2 2
1/2
15 3
where α is the total internal conversion coefﬁcient of the decaying
transition. In the current work, the value of α has been assumed to
be the value for a pure E1 decay (i.e. no M2 admixture) taken from
the BRICC code (Kibédi et al., 2008).
Table 1 gives a summary of the measured half-lives for the two
Fig. 4. Time difference spectra between two LaBr3 (Ce) detectors with an additional
HPGe gating transition to select transitions across the Kπ¼9/2- state in 183Re at
496 keV. The upper spectrum has a HPGe gated on 197 keV and shows time
measured time difference between the 168 and 382 keV transitions measured in
the LaBr3 (Ce) detectors. The central panel has an HPGe gate on 197 keV with LaBr3
gates on 224 and 382 keV. The lower panel has a HPGe gate on 224 keV and LaBr3
(Ce) gates on 197 and 382 keV respectively. The dispersion in each of these ﬁgures
is 20 ps per channel.
Fig. 5. HPGe-gated LaBr3-LaBr3 energy-gated time spectra showing time difference
distributions for transitions across the Iπ¼9/2- state in 183Re at 617 keV. The dis-
persion is 20 ps per channel.
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spin-parity 9/2- states in 183Re from the current work and the
associated B(E1) values for the different decay branches. The
branching ratios were taken using the intensity values from Purry
et al., (Purry, 2000).
These experimentally derived B(E1) values can then be com-
pared with the expected single particle unit for electromagnetic
decay rates in a nucleus using the concept of a single proton
transition between idealised spherical orbits, namely the Weiss-
kopf estimate (Weisskopf, 1951). If A is the nuclear mass number,
the Weisskopf single-particle estimate can be calculated for a pure
B(E1) in units of e2fm2, using the expression (Weisskopf, 1951;
Kondev et al., 2015).
( ) = × ×−EB 1 6.446 10 A1Wu 2 2/3
The values for the decay branches are all in the range 108-
106 Wu which is typical for ΔK¼2 hindered electric dipole
transitions in this region (Perdrisat, (1966); Kondev (2015). This is
consistent with the relatively small K-difference between the two
proposed 9/2- states and states to which the measured transitions
decay, which are based on to the [402]5/2þ ground state struc-
ture. These should all have ΔK¼2 going from either Ωπ¼9/2-
-5/2þ or Ωπ¼1/2- - 5/2þ (Kondev et al.,2015).
5. Summary and conclusions
The coincident gamma-ray electronic fast-timing technique has
been used to determine the decay half-lives of the two lowest
lying spin-parity 9/2- states in the prolate-deformed nucleus 183Re.
Intrinsic state half-lives of 5.65(5) ns and 2.08(3) ns have been
measured for the states at excitation energies of 496 and 617 keV,
which correspond to the [514]9/2- and [541]1/2- single proton
Nilsson states respectively.
The deduced E1 reduced matrix elements for decays from these
intrinsic states to rotational members of the [402]5/2þ ground
state conﬁguration in 183Re have been determined. While the E1
decays are signiﬁcantly hindered with respect to the Weisskopf
single particle estimates, they are consistent with only weakly
K-forbidden decays in this deformed region. This is consistent with
the Nilsson conﬁguration assignments for the decaying states and
with intermediate-Ω value conﬁgurations to which they both
decay.
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Table 1
Summary of the half-life measurements and deduced reduced matrix elements for decays from the spin-parity 9/2- states in 183Re at excitation energies of 617 and 496 keV
from the current work.
Eγ (keV) Ei-Ef (keV) IπI ,Ki- Iπf ,Kf T1/2 (ns) Branching Ratio (%) αtot (E1) B (E1) e2fm2 B (E1) Wu
182 617-435 9/2-, 1/2--11/2þ , 5/2þ 2.08(3) 52(4) 0.082 3.23(6)105 1.55(3)105
358 617-259 9/2-, 1/2--9/2þ , 5/2þ 2.08(3) 10(2) 0.016 4.52(11)106 2.17(5)106
503 617-114 9/2-, 1/2--7/2þ , 5/2þ 2.08(3) 38(5) 0.007 1.64(3)106 7.90(14)107
382 496-114 9/2-, 9/2--7/2þ , 5/2þ 5.65(5) 95(4) 0.013 1.37(3)106 6.58(14)107
236 496-260 9/2-, 9/2--9/2þ , 5/2þ 5.65(5) 5(4) 0.042 5.64(15)106 2.71(7)106
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A B S T R A C T
In-ﬂight ﬁssion of a 345 MeV per nucleon 238U primary beam on a 2 mm thick 9Be target has been used to
produce and study the decays of a range of neutron-rich nuclei centred around the doubly mid-shell nucleus
170Dy at the RIBF Facility, RIKEN, Japan. The produced secondary fragments of interest were identiﬁed event-
by-event using the BigRIPS separator. The fragments were implanted into the WAS3ABI position sensitive
silicon active stopper which allowed pixelated correlations between implants and their subsequent β-decay.
Discrete γ-ray transitions emitted following decays from either metastable states or excited states populated
following beta decay were identiﬁed using the 84 coaxial high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors of the
EURICA spectrometer, which was complemented by 18 additional cerium-doped lanthanum bromide (LaBr3)
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fast-timing scintillation detectors from the FATIMA collaboration. This paper presents the internal decay of a
metastable isomeric excited state in the odd-odd nucleus 168Tb, which corresponds to a single proton-neutron
hole conﬁguration in the valence maximum nucleus 170Dy. These data represent the ﬁrst information on excited
states in this nucleus, which is the most neutron-rich odd-odd isotope of terbium (Z=65) studied to date.
Nilsson conﬁgurations associated with an axially symmetric, prolate-deformed nucleus are proposed for the
168Tb ground state the observed isomeric state by comparison with Blocked BCS-Nilsson calculations.
Introduction
Experimental signatures of nuclear quadrupole deformation and
collectivity have long been associated with the valence product of
proton and neutron particles/holes (N N.π ν) counted from the nearest
proton and neutron magic numbers (Casten, 1985). The nucleus
170Dy104 represents the nucleus with the largest valence product below
208Pb and as such has been a focus of research interest into the
evolution of nuclear deformation in heavy rare-earth nuclei (Regan
et al., 2002; Söderström et al., 2010). This region of the nuclear chart is
also characterised by the presence of metastable excited nuclear states
which arise from the coupling of diﬀerent comibinations bination of
high-Ω orbitals in the deformed Nilsson single-particle scheme
(Dracoulis et al., 2016; Watanabe et al., 2016; Walker and Dracoulis,
2001, 1999; Patel et al., 2014a, 2016; Kondev et al., 2015). The current
work presents the ﬁrst spectroscopic study of excited states in the
neutron-rich odd-odd nucleus 168Tb, which with 65 protons and 103
neutrons corresponds to a single proton-neutron hole conﬁguration in
the valence-maximum nucleus 170Dy.
1. Experimental details, results and level scheme for 168Tb
The neutron-rich nuclei of interest were produced following the in-
ﬂight ﬁssion of a 238U beam produced by the RIBF facility at the
RIKEN, Nishina Center for Accelerator-Based Science, Japan. A
primary 238U beam was accelerated to 350 MeV/nucleon with an
intensity of 10 pnA. The primary beam interacted with a 2 mm thick
9Be target producing the secondary nuclei of interest via the projectile
ﬁssion mechanism. Related nuclear structure studies using this pro-
duction mechanism at RIBF are reported in references (Watanabe
et al., 2016; Patel et al., 2014a, 2016; Browne et al., 2015). The
secondary reaction fragments of interest were subsequently separated
through the BigRIPS Separator and identiﬁed on an event-by-event
basis using analysis of Bρ, Time-of-ﬂight and energy loss ( EΔ )
parameters. The secondary products were brought to rest and im-
planted in the WAS3ABI decay detection station, situated at the ﬁnal
focus of the BigRIPS separator (Nishimura et al., 2012; Watanabe
et al., 2016). The WAS3ABI stopper in this experiment consisted of a
combination of double sided silicon strip detectors each of 60 mm
width and 40 mm height with a 1 mm pitch width in both the
horizontal and vertical directions. Gamma-rays emitted from the decay
of excited nuclear states were measured using the Euroball RIKEN
Cluster Array (EURICA), which comprised 84 HPGe detectors, ar-
ranged in an array of 12×7 element CLUSTER detector modules as
described in references (Patel et al., 2014a, 2016; Watanabe et al.,
2016; Söderström et al., 2013). This was augmented by 18 LaBr3
detectors for fast-timing measurements (Browne et al., 2015; Patel
et al., 2014b).
Two separate BigRIPS Bρ settings were used in the current work;
the ﬁrst setting was centred on 170Dy ions with which 13.5 h of data
were taken, with a second setting centred on the more neutron-rich
172Dy, which was counted for 45 h (Watanabe et al., 2016). Fig. 1
shows the particle-identiﬁcation plot for the ﬁrst setting, centred on
170Dy, with the 168Tb ions of interest in the current work clearly
highlighted.
By gating on the identiﬁed 168Tb ions, gamma rays emitted from
isomeric states from this isotope could be correlated with individual
ions implanted in the WAS3ABI stopper. Fig. 2 shows the total
projection gamma-ray spectrum for 168Tb ions with the timing condi-
tion that the gamma rays were detected between 300 ns and 5.0 μs
after the initial ion implantation into the WAS3ABI stopper. The
spectrum identiﬁes two discrete transitions at energies of 97 and
114 keV, together with counts associated with the Tb Kα and Kβ X-
rays. The delayed time distributions of the 97 and 114 keV transitions
relative to the 168Tb implantation time are also shown in the inset of
Fig. 2. When ﬁtted to a single component exponential decay, these time
projections yield eﬀective decay half-lives associated with the 97 and
114 keV transitions of 0.67(5) and 0.70(3) μs respectively. This
suggests that both of these gamma rays are associated with the decay
from the same, single isomeric state in 168Tb. Taking the weighted
mean of the two measured values, we establish a half-life for the
previously unreported isomeric state of 0.69(2) μs.
In order to determine the level scheme following the isomeric decay in
168Tb, gamma-ray energy coincidences were also analysed, correlated with
the implanted 168Tb ions. Fig. 3 shows the discrete-line gated gamma-ray
coincidence spectra associated with the decays from the T = 0.69(2) μs1
2
isomer in 168Tb. The 97 and 114 keV transitions are demonstrated to be in
prompt mutual coincidence, consistent with the interpretation that they
form a coincident cascade, decaying from a single isomeric state. The gate
on the 114 keV transition shows both the 97 keV gamma-ray line and also
counts associated with the Tb Kα and Kβ X-rays at 44 and 51 keV
respectively. We interpret these K X-rays as originating from the competing
internal electron conversion decay branch of the 97 keV transition in 168Tb.
The comparable intensity of Tb K X-rays is notably reduced/absent in the
97 keV gate which suggests that the 114 keV transition has a multipolarity
with a smaller internal conversion coeﬃcient than the 97 keV coincident
transition.
Assuming the 97 and 114 keV transitions form a prompt cascade
from a single isomeric state, the gamma-ray coincidence information
can be used to calculate the intensity balances required for a single
cascade, with corrections for internal conversion, thereby establishing
the likely multipolarities of the two transitions. Assuming a single
decay cascade, the correction for the internal conversion branches
required to give the two transitions the same total relative intensity can
be used to evaluate the ratio of the internal conversion coeﬃcients for
these transitions. This can then be compared with the predictions from
the BRICC code (Kibédi et al., 2008) for pure multipolarities with these
energies in 168Tb.
Fig. 1. Particle identiﬁcation plot showing ions transmitted through the BigRIPS
separator at RIKEN for the 170Dy setting. The events associated with fully-stripped
168Tb ions are noted.
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By comparing the measured intensities of the 97 keV and 114 keV
transitions associated with the isomeric decay in 168Tb and correcting the
transition intensity for the theoretical total internal conversion using the
BRICC code (Kibédi et al., 2008), the most consistent intensity balance with
the experimental data is for the scenario whereby the 97 keV is of an M1
multipolarity while the 114 keV transition is most likely of an E1 nature
(although an E2 can not be strictly ruled out in the current analysis.
The measured isomer decay half-life of 0.69(2) μs can then be used
to determine which of these transitions is most-likely to be the one
which directly depopulates the isomer. For a pure M1 decay for the
97 keV transition, the Weisskopf estimate for the half-life of this decay
is approximately 2.4 × 10 s−12 . This would be equivalent to an unusually
large hindrance for an M1 transition strength between states of similar
K values (see below) corresponding to 1.4×10−6 Wu (Dracoulis et al.,
2016; Kondev et al., 2015). The transition strength for a 114 keV E1
gamma-ray in 168Tb, compared to the experimental isomer half-life of
0.69(2) μs corresponds to a 1.8×10−7 Wu, which is line with the typical
E1 strengths for deformed nuclei in this region between deformed
states with a small additional K-hindrance (Kondev et al., 2015). We
therefore conclude that the observed isomer decays via a 114 keV E1
transition. On the basis of the arguments on intensity balance,
observed X-rays following internal conversion and deduced electro-
magnetic decay hindrances associated with the expected transition
strengths of a 97 keV M1 compared to a 114 keV E1 transition, we
propose that the observed isomeric state in 168Tb decays via the
114 keV electric dipole transition, through an intermediate state which
decays by a prompt (<1 ns) sequential 97 keV M1 decay.
2. Discussion of 168Tb single-particle structure
The proposed partial level scheme of 168Tb following the isomeric
decay is shown in Fig. 4. The previously reported β- decay of 168Tb
suggested a tentative spin/parity of Iπ=4− for the ground state of 168Tb
based on the systematics of the neighbouring odd-A nuclei and the
observed feeding of the decay of 168Tb to excited states in 168Dy (Asai
et al., 1999). This spin/parity assignment is consistent with reported 3
2
+
ground state assignments for the odd-A Tb isotopes 161,163,165,167Tb
(Reich, 2011, 2010; Jain and Singh, 2006; Baglin, 2000) which is
associated with the population of the [411]3
2
+
proton Nilsson orbital for
these prolate deformed systems. Similarly, the reported 52
−
ground
states for the neighbouring, odd-A N=103 isotones 169Dy (Baglin,
2008; Chasteler, 1990), 171Er (Baglin, 2002) and 173Yb (Shirley et al.,
1995) are consistent with the occupation of the [512]5
2
−
neutron Nilsson
orbital. Therefore, the likely ground state conﬁguration for 168Tb, arises
from the preferred I = 4π − coupling of the π ν[411] ⊗ [512]32
+ 5
2
−
two-
quasi-particle conﬁguration. Assuming near-yrast feeding and that the
observed isomer decays initially through a 114 keV stretched E1
transition, followed by a 97 keV M1, leads to a spin/parity of I = 6π +
for the isomeric state at an excitation energy of 213 keV. The inter-
mediate state at 97 keV is therefore assigned as I = 5π −.
The review of single-particle Nilsson orbital energies by Jain (1990)
predicts that the Nilsson proton conﬁgurations for Z=65 which lie
closest to the Fermi surface for well deformed prolate shapes are
associated with the [411]32
+
, [523]7
2
−
, [413]5
2
+
and [532]5
2
−
orbitals.
Similarly, for the N=103 isotones, the most energetically favoured
neutron states are associated with the [512]52
−
, [521]12
−
, [514]7
2
−
and
[624]9
2
+
Nilsson orbitals (Table 1).
The likely conﬁgurations of the lowest lying two quasiparticle states
168Tb can also be predicted using Multi-Quasi-Particle Blocked BCS
Nilsson calculations as described in reference (Jain et al., 1995).
Table 2 shows the results of such calculations for 168Tb using constant
values of the deformation parameters, which were taken from the
tabulated ground state shape predictions provided in reference (Moller
et al., 1995). The BCS calculations shows that the ν π[512] ⊗ [411]52
− 3
2
+
conﬁguration is the most likely for the ground state of 168Tb. The
calculations, which do not include any adjustments for proton-neutron
residual interactions, also predict a low-lying I = 6π + state associated
with the ν π[512] ⊗ [523]5
2
− 7
2
−
Nilsson conﬁguration, which we propose
is the likely conﬁguration for the isomer identiﬁed in the current work.
Conclusions
The ﬁrst spectroscopy of excited states in the neutron-rich, odd-odd
Fig. 2. Projected HPGe gamma-ray energy spectra gated on 168Tb ions with the
condition that the gamma rays were detected between 0.3 and 5.0 μs of the implantation
of the ion in WAS3ABI. The insets show the associated time projections gated on the
97 keV (upper) and 114 keV (lower) discrete lines respectively and ﬁts to these using a
single component exponential decay curve.
Fig. 3. Gamma-ray coincidence gates for the isomer delayed transitions associated with
168Tb ions. These have the secondary software condition that the coincident gamma-rays
were measured in the EURICA array between 0.3 and 5.0 μs after the implantation in the
WAS3ABI active stopper. Note that the 114 keV gate identiﬁes both the 97 keV discrete
transition and also the K X-rays associated with terbium internal conversion, demon-
strating that the internal conversion coeﬃcient associated with the 97 keV transition is
signiﬁcantly larger than for the 114 keV transition.
Fig. 4. Partial level scheme showing the isomeric decay in 168Tb.
Table 1
The internal conversion coefficients for likely multipolarities for the 97 and 114 keV
transitions identiﬁed following the isomeric decay of 168Tb, using the BRICC code (Kibédi
et al., 2008).
Multipoliarity αtot (97 keV) αK (97 keV) αtot (114 keV) αK (114 keV)
αE1 0.326 0.273 0.211 0.177
αE2 2.921 1.234 1.617 0.808
αM1 2.397 2.021 1.510 1.273
αM2 23.73 17.62 12.98 9.820
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prolate deformed nucleus 168Tb has been performed following the
production of this isotope via high-energy projectile ﬁssion at the RIBF
facility, RIKEN. Decays from a previously unreported isomeric state with a
measured half-life of 0.69(2) μs are observed, with the transition rate and
intensity balance data suggesting that the direct decay from the isomer is
mediated by a 114 keV electric dipole decay from a state at excitation
energy 211 keV above the 168Tb ground state. A comparison of the
deduced level scheme for 168Tb in the present work with ground-state
spin/parity systematics of neighbouring, prolate deformed, odd-A terbium
isotopes and N=103 isotones suggests a 2 quasi-particle ground-state
Nilsson conﬁguration of ν π[512] ⊗ [411]52
− 3
2
+
for 168Tb, with the isomeric
state having decay properties and excitation energy consistent with a
ν π[512] ⊗ [523]5
2
− 7
2
−
conﬁguration. These assignments are consistent
with the predictions of Blocked BCS pairing Nilsson calculations for a
well-deformed prolate shape.
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Predicted low-lying two-quasiparticle states in 168Tb using the axially symmetric blocked
BCS – Nilsson calculations. These calculations were performed using neutron and proton
pairing strengths of Gn=20.00/A MeV and Gp=21.00/A MeV respectively (Jain et al.,
1995) and deformation parameters of ϵ2=0.275 and ϵ4=0.040. These calculations do not
include any adjustments for residual proton-neutron interactions.
Kπ Nilsson Configuration Predicted Excitation Energy, Ex (keV)
168Tb
4− ν π[512] ⊗ [411]5
2
− 3
2
+ 0
6+ ν π[512] ⊗ [523]5
2
− 7
2
− 274
5− ν π[512] ⊗ [413]5
2
− 5
2
+ 285
5+ ν π[512] ⊗ [532]5
2
− 5
2
− 324
2− ν π[521] ⊗ [411]1
2
− 3
2
+ 428
5− ν π[514] ⊗ [411]7
2
− 3
2
+ 445
7+ ν π[514] ⊗ [523]7
2
− 7
2
− 719
6− ν π[514] ⊗ [413]7
2
− 5
2
+ 730
6+ ν π[514] ⊗ [532]7
2
− 5
2
− 769
5+ ν π[633] ⊗ [411]7
2
+ 3
2
+ 538
7− ν π[633] ⊗ [523]7
2
+ 7
2
− 812
6+ ν π[633] ⊗ [413]7
2
+ 5
2
+ 824
6+ ν π[624] ⊗ [411]9
2
+ 3
2
+ 573
8− ν π[624] ⊗ [523]9
2
+ 7
2
− 847
7+ ν π[624] ⊗ [413]9
2
+ 5
2
+ 859
7− ν π[624] ⊗ [532]9
2
+ 5
2
− 898
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We present information on the excited states in the prolate-deformed,
neutron-rich nuclei 165,167Tb100,102. The nuclei of interest were synthesised
following in-flight fission of a 345 MeV per nucleon 238U primary beam on
a 2 mm 9Be target at the Radioactive Ion-Beam Factory (RIBF), RIKEN,
Japan. The exotic nuclei were separated and identified event-by-event us-
ing the BigRIPS separator, with discrete energy gamma-ray decays from
isomeric states with half-lives in the µs regime measured using the EURICA
gamma-ray spectrometer. Metastable-state decays are identified in 165Tb
and 167Tb and interpreted as arising from hindered E1 decay from the
7
2
−
[523] single quasi-proton Nilsson configuration to rotational states built
on the 32
−
[411] single quasi-proton ground state. These data correspond to
the first spectroscopic information in the heaviest, odd-A terbium isotopes
reported to date and provide information on proton Nilsson configurations
which reside close to the Fermi surface as the 170Dy doubly-midshell nucleus
is approached.
DOI:10.5506/APhysPolB.48.601
1. Introduction
The single-particle structure of states in quadrupole-deformed nuclei in
the vicinity of the 170Dy valence maximum nucleus can be used as a measure
of the magnitude of the (prolate) deformation in these systems [1, 2]. The
terbium isotopes (Z = 65) correspond to a single proton–hole in the 170Dy
deformed core [3] and, therefore, their structure can be used to probe the
evolution of competing, prolate-deformed single-particle structures in this
region of the Segré chart. Prior to this work, 163Tb was the heaviest isotope
of this element for which excited state information had been reported [4] and
the systematics of the lighter odd-A Tb isotopes 161,163Tb are consistent
with ground states built on the same 32
+
[411] Nilsson single quasi-proton
configuration [1, 2, 4, 5]. Here, we report on the decay of isomeric states in
the neutron-rich systems 165Tb and 167Tb, and compare the deduced level
schemes with long-standing predictions of which quasi-proton orbitals are
favoured in this well-deformed region of the nuclear chart.
2. Experimental details and results
The nuclei of interest were created following production via the projec-
tile fission mechanism at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF) [6],
RIKEN, Japan. The production synthesis used collisions between a 238U
primary beam of the energy of 350 MeV/u on a 2 mm thick Be target
with a typical on-target beam current of 10 pnA. The secondary cocktail
beam of in-flight fission fragments was separated using the BigRIPS Sepa-
rator and the ZeroDegree spectrometer [7, 8] at RIBF. Specific radionuclide
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species could be tagged on an event-by-event basis using measured parame-
ters of magnetic rigidity (Bρ), Time-of-Flight (ToF) and energy loss (∆E)
for the ions as they passed through the separator [9, 10]. The primary fis-
sion residues were subsequently stopped in the Wide-range Active Silicon
Strip Stopper Array (WAS3ABI) [11] which allowed direct detection of the
implanted heavy ion and also subsequent position correlated β-decay events
from the same ion. The WAS3ABI stopper was surrounded by the Euroball
RIKEN Cluster Array (EURICA) which allowed the detection of the delayed
gamma rays emitted following the decay of heavy-ion correlated isomeric or
beta-delayed events. In this experiment, EURICA consisted of 84 coaxial
High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors, arranged in an array of 12 × 7
element CLUSTER detector modules, complemented by 18 LaBr3(Ce) de-
tectors for fast-timing measurements [12–14].
The current work reports on data from two distinct magnetic rigidity
(Bρ) settings: one centred on the transmission of 170Dy ions, which ran for
13.5 hours [3]; and a second one centred on the transmission of 172Dy [15]
for 45 hours. The particle-identification (PID) plots for both settings are
shown in figure 1. These PID plots show ions which are transmitted both as
fully-stripped (Q = Z) and also as hydrogen-like (Q = Z − 1) species. By
gating on defined isotopes, gamma-ray energies measured in the EURICA
spectrometer were correlated, event-by-event with isomeric decays. Figure 2
shows the EURICA gamma-ray spectra gated on isomer-delayed decays from
165Tb and 167Tb in the current work.
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Fig. 1. (Colour on-line) Particle identification plots obtained from the two BigRIPS
settings used in this work. (Upper) PID for the first setting centred on 170Dy,
identifying the H-like 165Tb and fully-stripped 167Tb ions: (Lower) PID for the
second setting centred on 172Dy, identifying fully-stripped (grey/red circle) and
H-like (black/blue circle) 167Tb events.
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Fig. 2. Ion-gated, delayed HPGe gamma-ray spectra for EURICA showing transi-
tions associated with the isomeric decays in (a) H-like 165Tb and (b) fully-stripped
167Tb from the 170Dy centred setting; and (c) fully-stripped and (d) H-like 167Tb
ions in the 172Dy centred setting. The gamma-ray coincidence time condition used
to generate these spectra were 400 ns to 2 µs after the 165Tb implantation in
WAS3ABI and 200 ns to 5 µs for 167Tb. The insets in each spectrum show the
projected time distribution after of the measured gamma-ray transitions following
implanation, fitted to a single-component exponential decay.
The spectrum shown in figure 2 (a) identifies gamma rays following the
isomeric decay in 165Tb. Discrete energy peaks are evident at 76 and 152 keV
and a smaller peak is noted at 55 keV; this latter peak can be resolved
from the observed characteristic terbium K X-ray peaks at 44 and 51 keV.
Contaminant peaks, labelled “a” and “b”, are also noted in this spectrum
from overlaps with misidentified 168Tb [16] and 170Dy [3] ions. The time
distributions for the 76 keV and 152 keV transitions yields fitted values of
0.82(14) µs and 0.8(1) µs, implying that both of these transition energies
are associated with the decay of a single isomeric state. The weighted mean
of these two measurements gives a half-life value for the isomeric state in
165Tb of T1/2 = 0.81(8) µs.
The delayed gamma-ray spectra associated with fully stripped and
H-like 167Tb ions are also shown in figure 2. Discrete energy peaks at 53, 73
and 147 keV are evident, together with the expected K X-rays from terbium,
which are assumed to arise from the competing conversion electron decay
process. The time distributions for the measurement of the 73 and 147 keV
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lines relative to the implantation time are shown for the three different 167Tb
identification positions, with a weighted mean of these six independent half-
life distributions of T1/2 = 2.1(1) µs.
Figure 3 shows the gamma-ray coincidence spectra associated with gates
on transitions identified in the isomeric decay of 165Tb and 167Tb. Gamma-
ray coincidences between these identified transitions were investigated for
167Tb. These show that the 73 keV transition is a self-coincident doublet
with additional coincidences with the Tb K X-rays. This suggests that one
of the members of the 73 keV doublet has a relatively large internal elec-
tron conversion coefficient and perhaps that the two members of the doublet
have different multipolarities. The coincidence data and energy sum consid-
erations imply that the 147 keV decay transition provides a parallel decay
path from the isomeric state in 167Tb which competes with a cascade of
two, mutually coincident transitions of energy 73 keV. Both of these com-
peting decay paths appear to populate the first excited state at the energy
of 53 keV. The internal conversion coefficients and intensity balances (see
Table I) for the proposed level scheme imply an E1 multipolarity for the
147 keV transiton (α(E1:147 keV) = 0.1067) and an M1 decay for the 53
keV transition (α(M1:53 keV) = 13.5). The 73 keV doublet is interpreted as
being an E1 transition (α(E1:73 keV) = 0.694) followed by a predominantly
M1 in-cascade decay (α(M1: 73 keV) = 5.44). For 165Tb, the statistics are
poor, but essentially the same behaviour is evident, in this case, two 76 keV
transitions in parallel with a 152 keV transition. The tentative level schemes
associated with the isomeric decays in 165Tb and 167Tb as proposed in the
current work are shown in figure 4.
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TABLE I
Single quasi-particle isomers in 165,167Tb decaying via E1 and M1 transitions for
first setting.
Nucleus Eγ [keV] Ipii Irel αtot Irel(αtot + 1)
165Tb(H) 152(2)E1
(
7
2
−) 1.9(3) 0.0975(14) 2.12(27)
76(2)E1
(
7
2
+
)
0.72(10) 0.624(9) 1.17(16)
76(2)M1
(
5
2
+
)
0.20(3) 4.84(7) 1.17(18)
55(4)M1
(
3
2
+
)
0.21(3) 12.28(18) 2.78(44)
167Tb(F) 147(4)E1
(
7
2
−) 1.2(2) 0.1067(15) 1.33(18)
73(4)E1
(
7
2
+
)
0.48(6) 0.694(10) 0.81(11)
73(4)M1
(
5
2
+
)
0.13(2) 5.44(8) 0.83(18)
53(4)M1
(
3
2
+
)
0.21(4) 13.51(19) 3.05(59)
H → Hydrogen-Like; F → Fully-Stripped
Fig. 4. Tentative level schemes of 165Tb and 165Tb populated in the isomeric decays
reported in the current work.
From the reported systematics of lighter, prolate-deformed odd-A Tb
isotopes, 161Tb and 163Tb [4, 5], the likely ground state spin/parities for
165,7Tb are Ipi = 32
+ for both. These are associated with the occupation
of the 32
+
[411] orbital and consistent with the predictions of equilibrium
deformation calculations for axially-symmetric, prolate-deformed nuclei as
reported by Jain et al. [1] and Nazarewicz et al. [2]. The other favoured,
odd-proton configurations predicted to lie close to the Fermi surface for
Z = 65 are associated with the 52
+
[413], 72
−
[523] and 92
+
[404] Nilsson de-
formed single-particle states. The isomeric nature of the observed states
and deduced partial level schemes for 165Tb and 167Tb are consistent with
hindered decays from an isomeric state to rotational states built on the
(likely) positive parity 32
+ ground state. The most probable candidate for
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the isomeric states would then be the pi 72
−
[523] orbital which would require
a (naturally) hindered E1 decay to the positive parity states built on the
ground state configuration.
3. Conclusions
In-flight fission of 238U has been used to synthesise the neutron-rich
deformed nuclei 165Tb and 167Tb. The first published information on ex-
cited states in these systems is presented in the current work following
isomer-delayed gamma-ray spectroscopic analysis. In both systems, one-
quasi-proton isomeric states with Ipi = (72
−
) states are identified in these
prolate deformed nuclei with decay half-lives of T1/2 = 0.81(8) µs and T1/2 =
2.1(1) µs in 165Tb and 167Tb respectively. The deduced level schemes are
consistent with E1 multipolarity decays from these metastable states built
on the 72
−
[523] one quasi-proton states, which decay through rotationally-
coupled states built on the deformed pi 32
+
[411] ground state configuration.
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Abstract. This short paper presents the identification of a metastable, isomeric-state decay in the neutron-rich
odd-odd, prolate-deformed nucleus 166Tb. The nucleus of interest was formed using the in-flight fission of a 345
MeV per nucleon 238U primary beam at the RIBF facility, RIKEN, Japan. Gamma-ray transitions decaying from
the observed isomeric states in 166Tb were identified using the EURICA gamma-ray spectrometer, positioned
at the final focus of the BigRIPS fragments separator. The current work identifies a single discrete gamma-ray
transition of energy 119 keV which de-excites an isomeric state in 166Tb with a measured half-life of 3.5(4) µs.
The multipolarity assignment for this transition is an electric dipole and is made on the basis internal conversion
and decay lifetime arguments. Possible two quasi-particle Nilsson configurations for the initial and final states
which are linked by this transition in 166Tb are made on the basis of comparison with Blocked BCS Nilsson
calculations, with the predicted ground state configuration for this nucleus arising from the coupling of the
ν 12
−[521] and pi 32
+[411] Nilsson orbitals.
?e-mail: l.a.gurgi@surrey.ac.uk
1 Introduction
The valence maximum nucleus 170Dy104 lies in the cen-
tre of the deformed region of prolate nuclear rotors [1].
The particular details of which nuclear orbitals lie close to
the Fermi surface and how they influence the evolution of
nuclear shapes can be studied by investigating the struc-
ture of odd-A and odd-odd nuclei close to the even-even
valence maximum core. The present work presents in-
formation on the possible single-particle structures which
are formed via proton-neutron deformed Nilsson orbital
couplings in the Z=65, N=101 nucleus 166Tb101. Prior to
this work, the only information available was on the ex-
cited states of 166Tb were identified following the β− de-
cay of the 166Gd mother nucleus, in which discrete energy
gamma-ray transitions with energies 40, 119, 158, 536,
976 and 1016 keV identified [2].
2 Experimental Details, Analysis and
Results
Neutron-rich nuclei in the vicinity 170Dy were produced
following the projectile fission of a 345 MeV per nu-
cleon 238U primary beam on a 2 mm thick berylium pro-
duction target at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory
(RIBF) [3], RIKEN, Japan. The typical primary beam cur-
rent was 10 pnA and the produced fission fragments were
transported and separated on an event-by-event basis us-
ing the BigRIPS fragment separator at RIKEN [4, 5]. The
transported ions were identified event-by-event through
the separator using the measured magnetic rigidity (Bρ),
Time-of-Flight (ToF) and energy loss (∆E) parameters.
The secondary beam fragments were finally brought
to rest in the Wide-range Active Silicon Strip Stopper Ar-
ray (WAS3ABI) [6] which was placed at the final focus
of the BigRIPS separator. This position sensitive detec-
tor allowed direct correlations with individual implanted
ions and also with subsequent β-decay events in the same
location of the stopper arising from the same ion [1].
Discrete-energy gamma-ray decays emitted from the im-
planed ions (following either isomeric decay or β− decay)
were measured using the Euroball RIKEN Cluster Array
(EURICA) consisting of 84 coaxial high-purity germa-
nium (HPGe) detectors, arranged in an array of 12 x 7 ele-
ment CLUSTER detector modules, complemented by 18
additional LaBr3(Ce) detectors for fast-timing measure-
ments [1, 7, 8, 10? ]. Related studies from the same ex-
periment have been reported for isomeric and decay spec-
troscopy of 170Dy and 172Dy [1, 10].
Two magnetic rigidity (Bρ) settings for the BigRIPS
separator were used in the current work. The first was cen-
tred on the transmission of fully-stripped 170Dy ions and
ran for 13.5 hours of primary beam time [1] with a second
setting focused on the transmission of 172Dy [10] which
ran for 45 hours of primary beam-time. Figure 1 shows
the particle identification plot for the transmitted ions cen-
tred on the transmission of 172Dy with the 166Tb species
clearly identified. Note that both hydrogen-like (Z=Q-1)
and fully-stripped (Z=Q) ions of 166Tb are transmitted in
this particular magnetic rigidity setting.
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Figure 1. Particle identification plot obtained from the Bi-
gRIPS setting centred on 172Dy identifying both the hydrogen-
like (blue) and fully-stripped (red) 166Tb ions.
Figure 2 shows the gamma-ray spectrum gated on
166Tb, with the gamma rays measured between 0.2 and
5.0 µs of the implantation of the ions in WAS3ABI. The
spectrum shows a discrete transition at energy 119 keV
with additional counts associated with the Tb Kα and Kβ
X rays. The time distribution of the 119 keV gamma ray
relative to the implantation time is shown in the inset of
Figure 2. A single component exponential decay function
fit to this decay curve results in a half-life for the isomeric
state of 3.5(4) µs. We note that the identified gamma-ray
transition at 119 keV in the present work was previously
noted in the study of the β− decay of 166Dy by Ichikawa et
al., [2]. This previous work interpreted the 119 keV tran-
sition decaying from an excited state at excitation energy
158 keV, with a parallel decay branch with similar inten-
sity associated with a transiton at 158 keV. The 119 keV
transition was also reported as being in coincidence with
a 40 keV gamma ray which fed the proposed ground state
of 166Tb. While the 40 keV transition is not clearly sep-
arated in the current work, there are counts to the left of
the Kα X-rays identified in figure 2 which are consistent
with a transition at that energy. There is also a weakly
populated peak in the region 158 keV in figure 2, which
is consistent with the reported low-lying level scheme for
166Tb proposed by Ichikawa et al., [2].
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Figure 2. The total projection spectrum of gamma-ray energy
from 166Tb emitted with time condition window from 200 ns to
5 µs.
Assuming the majority of the branching for the direct
decay of the observed isomeric state is via the 119 keV
line, its multipolarity can be deduced by comparing the
intensity of the terbium K X-rays in the isomer delayed
spectrum and the corresponding electromagnetic transition
rate for the 119 keV decay. If the K X-rays arise from the
competing internal conversion branch of the 119 keV tran-
sition from the isomer, this suggests an electric dipole mul-
tipolarity for the 119 keV gamma ray, since other likely
multipolarities (M1, E2 and M2) all have much higher in-
ternal conversion coefficients and would have correspond-
ingly more intense X-ray intensities. The theoretical in-
ternal conversion coefficients for the likely multipolarities
are given in Table 1, using the BRICC code [11].
The measured half-life of the isomeric state is also
most consistent with an E1 decay for the 119 keV transi-
tion, with the extracted B(E1) transition probability 3.8(4)
×10−8 Wu consistent with other hindered E1 decays in this
deformed region [12]
3 Possible configurations for the isomeric
state in 166Tb.
The low-lying Nilsson configurations in 166Tb can be in-
vestigated by looking at the single quasi-proton and quasi-
neutron Nilsson states which have been identified in the
neighboring odd-A terbium (for protons) and N=101 (for
neutrons) nuclei. In general, the lowest-lying Nilsson
state, which corresponds to the ground state in the lighter
odd-Z Tb isotopes is associated with the pi 32
+[411] orbitals.
The next lowest-lying excited states associated with intrin-
sic single-particle states are then linked to the pi 72
−[523] ,
pi 52
+[413] and pi 52
−[532] orbitals respectively [13].
The neutron Nilsson orbitals which are expected to lie
closest to the Fermi surface for the prolate deformed, ax-
ially symmetric N=101 isotones are the 12
−[521], 52
−[512]
and 72
+[633] states [13], which make up the first three
intrinsic states observed in the N=101 isotone 169Er [?
]. The lowest lying expected two-quasi-particle states in
166Tb would then be expected to arise from the coupling
of these combinations of proton and neutron Nilsson or-
bitals, with both maximum and minimum K couplings (i.e.
K = Ω1 + Ω2 and K = |Ω1 −Ω2| present).
For 166Tb, the lowest-energy configurations, in the ab-
sence of residual proton-neutron interactions associated
with the Gallagher-Mozkowski coupling rules, would be
expected to arise from the pi 32
+[411]⊗ν 12
−[521] configura-
tions, resulting in Kpi = 1− and 2− states, one of which
is the most likely candidate for the ground state. The
Kpi = 1− is favoured considering the expected residual
interaction associated with the anti-aligned intrinsic spins
between these two orbitals.
From consideration of the neighboring odd-A isotopes,
the next most likely proton-neutron 2 quasi-particle cou-
plings would arise from the pi 32
+[411]⊗ ν 52
−[512] configu-
rations which forms K = 1− and 4− states, with the maxi-
mally aligned K = 4− favoured by residual interactions;
and the pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] which results in K = 2+
and 5+ states, with the K = 5+ favoured. The observed
119 keV E1 isomeric decay could then arise from the
∆K = 1 single-particle transition between the K = 5+
and Kpi = 4− states from the pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] to
pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 52
−[512] configurations, respectively. The re-
ported energy difference of 159 keV between the ν 52
−[512]
(Ex=92 keV) and the ν 72
+[633] (Ex= 243 keV) single-
particle configurations in the neighboring N=101 isotone
169Er is similar to the observed 119 keV transition in the
current work. The current data does not provide any in-
formation on the ordering of these possible initial and fi-
nal states, which could be reversed and would result in
the same isomeric decay. In this scenario, the direct de-
cay from either the Kpi = 5+ or Kpi = 4− configuration
to the proposed negative-parity Kpi = 1− ground state via
a 40 keV M4 or M3 decay, which would result in very
long-lived metastable state. This is not consistent with the
observations in the current work and the previous study of
Ichikawa et al., [2] which show the 119 keV and 40 keV
transitions in coincidence. A more consistent candidate
for the observed E1 decay is between the Kpi = 2+ un-
favoured coupling of the pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] configu-
ration and the unfavoured by K = 2− coupling of the
proposed pi 32
+[411]⊗ν 12
−[521] ground state configuration.
This K = 2− state, could then decay by an unhindered M1
to the favoured K = 1− coupling of the same configuration,
which could correspond to the ground state of 166Tb.
Blocked BCS Nilsson calculations were also per-
formed for 166Tb using neutron and proton pairing
strengths of Gn = 20.00/A ·MeV and Gp = 21.00/A ·MeV,
respectively [13], together with quadrupole deformation
parameters of 2=0.275 and 4=0.027. The results of the
calculations are presented in Table 2, with the predicted
ground state having the expected ν 12
−[521] ⊗ pi 32
+[411]
configuration and the next lowest state being the positive
parity Kpi=5+ and 2+, ν 72
+[633] ⊗ pi 32
+[411] configuration.
Note that these calculations do not include any effects as-
sociated with residual proton-neutron interactions. The
calculations support the possible interpretations described
above.
4 Conclusions
Isomer-delayed spectroscopy has been performed on the
neutron-rich, odd-odd prolate deformed nucleus 166Tb at
the RIBF facility, RIKEN following the production of this
isotope via high-energy projectile fission. The data show
evidence for the direct decay of an 119 keV electric dipole
transition from the isomeric state, which has a measured
half-life of 3.5(4) µs. Possible Nilsson configurations for
the initial and final states which are linked by the 119 keV
transition are proposed, based on comparison with neigh-
boring odd-A nuclei and BCS-Nilsson calculations. The
favoured interpretation for the observed, direct 119 keV
E1 transition depopulating the isomer is that it arises from
the decay between the Kpi = 2+, pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] and
the Kpi = 2−, pi 32
+[411]⊗ν 12
−[521] configurations, the latter
of which decays by a 40 keV M1 to the predicted Kpi = 1−
pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 12
−[521] ground state configuration.
Table 1. The calculated internal conversion coefficients, Weisskopf single-particle half-life estimates and transition probabilities
assuming a half-life of 3.5(4)µs for possible multipolarities of the 119 keV transition in 166Tb. The internal conversion values were
estimated using the BRICC code [11].
Multipolarity αK (119 keV) αtot (119 keV) T 1
2
(1 W.u) B(σλ) (Wu)
E1 0.16 0.19 1.3×10−13s 3.8(4) ×10−8 Wu
E2 0.72 1.39 4.3×10−7s 1.2(1) ×10−1 Wu
M1 1.13 1.34 1.6×10−12 4.5(4) ×10−7 Wu
M2 8.42 11.1 4.3×10−5 1.2(1) ×101 Wu
Table 2. TThe configurations of the low-lying two-quasiparticle
states in 166Tb predicted by the Nilsson blocked BCS -
calculations, using neutron and proton pairing strengths of Gn =
20.00/A ·MeV and Gp = 21.00/A ·MeV, respectively and
quadrupole deformation parameters of 2=0.275 and 4=0.027
with axial symmetry [15? ].Note that these calculations do not
include any adjustments for residual proton-neutron
interactions.
Kpi Nilsson Configuration Energy, (keV)
2−, 1− pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 12
−[521] 0
3−, 2− pi 52
+[413] ⊗ ν 12
−[521] 273
4+, 3+ pi 52
−[532] ⊗ ν 12
−[521] 314
3+, 2+ pi 52
−[532] ⊗ ν 12
−[521] 355
5+, 2+ pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] 62
6+, 1+ pi 52
+[413] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] 335
7−, 0− pi 72
−[523] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] 376
6−, 1− pi 52
−[532] ⊗ ν 72
+[633] 417
4−, 1− pi 32
+[411] ⊗ ν 52
−[512] 145
5−, 0− pi 52
+[413] ⊗ ν 52
−[512] 418
6+, 1− pi 72
−[523] ⊗ ν 52
−[512] 459
5+, 0+ pi 52
−[523] ⊗ ν 52
−[512] 501
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Abstract. An overview of the use of discrete energy gamma-ray detectors based on cerium-
doped LaBr3 scintillators for use in nuclear spectroscopy is presented. This review includes 
recent applications of such detectors in mixed, 'hybrid' gamma-ray coincidence detection arrays 
such ROSPHERE at IFIN-HH, Bucharest; EXILL+FATIMA at ILL Grenoble, France; 
GAMMASPHERE+FATIMA at Argonne National Laboratory, USA; FATIMA + EURICA, at 
RIKEN, Japan; and the National Nuclear Array (NANA) at the UK’s National Physical 
Laboratory. This conference paper highlights the capabilities and limitations of using these 
sub-nanosecond 'fast-timing', medium-resolution gamma-ray detectors for both nuclear 
structure research and radionuclide standardisation. Potential future application of such 
coincidence scintillator arrays in measurements of civilian nuclear fuel waste evaluation and 
assay is demonstrated using coincidence spectroscopy of a mixed 134,7Cs source. 
1.  Introduction: The Use of LaBr3(Ce) Detectors for Nuclear Gamma-ray Measurements. 
 
The science of nuclear spectrometry requires careful measurement of the characteristic decay 
properties of a range of radionuclides. These can have applications in nuclear waste disposal, 
radiopharmaceutical standardisations and also in fundamental studies of the internal structure of 
atomic nuclei. The characteristic, discrete-energy gamma-ray emissions from excited states populated 
following radioactive decay provide unique signatures which can be used both for identification and 
quantification of different radionuclides species in mixed-material sources. The workhorse detectors 
for such studies over the last three decades have been hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) semiconductor 
detectors which have excellent gamma-ray energy resolution (<2 keV FWHM at 1.33 MeV full energy 
peak) but have to be operated at liquid nitrogen temperature in order to overcome thermal excitation 
noise effects.  
 
 Over the course of the last decade there has been a significant development in nuclear 
instrumentation based on detectors made from halide scintillation materials for use in gamma-ray 
spectroscopy and spectrometry. In particular, the inorganic scintillator Lanthanum Tribromide with 
Cerium doping (LaBr3(Ce)) is becoming a mainstream tool in nuclear spectroscopy research 
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experiments [2-20]. This material has a significantly poorer energy resolution compared to HPGe (~40 
keV FWHM at 1.33 MeV [7]) but is much better than other scintillator materials for gamma-ray 
measurement such as NaI(Tl) or CsI [1]. It also has some operational advantages compared to HPGe 
in that its intrinsic timing resolution is sub-nanosecond across a wide energy range (from ~100 keV up 
to more than 4 MeV)  reduces random events in energy coincidence analyses where two or more 
discrete energy gamma rays are emitted in a sequential cascade following a radioactive decay. It can 
also provide precision determinations of electromagnetic decay lifetimes of intrinsic, excited nuclear 
states, thereby providing tests of physical models of nuclear structure.  
 
This ANSRI conference paper reviews the construction and application of a range of gamma-ray 
spectrometer arrays worldwide which utilise contemporary LaBr3(Ce) detector technology and  
provide examples of analysis for nuclear waste assay and nuclear structure physics measurements. 
2.  The National Nuclear Array – NANA 
 
The National Nuclear Array (NANA) has been commissioned at the UK National Physical 
Laboratory [2-4]. This array comprises 12 LaBr3(Ce) detectors, each of which is a cylinder of length 
51 mm and circumference 38 mm. The current array design consists of a central ring of 8 
symmetrically-spaced LaBr3(Ce) detector modules with an additional ring of 4 detectors off-set at 
backward angles. These are the same detector modules and geometries as used in the DESPEC-
FATIMA gamma-ray spectrometer developed for use in nuclear structure decay experiments at 
Radioactive Ion Beam research facilities such as at GSI/FAIR and RIBF-RIKEN [5-8].  
 
Figure 1 shows photographs of the NANA in-situ at the National Physical Laboratory. The 
LaBr3(Ce) detectors are coupled to Hammatsu R9779 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were are chosen 
to maximise the timing capabilities of these detectors. The energy signals from the PMTs are taken 
directly into CAEN V1751, 1 GHz digitisers which provide independent but synchronised time-
stamped, energy signals for each input channel. The digitised nanosecond timing allows event-by-
event coincidence information between gamma rays emitted from a discrete cascade to be temporally 
correlated; in turn, logical gating conditions can be set on particular gamma-ray energies which define 
a unique energy-level decay sequence characteristic for a particular radionuclide species. This 
coincidence gating property can be applied event-by-event in off-line software data analysis and 
allows LaBr3(Ce)-based detection arrays such as NANA the potential to identify relatively low-
activity concentrations. This can be particularly useful when analysing mixed-waste source matrices 
which may emit a large number of different energy gamma rays resulting in what, at first instance, 
leads to a rather messy and hard to interpret ‘singles’ spectrum.  
 
 
Figure 1 The NANA gamma-ray spectrometer at the UK National Physical Laboratory, comprising twelve individual 
LaBr3(Ce) gamma-ray detector modules. 
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2.1.  Example of use of NANA for Radionuclide Assay: 134Cs/137Cs Identification and Separation. 
 
The NANA allows the use of coincidence gamma-ray spectroscopy in the evaluation of 
radionuclide materials. As an example, we have taken data using six independent, modules within the 
NANA array from gamma rays emitted from a well characterised mixed 134Cs/137Cs source. Both of 
these radioistopes would be expected to be present in nuclear waste fuel; (a) 137Cs, which has a half-
life of 30 years [22], as a direct fission fragment daughter and (b) 134Cs (T1/2=2.0652 years [23-24]) 
which is formed in-situ in nuclear reactor fuels following thermal neutron-capture on the 133Cs fission 
daughter residue which builds up during normal reactor operation.   
 
 The gamma-ray decays following the radioactive decay for these two isotopes are notably 
different with 137Cs decaying primarily to a single excited, spin/parity Iπ=11/2- metastable state 
(T1/2=2.55 mins) which then emits a single 662 keV gamma-ray to the Iπ=3/2+ ground state of the 137Ba 
daughter radionuclide. By contrast,  the spin/parity Iπ=4- ground state of 134Cs decays both by electron 
capture to 134Xe and also by β-  decay to excited states in 134Ba [23-24].  The left hand side of Figure 2 
shows a simplified partial level schemes for the states populated in 134Ba following the radioactive 
decay of 134Cs. Note that there is a range of multi-gamma-ray cascades which feed the 605 keV yrast 
Iπ=2+ state  in the 134Ba daughter. The right hand side of Figure 2 shows the summed singles spectra 
for 6 detectors of the NANA array from the mixed 134,7Cs source. The raw, energy-calibrated spectra 
show the well-understood signatures of arising from the internal activity within the LaBr3(Ce) 
detectors from (i) the decay of the 138La primordial isotope [25] and (ii) a cascade of alpha emitters 
from the members of the actinium natural decay series (4n+3) chain headed by 227Ac which are 
intrinsic to the detector material. A normalized fraction of the ‘sourceless’ spectrum (i.e., a spectrum 
taken from detector signals measured with no source present in the NANA source position) has been 
subtracted and this clearly shows and is able separate discrete lines from the decay of 137Cs (662 keV) 
and 134Cs (569, 605, 796, 1038, 1168 and 1365 keV).   
 
 
Figure 2 (Left) Partial decay scheme of states populated in 134Ba following the radioactive decay of the nuclear waste 
product 134Cs [23,24]. (Right) summed singles (upper panel) and background-subtracted (lower panel) LaBr3(Ce) 
spectra using NANA for a mixed 134,137Cs source. Note the clear identification of the weak transitions above 1 MeV in 
the background subtracted spectrum. 
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The selection power of NANA in using the coincidence method to isolate gamma-ray decay 
cascades associated with particular radionuclide decays is demonstrated in Figure 3. These are the 
same data as shown in Figure 2 but with an offline software-sorting condition applied that at an energy 
signal should be registered in at least two separate detectors of the NANA array within a time window 
of ± 5 ns. For these data, six of the full complement twelve NANA detector modules were operational. 
The left hand side of Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional gamma-ray-energy coincidence matrix for 
these data. The diagonal, negative gradient stripes in this matrix correspond to Compton scattered 
events where the sum of energies in the two coincident detectors sum to a single (Compton scattered) 
discrete energy. Notable lines of this nature include the 1435.8 keV transition emitted from the 
internal 138La activity in the detector material [25]. By contrast, the main two-dimensional peaks 
within this energy matrix correspond to the full-energy peak coincidence events from the decay of 
134Cs into excited states in 134Ba, for example the coincidence pairs at {605,796} and {605;563/569} 
[23,24]. The right hand side of Figure 3 shows a total projection (i.e. sum) of all coincidence with ≥ 2 
independent LaBr3(Ce) events measured within a ±5 ns coincidence window. Note that there is no 
lines present in this spectrum associated with the 662 keV transition from the 137Cs decay, even though 
this line is clearly observed in the singles spectra for the same data shown on the left hand-side of 
Figure 2. Furthermore, when off-line coincidence conditions are set whereby a discrete full-energy 
peak is measured in one of the two coincidence detectors, the projections can be used to demonstrate 
and isolate different decay paths within the 134Ba nucleus. For example, when a coincidence is 
required with the 1365 keV transition, only the 605 keV 2+ → 0+ transition from the decay of first 
excited state in 134Ba is evident in the spectrum, with the 796 keV and other transitions absent.  
 
The use of LaBr3(Ce) detectors has been mooted recently for application in nuclear waste fuel 
assay [26]; the additional parameter dimension which is allowed by discrete gamma-ray coincidence 
analysis  could allow an improvement of this technique for more detailed assay of more weakly 
populated fission residues if their decay incorporates a coincidence decay sequence such as the 134Cs 
example shown in the current work. 
 
 
Figure 3 (Left) gamma-ray energy coincidence matrix for the mixed 134,137Cs source shown in Figure 2 using 6 
individual detectors in the NANA array; (Right) Total Projection (upper spectrum) and Compton-background 
subtracted gates on the matrix showing coincidence transition in 134Ba populated following the decay of 134Cs.   
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3.  Hybrid-LaBr3(Ce)-HPGe Gamma-ray Coincidence Arrays in Nuclear Structure Research: 
3.1.  The DESPEC-FATIMA Array for FAIR and Related sub-arrays. 
 
A number of coincidence gamma-ray spectrometer arrays have been constructed and commissioned 
worldwide to exploit the timing characteristics of LaBr3(Ce) detectors in nuclear spectroscopy with 
focus on the measurement of absolute electromagnetic transition rates associated with decays from 
excited, particle bound nuclear states. The detectors in the NANA are also used in the DESPEC Fast-
TIMing Array (FATIMA). This array consists of three concentric rings of twelve LaBr3(Ce) detectors 
(36 detectors in total) and has been designed for gamma-ray spectroscopic measurement following 
decays in nuclei with very exotic proton-to-neutron ratios produced at high-energy nuclear projectile 
fragmentation facilities such as GSI/FAIR and RIBF-RIKEN [5-8].  
 
Some of these LaBr3(Ce) detector modules have been incorporated into mixed, ‘hybrid’ arrays 
which combine HPGe detectors for high-resolution gamma-ray selection and LaBr3(Ce) modules for 
coincident nuclear fast-timing measurements. An example is the EXILL+FATIMA set-up which was 
used to measure prompt gamma-ray coincidences following the cold-neutron-induced, prompt fission 
of 235U at ILL Grenoble [11-12]. EXILL+FATIMA comprised eight LaBr3(Ce) detectors used in 
concert with eight, four-element HPGe Clover detectors in a compact geometry and was been used to 
study the internal structure of neutron-rich, prompt-fission residues. The system typically used 
quadruple coincidence events (2 x HPGe and 2 x LaBr3(Ce)) to isolate individual fission fragment 
cascades from the hundreds of identified prompt species populated in this reaction mechanism. The 
EXILL-FATIMA set-up has been used to measure nanosecond excited state lifetimes for the excited 
states of neutron-rich nuclei such as 100Zr [11] and 90Kr [12]. 
  
The DESPEC-FATIMA detectors have also been incorporated at the Radioactive Ion Beam Facility 
(RIBF) at RIKEN, Japan for related nuclear structure studies of some the most neutron-rich nuclear 
species identified to date. A mixed, hybrid array of 18 DESPEC-FATIMA LaBr3(Ce) detectors were 
coupled to twelve, seven-element HPGe ‘CLUSTER’ detectors at the focal plane of the BigRIPS 
projectile separator at RIKEN. The main application for this array was gated isomer and beta-delayed 
nuclear spectroscopy in very neutron-rich nuclei which were produced following the high-energy 
projectile fission of a 238U primary beam [13]. Recent physics highlights using this array include the 
measurement of the first excited state lifetimes in 104,6Zr which are 8 and 10 neutron heavier 
respectively than the most neutron-rich stable Zirconium isotope [14]. This new experimental 
information can be used to determine the low-lying shape of these mesoscopic physical systems and 
allows a comparison with state of the art nuclear mean-field energy density functional calculations 
which predict the evolution of nuclear structure in such nuclei of astrophysical interest. Twenty-five of 
the DESPEC-FATIMA LaBr3(Ce) detectors were coupled together with 55 HPGe Compton 
suppressed detectors of the GAMMASPHERE array at Argonne National Laboratory in late 2015 for 
an experimental measurement campaign of prompt and delayed decays from spontaneous fission 
residues from a sealed 252Cf source [8]. An array of 8 LaBr3(Ce) FATIMA detectors has also been 
deployed at the focal plane of the RITU gas-filled mass separator at JYFL- Jyvaskyla, Finland for 
lifetime and nuclear deformation measurements in N~74 isotones following isomeric decay [27]. 
 
Experimental plans for the 2016-17 period include combining these FATIMA detector 
modules with the AGATA gamma-ray tracking spectrometer for a nuclear structure campaign at the 
GANIL laboratory in Caen, France for studies of neutron-rich nuclear systems using heavy-ion 
induced deep-inelastic reactions and also with 24 clover HPGE detectors to form the NuBALL hybrid 
gamma-ray spectrometer to be used at IPN-Orsay, Paris France for fast-neutron induced fission 
measurements. 
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A fast-timing experiment was performed at the Argonne National Lab-
oratory in December 2015 and January 2016, measuring decay radiation
of fission products from a 252Cf fission source. Details of the set-up, in-
tegration with Digital Gammasphere, and the data acquisition system are
presented. The timing performance of the set-up, capable of measuring
lifetimes from the nanosecond region down to tens of picoseconds, is dis-
cussed. First preliminary results from the fast-timing analysis of the fission
fragment data are presented.
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1. Introduction
The fast timing method is a well-established tool for measuring lifetimes
of excited nuclear states [1, 2]. Especially since γ–γ fast timing in the
sub-nanosecond region has become feasible using LaBr3(Ce) scintillators,
many studies in different mass regions have employed this method, more
and more also in studies of very exotic nuclei using radioactive beams (e.g.
β–γ timing at RIKEN [3]) or neutron induced fission sources (e.g. FATIMA
at EXILL [4]).
When employing methods like nuclear fission, which create an abundance
of different isotopes, care has to be taken to select a particular isotope of
interest. Especially in fast timing measurements using LaBr3(Ce) detectors
(LaBr) it is very important to have good isotope selection, in order to set
clean energy gates. One way to achieve this is by coupling the fast timing
detectors with a High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector array. The su-
perior energy resolution of the HPGe detectors allows resolution of single
transitions in a nucleus of interest. Coincident γ–γ events detected with the
LaBr array can then be used to apply the fast timing technique. With its
high efficiency, Gammasphere is ideal for this kind of task.
25 FATIMA detectors of the UK NuSTAR Collaboration [5, 6] composed
the fast timing array in this experiment. The fast timing data acquisition
system (DAQ) used is a compact and flexible system with sub-nanosecond
timing based on semi-digital VME electronics. This experiment was also a
first field test for this new DAQ system. There has been one experiment
before, which used two LaBr detectors with Gammasphere [7]. However,
this is the first measurement with a large fast timing array coupled with
Digital Gammasphere. The focus of this article lies on the fast timing part
of the set-up. For a detailed description of Gammasphere and the Digital
Gammasphere (DGS) acquisition system, see [8, 9].
2. Fast timing array coupled with Gammasphere
The detector arrays were arranged in two hemispheres, see Fig. 1 (a).
The 252Cf fission source was placed at the focus of one hemisphere of the
Gammasphere array (50 High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors) which
was coupled with a fast timing array, comprising 25 LaBr detectors.
Each FATIMA detector consists of a cylindrical LaBr3(Ce) crystal (length
2 inches, diameter 1.5 inches) coupled with a Hamamatsu R9779 photo mul-
tiplier tube with eight dynodes. Each detector was equipped with a lead
shield of 4mm thickness around the crystal to avoid detecting γ rays scat-
tered from neighbouring detectors.
The fast timing system and Digital Gammasphere each took data inde-
pendently in their own data stream. DGS on its own accepted events of two
γ rays in coincidence within 2 µs.
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Fig. 1. (a) Top view drawing of the LaBr + Gammasphere array. (b) Schematic
drawing of the fast timing data acquisition system. See the text for details.
A schematic picture of the LaBr DAQ system is shown in Fig. 1 (b).
The signal from the eighth dynode of the LaBr detectors was directly fed
into V1751 digitizers (1GS/s, 10 bit resolution) and provided the energy
information. The anode signal was directly fed into V812 CFD modules.
The constant fraction delay was set to 8 ns. The output was then sent to
V1290 TDC modules which provided the time information (25 ps/chn). In
order to correlate the energy and time data, an event-based data acquisition
is controlled by a V1495 logic unit. In stand-alone operation, the trigger for a
fast timing event is formed by at least 2 LaBr detectors within 200 ns, using
the CFD multiplicity output. The event-based readout system currently
leads to a large read-out dead-time of the order of 300µs. Due to this fact,
an additional coincidence with a Gammasphere detector was imposed on
the fast timing event trigger to ensure at least one DGS coincidence for each
trigger. The coincidence width for this was set to 500 ns.
The integration of the two DAQ systems was accomplished by introduc-
ing a MyRIAD module [10] into the fast timing part. This module was
connected to the Digital Gammasphere DAQ by a bidirectional optical fiber
to synchronize its clock with the Digital Gammasphere DAQ master clock
and to send triggers to Digital Gammasphere. The fast timing trigger de-
scribed above was fed into to MyRIAD module, where a time stamp was
generated and stored for the event. This time stamp from the MyRIAD
clock, which was synchronized with the DGS clock, was later used to merge
the two data streams. The fast timing trigger was also sent to the DGS
DAQ where it triggered a readout (width of 2µs). This ensured readout of
single γ events in DGS which were in coincidence with a fast timing trigger,
but not with a multiplicity-two trigger of DGS itself.
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3. Experiment and state of analysis
First several tests were made with the sources 152Eu, 60Co, 88Y, and
166Ho to verify the proper working of the fast timing part, the integration
with DGS, and for calibration. The relative energy resolution of the LaBr
array was found to be around 3.7% at 660 keV. The full energy peak singles
efficiency of the 25 detectors, which were positioned 12.4 cm away from the
source, was about 2.5% at 1MeV and about 5% at 500 keV. For the 50 DGS
detectors, this was about 5% and 8% respectively. Figure 2 (c) shows the
prompt response distribution of the full array for a prompt cascade in 88Sr
(88Y source). The width of a prompt distribution is a measure of the timing
resolution of the set-up. The result of FWHM = 343ps is slightly worse
but comparable to what is found in similar experiments for these γ energies,
e.g. FATIMA at EXILL [4]. A test with a 166Ho source, decaying to 166Er,
showed the capabilities of the fast timing set-up. In the ground state band
of 166Er, according to the NNDC data base [11], the half lives of the first
2+, 4+ and 6+ are 1815(23) ps, 118(4) ps, and 15.0(8) ps. We measured the
2+ half life with a slope fit, obtaining 1851(30) ps, which agrees well with
the adopted NNDC value. Half lives in the picosecond region were measured
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Fig. 2. (a) Prompt response difference (PRD) of the fast timing array for the
experiment at ANL, measured with transitions from the sources 152Eu, 60Co, and
88Y (black dots). The fitted function [12] is shown as a solid line. The delayed
centroid difference values for the 6+ → 4+ → 2+ and the 8+ → 6+ → 4+ cascade
(inlay) in the ground state band of 166Er are shown as grey stars. (b) Residual of
the PRD fit function and the data points used for the fit. (c) Coincidence time
spectrum of a prompt cascade measured with an 88Y source.
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using the generalized centroid difference method (GCD) [12]. This method
is a refinement of the centroid shift method [1]. For the GCD method, the
difference of the centroid positions of the delayed (decay transition gated on
stop detector) and anti-delayed (decay transition gated on start detector)
time distributions is measured. This value is then two times the lifetime plus
a time walk value. The time walk of the system, depending on the energy of
the start and stop transition, is obtained by measuring the prompt response
difference (PRD) for the energy range of interest. For this experiment, the
PRD was measured using the sources 152Eu, 60Co, and 88Y, see Fig. 2 (a).
For the accuracy of the PRD, we adopt a value of 15 ps, see Fig. 2 (b). This
results in a lower measuring limit of τ > 8 ps (T1/2 > 6 ps) for the setup.
The measured centroid difference values for the 6+ → 4+ → 2+ and
8+ → 6+ → 4+ cascade in the 166Er ground state band are shown in
Fig. 2 (a). These yield the half lives T1/2,4+ = 121(14) ps and T1/2,6+ =
14(8) ps respectively, both being consistent with the literature values cited
above. These results demonstrate the general capability of the fast timing
system to measure half lives from the ns region down to about 10 ps.
The 252Cf source was mounted on 18.12.2015 and data were taken for
about five weeks. A typical LaBr singles rate was 2.7 kHz. The DGS double
coincidence rate was about 13.5 kHz. Here, we show first preliminary results
for one of the stronger fission products, 100Zr. Figure 3 (a) shows an LaBr
and DGS spectrum, both in triple coincidence with the 6+ → 4+ transition
in 100Zr and the 2+ → 0+ transition in the fission partner 148Ce. The
result is a quite clean spectrum showing only transitions in the ground state
band of 100Zr and 148Ce. Note that due to the trigger condition on the fast
timing DAQ part, the LaBr spectra are additionally a double LaBr event
projection. Figure 3 (b) shows the delayed coincidence time spectrum of the
4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade in 100Zr. These spectra were produced with only one
DGS coincidence condition on the 6+ → 4+ transition in 100Zr. Background
was then subtracted from the resulting time distributions to get the shown
time spectra. Please note that these results are, therefore, only to be taken as
a first measure of the capabilities of the set-up, especially the cited accuracies
are not final. This is mainly the case because the background subtraction
is not straightforward in this case and possible systematic errors were not
taken into account. Still it was possible to reproduce the literature value
from the nuclear data sheets [13] within the uncertainty, see Fig. 3 (b). Also,
two different analysis methods, the fit of a convolution and the GCD method,
yield consistent results.
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Fig. 3. (a) Coincidence γ-ray spectrum of Digital Gammasphere (DGS) (grey)
and LaBr (black). The coincidence condition is a double gate on DGS with the
6+ → 4+ in 100Zr (497 keV) and the 4+ → 2+ transition in the fission partner 148Ce
(294 keV). (b) Delayed LaBr coincidence time spectra of the 4+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade
in 100Zr with a selection gate on the 6+ → 4+ transition in DGS. Background was
subtracted from these spectra. The grey line shows a fit to the data of a convolution
of an exponential decay with a Gauss-shaped prompt response distribution.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the fast timing part of the experiment produced reliable
results in the source measurements. Coupling with Digital Gammasphere
was done successfully using the MyRIAD interface. The data have been suc-
cessfully merged and are in progress of being analysed by the collaboration.
It is expected to get results for more weakly produced isotopes by combining
statistics from several DGS coincidence conditions.
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In general, it can be said that the coupling of an LaBr array with Gam-
masphere is very fruitful. Not only fast timing in the sub-nanosecond region
is feasible with this kind of experiment. At the same time, the LaBr detec-
tors can potentially be used for spectroscopy of low-energy transitions, e.g.
isomers, for which the Gammasphere detector efficiency is very low.
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The properties of excited states in the neutron-rich nucleus 194Os have been investigated using the
192Os(18O ,16O)194Os reaction with an 80 MeV beam provided by the IFIN-HH Laboratory, Bucharest. Discrete
γ -ray decays from excited states have been measured using the hybrid HPGe-LaBr3(Ce) array RoSPHERE.
The current work identifies a number of previously unreported low-lying nonyrast states in 194Os as well
as the first measurement of the half-life of the yrast 2+ state of 302(50) ps. This is equivalent to a
B(E2 : 2+ → 0+) = 45(16) W.u. and intrinsic quadrupole deformation of βeff = 0.14(1). The experimental
results are compared with Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov–interacting-boson-model calculations and are consistent
with a reduction in a quadrupole collectivity in Os isotopes with increasing neutron number.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.95.024328
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear deformation away from sphericity in even-even
nuclei can be studied from a simple perspective by using
properties of the lowest lying spin/parity Iπ = 2+ excited
state such as its excitation energy and electromagnetic decay
transition probability. The ratio of the energies of the first
spin/parity 4+ to 2+ states, R(4/2) = E(4+)/E(2+) can also
be used to describe the degree of nuclear collectivity [1–3].
These experimental signatures describe shape evolution with
changing nucleon number, where R(4/2) < 2.0 is associated
with nuclei near closed shells; R(4/2) ≈ 2.0 is consistent with
quadrupole vibrational structures and R(4/2) ≈ 3.33 describes
axially symmetric, quadrupole deformed rotational nuclei
[3–6]. A value of R(4/2)  2.5 is expected for a nonaxially
symmetric or γ -soft rotor [5].
The discontinuity in the R(4/2) ratio trend at the N = 116
nucleus 190W [7,8] has been suggested to be evidence of
a phase transition between the prolate and oblate shapes
[9] in this region. The structure of the neighboring nucleus
194Os has been the focus of previous research in search of a
transition from prolate to oblate shapes [10–17]. Bond and
co-workers [16] described this nucleus as a pivotal point
for shape transition from the lighter mass deformed isotopes
to spherical structures close to the N = 126 magic core
[14–16]. Wheldon et al. [11] predict in their total Routhian
surfaces (TRS) calculations an evolution of structure from a
γ -soft prolate (γ = 0◦) minimum at 190Os to a well-deformed
oblate shape for 196Os120 [11]. Isomer-delayed spectroscopy
*t.daniel@surrey.ac.uk
of the N = 122 isotone 198Os is consistent with an oblate
deformation for both the reported isomeric state and the
lower-lying states through which it decays to the ground state
[18]. Hartree-Fock calculations by Stevenson et al. [10] predict
that as the N = 126 closure is approached, the magnitude
of the deformation parameter β2 decreases with near-equal
depth prolate and oblate minimum at N = 116. The aim of
the current work is to investigate the low-lying collectivity
in 194Os by measurement of nonyrast energy levels, together
with the B(E2 : 2+1 → 0+g.s) and the corresponding β2 value, to
provide more detailed information on the low-lying, collective
structures at the predicted prolate/oblate shape boundary.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The 194Os nuclei of interest were formed following the
bombardment of an enriched (∼99%) 20 mg/cm2 192Os target
with a 80 MeV 18O beam. The typical on-target DC beam
current was 20 pnA over 9 d. The beam interaction also
produced a range of other residual nuclei following fusion
evaporation on Si, Ca, and Fe target trace contaminant
products. The observed reaction products were 42Ca [6,19,20],
50Cr [21–23], 51Cr [24–26], 51Mn [27,28], 54Fe [29,30], 67Ga
[6,31], and 68Ge [32,33].
Apart from the 194Os obtained from the 2n-transfer reaction
and the contaminants channels from fusion on Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe,
Ge, and Ga, fusion evaporation channels were also identified
from the bombardment of the 192Os target with the beam
to form 205,206Po [6,34,35] via the 5n and 4n evaporation
channels, respectively. Excited states in the 192Os target [36,37]
were populated through unsafe Coulomb excitation of 192Os
by the 18O beam.
2469-9985/2017/95(2)/024328(9) 024328-1 ©2017 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Total projections of the HPGe and LaBr3(Ce) detectors
with double prompt coincidence condition applied. Peaks identified
with an asterisk are associated with 192Os, σ = 194Os, ++ = 50Cr,
π = 51Mn,  = 54Fe, # = 206Po, + = 205Po, ∗∗∗ = 67Ga and C =
contamination.
Reaction γ rays were identified using the RoSPHERE
spectrometer [38] which comprised 14 HPGe detectors and 11
LaBr3(Ce) fast-timing detectors from the electronic 2 HPGe
or 2 LaBr3(Ce) coincidence trigger condition. The data were
sorted offline using different software coincidence conditions
of double (γ 2) and triple (γ 3) prompt γ -ray coincidences
(i.e., with a coincidence timing window of ±50 ns) between
either 2 HPGe or 2 LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors. Figure 1
shows the comparison of the total projections of the HPGe and
LaBr3(Ce) detector types with the double gating hardware
trigger condition applied.
III. LEVEL SCHEME FOR 194Os
The excited states in 194Os were populated through the
192Os(18O ,16O) two-neutron transfer reaction. The level
scheme of 194Os as deduced in the current work is shown
in Fig. 2. This is consistent with the previously reported
results on the yrast 2+1 [11,12], 4+1 , 6+1 , 8+1 , and 10+1 states
[11], and the 2+2 excited state at 655-keV reported by Flynn
et al. [39] and Casten et al. [12]. A total of 13 previously
unreported γ -ray transitions were identified and placed into
the level scheme in the current work (see Table I for details).
FIG. 2. The partial level scheme of 194Os identified in the current
study using the 192Os(18O ,16O)194Os reaction. The widths of the
arrows indicate the observed relative γ -ray intensities.
TABLE I. The observed transitions associated with 194Os in the
current work. Newly observed and placed transitions are marked with
a δ . Newly placed energy levels are marked with an asterisk. E2—
quadrupole, I = 1—mixed M1/E2 or E1. Tentative spin/parity
assignments are given in parentheses.
Eγ (keV) Iγ RDCO Multipolarity J πi J πf Transition
(Rel.) of transition Ei → Ef
218 114 E2 2+ 0+ 218 → 0
221δ 10 1.0(6) E2 (3,4+) 2+ 1284∗ → 1063
317δ 9 1.0(7) I = 1 (4+) (3+) 1284∗ → 968
366δ 10 1.1(7) E2 2+ 0+ 1063 → 696
382 100 1.4(7) E2 4+ 2+ 601 → 218
386δ 13 2(1) I = 1 (5+) (4+) 1670 → 1284
434δ 3 0.9(7) E2 (3,4+) 2+ 1090∗ → 656
438 22 1.5(8) I = 0 2+ 2+ 656 → 218
478δ 20 1.2(7) E2 0+ 2+ 696 → 218
484δ 7 0.9(6) E2 (4+) 2+ 1141 → 656
531 18 1.4(8) E2 6+ 4+ 1131 → 601
656 7 E2 2+ 0+ 656 → 0
661 612 1.9(8) E2 8+ 6+ 1792 → 1131
684δ 4 0.5(5) I = 0 (4+) 4+ 1284 → 601
749δ 27 0.9(6) I = 1 3 2+ 968∗ → 218
845δ 18 1.0(6) I = 0 2+ 2+ 1063 → 218
872δ 8 0.5(4) (3,4+) 2+ 1090∗ → 218
1024δ 3 0.6(5) (5,6+) 4+ 1624∗ → 601
1063δ 44 E2 2+ 0+ 1063 → 0
1066δ 8 0.7(6) (3,4+) 2+ 1284∗ → 218
Spin and parity assignments associated with these previously
unreported states were made on the basis of γ -ray selection
rules and the directional correlation of oriented states, (DCO)
technique [40].
The relative intensities of the measured γ -ray energies
in the current work were fitted using a HPGe gated HPGe
projection with a gate on the 218-keV (2+ → 0+) transition.
The relative intensities of the 218-keV (2+ → 0+), 1063-keV
(2+3 → 0+), and 656-keV (2+2 → 0+) γ -ray energies were
obtained using their relative intensities of the HPGe γ 2
total projection normalized to the intensity of the 382-keV
(4+ → 2+) transition in the same projection. The intensity
of the 661-keV γ -ray energy is estimated to be 6 12% of
the 382-keV intensity. Table I presents the summary of the
observed transitions associated with 194Os as obtained in the
current work.
Figure 3 shows the γ -ray spectra from data sorted with the
γ -γ software trigger for gates on the 218 keV and 221 keV
transitions in 194Os. Apart from the stretched E2 transitions in
the ground state band at 218 keV (2+1 → 0+1 ), 382 keV (4+1 →
2+1 ), 531 keV (6+1 → 4+1 ) and 661 keV (8+1 → 6+1 ) [11], and
the 438 keV (2+2 → 2+1 ), 656 keV (2+2 → 0+1 ) [12] and 478
keV (0+ → 2+) [41], all other identified transitions in the
current work are reported for the first time. The 749 keV γ -ray
transition was reported by Wheldon et al. as the (10+ → 8+)
populating the 1792 keV energy level from the 2541-keV level
[11]. The current work observed the 749 keV transition as a
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FIG. 3. Symmetrized background subtracted γ 2 coincidence
gates on (a) the 218 and (b) 221 keV transitions showing γ -ray
transitions associated with decays from excited states in 194Os.
Contaminant coincident transitions are labeled with C.
decay from the 968 keV → 218 keV levels which is not in
coincidence with the 382 keV ground-state band transition.
The spin and parity of the yrast Iπ = 2+,4+,6+, and 8+
states at Ex = 218, 600, 1131, and 1792 keV, respectively,
in 194Os has been established previously, assuming near-yrast
feeding of the ground state band by Wheldon et al. [11]. Below
we discuss the likely spin/parity assignments of the nonyrast
states observed in the present work.
A. The 656 keV level
The 656 keV energy level is assigned spin/parity of 2+2
and decays by two transitions of 438 keV (2+2 → 2+1 ) and
656 keV (2+2 → 0+g.s). The level is fed by the 484 keV and
434 keV γ -ray transitions from the 1141 keV and 1090 keV
energy levels, respectively. The Iπ = 2+ nature is established
by this decay pattern and from the 192Os(t,p)194Os angular
distribution data reported by Flynn and Burke [39].
B. The 696-keV level
The 696-keV level is fed by a 366-keV (2+3 → 0+2 )
transition from the 1063 keV level. It decays directly to the
Iπ = 2+ yrast 218 keV level by the 478 keV γ transition.
There is no observed γ decay from the 696-keV state to the
Iπ = 0+ ground state. Based on γ selection rules, the spin
and parity assignment for the level in the current work are
consistent with the Iπ = 0+2 assignment provided by Flynn
and Burke in their 192Os(t,p)194Os study [39].
C. The 968-keV level
There is no observed direct γ transition de-exciting to the
0+1 ground state nor to the 0
+
2 state. The only observed γ decay
is to the yrast 2+1 state, which is consistent with γ -ray selection
rules for an M1 and a (3+) or an E1 and (3−) assignment for
this level. The state is fed by the decay from a proposed (3,4+3 )
state at 1284 keV.
D. The 1063-keV level
The 1063-keV level decays by three discrete gamma
transitions of energy 366-keV (2+3 → 0+2 ), 1063 keV (2+3 →
0+1 ), and 845 keV (i.e., 2+3 → 2+1 ). The Iπ = (2+3 ) assignment
for the 1063 keV state is consistent with these allowed decay
modes.
E. The 1090-keV level
The state is observed to decay via the 434 keV and
872 keV γ -ray transitions to the Iπ = 2+2 and 2+1 excited states,
respectively; however, no direct decay is observed to the 4+1 at
600 keV. There is also no observed gamma decay directly to
the 0+1 ground state, although a 0+ assignment cannot be ruled
out. This state was not observed in the (t,p) study by Flynn
and Burke which gives a preference for the higher spin (4+)
assignment, 3+ or 3− also possible.
F. The 1141-keV level
The 1141 keV state decays via a 484-keV transition to the
2+2 , with no competing observed decay to the 0
+
1 ground state.
The DCO ratio of 0.9(6) is consistent with a stretched E2
transition for the 484 keV γ ray and a tentative Iπ = (4+)
assignment for this state. No decay is observed from this state
to the yrast 2+ state at 218 keV.
G. The 1284-keV level
The decay via 317-keV to the 968-keV level most likely
has a mixed dipole/quadrupole (M1/E2) multipolarity. The
spin and parity assignment of 4+ is favored since there is no
observed decay from the 1284-keV energy level directly to the
0+1 ground state or the 0
+
2 state of the 696-keV energy level,
but direct decays are observed to the Iπ = 2+1 (218 keV), 4+1
(600 keV) states and 2+ state at 1063 keV. A spin assignment
of (3) cannot be definitively ruled out but Iπ = 4+ is preferred.
H. The 1624-keV level
The γ decay out of the 1624 keV energy state to the Iπ =
4+, 600 keV state observed in the current work is assigned as
a stretched E2 transition. No other γ decays were observed
from this state. The spin and parity assignment of (6+) for the
state suggests other possible E2 decays to the 1141-keV and
1090-keV Iπ = 4+ states would be possible, but these were
not observed in the current work. A spin 5 assignment cannot
be ruled out.
I. The 1670-keV level
Only a single γ -ray transition at 386 keV is observed from
this state. The DCO ratio is consistent with a mixed M1/E2,
I = 1 transition and as such, a spin and parity assignment
of (5+) is favored on the basis of near-yrast feeding. This
is consistent with the γ -ray selection rules since there is no
observed decay to the 1063-keV Iπ = 2+3 level or other 2+
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FIG. 4. (a) 509 keV HPGe gate showing the 206 and 374 keV
transitions in the 192Os ground state band on LaBr3(Ce)-LaBr3(Ce)
projections. (b) LaBr3(Ce) projection gated in the 382 keV 4+ → 2+
transition in 194Os in the HPGe detectors showing the coincident
transitions at 218 keV and 531 keV. (c) HPGe gated on the 531 keV
6+ → 4+ transition in 194Os, showing the coincident 218 keV and
382 keV transitions.
states at 218 keV and 656 keV. A state of energy 1668 keV
was reported by Flynn and Burke in their (t,p) study, but no
spin/parity assignment was made.
IV. HALF-LIFE MEASUREMENT OF THE YRAST Iπ = 2+
EXCITED STATE IN 192,194Os
Prior to the half-life measurement of the yrast Iπ = 2+
in 194Os, an internal check of the analysis procedure was
performed using the reported half-life value of 288(4) ps [42]
for the yrast Iπ = 2+ state in 192Os. This was measured in
the current work as the time difference between the 206 and
374 keV ground state band transitions. Figure 4(a) shows the
effects of single gates on the HPGe detectors for selection of
this cascade using a gate on the 509 keV 6+ → 4+ transition
in 192Os in the HPGe detectors. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show
analogous gates set on the 382 keV and 531 keV transitions in
194Os.
The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows a background subtracted
single 206 keV gate in the LaBr3-LaBr3 energy coincidence
matrix while the lower panel shows the spectrum resulting
from a background-subtracted gate on the γ -ray coincident
partner transition at 374 keV. These energy gates were used to
extract the time difference between the 206 keV and 374 keV
transitions for the yrast Iπ = 2+ state in 192Os. The three-
dimensional background subtraction to generate the final time
difference spectrum is described by Werner et al. in [43].
The half-life for the yrast Iπ = 2+ state in 194Os was
determined by using the HPGe gated, LaBr3(Ce)-LaBr3(Ce)
coincidences with a 531-keV Iπ = 6+ → 4+ gate on the
HPGe detectors and a projection of the time differences be-
tween the 218 keV γ -ray transition and the peak and Compton
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FIG. 5. Symmetrized LaBr3(Ce) γ -γ matrix showing
background-subtracted gates on (a) the 206 keV and (b) 374 keV
transitions in 192Os, which were used for the extraction of the time
difference between these two transitions.
transitions associated with the 382 keV transition (see details in
Fig. 6). By using HPGe–LaBr3(Ce)-LaBr3(Ce) coincidences,
a 531 keV HPGe gate was imposed a Eγ 1–Eγ 2-T cube.
Figure 7(a) shows the background-subtracted time differ-
ence between the coincidence pair of 206 keV and 374 keV.
The resulting half-life value obtained from the deconvoluted
fit to this spectrum is 284(16) ps. This fit used a fixed Gaussian
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response fit for this time-difference spectra is 888 ps.
prompt-response function value of FWHM = 1007 ps which
was obtained from the T between the Compton γ pairs of the
189 keV and 237 keV transitions. This values are consistent
with the evaluated value for the yrast Iπ = 2+ state in 192Os
of 288(4) ps [42].
The time difference spectra between the LaBr3(Ce) de-
tectors gated on the coincident energies of 218 keV and
γ -ray energies between 150 and 382 keV (i.e., the 382 keV
full-energy peak and the associated Compton events) were
then projected. Figure 7(b) presents the extracted half-life
value of 302(50) ps for the yrast 2+ state in 194Os. This
value was obtained using a least squares fit and χ squared
minimization for the fitted half-life, assuming a fixed, Gaussian
prompt response function FWHM = 1007 ps. This value of the
half-life corresponds to a B(E2 : 2+ → 0+) = 0.30(4) e2b2.
TABLE II. The calculated B(E2 : 2+ → 0+) and the intrinsic
quadrupole deformation parameter, βeff , values from the extracted
half-life value = 302(50) ps for the yrast Iπ = 2+ state in 194Os. The
value of the total internal conversion coefficient α is obtained from
BRICC [44].
Eγ I
π
i → Iπf HPGe ICC T1/2 B(E2) B(E2) βeff
(keV) (gate) α (ps) (W.u.) (e2b2)
218 2+ → 0+1 531 0.249(4) 302(50) 45(16) 0.30(4) 0.140(10)
V. DISCUSSION
Assuming axial symmetry, the extracted half-life of the
yrast 2+ state in 194Os can be used to determine a value for
the effective quadrupole deformation parameter (see Table II)
using equation 1 [45,46], which relates the B(E2 : 0+ → 2+)
to the β2 deformation parameter [47–49]. This can then be
related to the effective quadrupole deformation parameter βeff
through the use of shape invariants [50] to the B(E2 : 0+ →
2+) value by
β2 ≈ βeff =
(
4π/3ZR20
)[B(E2; 0+ → 2+1 )/e2]1/2, (1)
where R0 = 1.2 × 10−13A1/3cm = (1.2A1/3)fm is the av-
erage radius of the nucleus and B(E2; 0+ → 2+1 ) in e2b2
is the reduced transition probability for the E2 transition
[= B(E2 : 2+ → 0+) × 5].
The calculated quadrupole deformation parameter of
|βeff| = 0.140(10) for the yrast 2+ state in 194Os is consistent
with the total Routhian surface calculations by Wheldon et al.
[11]; which predict a shallow prolate deformed minimum with
β2 = 0.16. The experimental value is also consistent with the
recent predictions using the PES method by Wang et al. [51]
of β2 = 0.127. The Hartree-Fock calculations by Nazarewicz
et al. [17] predict a ground state oblate deformation for 194Os
of β2 = −0.14, with a change of prolate to oblate shape going
from 192Os → 194Os.
A. Energy systematics in 194Os and other osmium isotopes
for N = 100–122
Figure 8 presents systematics of the yrast Iπ =
2+,4+,6+,8+ excited states in 194Os and other osmium
isotopes for neutron numbers N = 100–122 together with
the first excited 0+2 and the second 2
+
2 states. The E(2+1 ) for
the osmium isotopes increases from N = 108 until N = 118,
followed by a more dramatic change from N = 120 → 122,
as the magic number at N = 126 is approached. A similar
reduction in collectivity is indicated by the related increase
in the energies of the yrast states with Iπ = 4+,6+ and 8+
as N increases from N = 108 to 122. There is a decrease
in the energy of the yrast states around N = 108, which is
four neutrons away from the midshell at N = 104, implying a
maximum quadrupole deformation for the Os isotopes at this
neutron number.
The excitation energy of the Iπ = 2+2 is observed to
decrease from N = 108 up to N = 116 followed by a notable
increase for the heavier osmium isotopes including 194Os118.
The increase in the excitation energy of the Iπ = 2+2 at
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FIG. 8. Systematics of the ground state band E(2+1 ),
E(4+1 ),E(6+1 ),E(8+1 ) and E(0+2 ),E(2+2 ) for Os isotopes with N =
100–122.
N > 118 is consistent with the prediction of shape changes
from the deformed prolate configuration in lighter isotopes to
a weakly oblate configuration for N > 118 [10–12,16,17,41]
across the maximum of γ softness at N = 116.
The excitation energy of the first excited 0+2 state has a
minimum energy of 696 keV at N = 118, as confirmed in the
current work and the in work of Al-Dahan and co-workers [41].
This excitation energy, together with those of the E(2+2 ) =
656.54 keV and E(4+1 ) = 600 keV in 194Os are consistent with
an anharmonic vibrational picture with this triplet of states
lying at ∼2.5 times the energy of the first 2+ = 218 keV state
[1].
B. Quadrupole collectivity across the W-Pt isotopic chains
The systematic plots of the B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) and the
associated intrinsic quadrupole deformation parameter, βeff ,
values for Os (Z = 76), W (Z = 74), and Pt (Z = 78)
isotopes with N = 100–120 are shown in Fig. 9. As expected,
there is a decreasing trend in the B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) and the
corresponding βeff values, as N approaches N = 126. The
systematics of B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) values and the βeff values
at N = 118 show a larger decrease for 194Os, compared to
the trend in the lighter Os isotopes. By comparing with
the neighboring even-even W and Pt isotopic chains, the
systematics of B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) and βeff values in the W-Pt
isotopic chain, show a decrease up to N = 116, as N increases
from N = 106-116. Beyond the N = 116, the Os isotopes
decrease more rapidly in both the B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) and
βeff values at N = 118, consistent with a transition to a less
deformed (possibly oblate) configuration as the neutron magic
number at N = 126 is approached.
C. Comparison with the IBM calculations
Figure 10 compares the energy level scheme of 194Os from
the current work to that of the prediction using the interacting
boson model (IBM) by Nomura et al. [13]. The energy spacing
in the ground state rotational band structure from this work is
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Data points are taken from Refs. [47,48] except the B(E2 : 0+ → 2+)
for 174,180,W, 178Os, 182Pt [52], 176W [53], 178W [54], and 188W [55].
The B(E2 : 0+ → 2+) value for 194Os (N = 118) is from the current
work.
reasonably well reproduced by the IBM calculations, with the
experimental energies of the respective levels, up to the yrast
Iπ = 4+ state consistent with those generated by the IBM. The
level energy differences are more pronounced from the yrast
Iπ = 6+ state with 1131 keV in the current work compressed
compared to the predicted 1334 keV by the IBM, while the
yrast 8+ state has 1792 keV compares to the 2182 keV by the
IBM.
The Iπ = 2+2 state at an excitation energy of 656 keV in
the current work is about ∼200 keV lower than the predicted
state (865 keV) by the IBM [13]. While candidates for both the
quasi-γ -bandhead (2+γ ) at 656 keV, and the quasi-β-bandhead
(0+2 ) at 696 keV can be identified in the current work, both
are considerably lower in energy in the experimental data
compared to the IBM predicted values of 865 keV and 1456
keV, respectively. Nomura and co-workers [13] interpreted
the level energy difference as an evidence for γ instability
with a predicted B(E2 : 2+2 → 2+1 )/B(E2 : 2+1 → 0+1 ) ratio
close to the O(6) limit in 194Os. As presented in Fig. 10, the
predicted energy staggering in the proposed γ band is not
well reproduced in the current work. The predicted (mixed
symmetry) excited states with spin/parity 1+1 at 1960 keV
and 3+2 at 2052 keV energies are not observed. In general,
the experimental levels are more compressed compared to the
IBM calculations. In the IBM based theoretical calculations
the effective charges were chosen to fit the measured B(E2 :
2+ → 0+) in 192Os. The theoretical transition strength for
194Os is B(E2 : 2+ → 0+) = 0.33 e2b2. This is in agreement
with the experimentally obtained value of 0.30(4) e2b2
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FIG. 10. The level schemes of the low-lying levels in 194Os showing comparison between the IBM calculations of Nomura et al. [13] and
the experimental data in the current work.
obtained in the current work. The calculation correctly predict
the decrease in transition strength in 194Os when compared to
192Os.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A number of previously unreported nonyrast states in the
neutron-rich nucleus 194Os have been reported in the current
work. γ -ray transitions together with their relative intensities
are reported for ]decays associated with the first excited
spin/parity 0+ and 2+ states together with candidates for a
number of other nonyrast low-lying collective states in this
nucleus. The electromagnetic transition probability for the
decay from the yrast spin/parity 2+ state to the ground states
has been measured using fast-timing electronic coincidence
spectroscopy. The resulting half-life of 302(50) ps is used
to infer an effective quadrupole deformation for the first 2+
transition in this nucleus of βeff = 0.14 which is consistent
with the prediction of a steady decrease in deformation across
the Os isotopic chain with increasing neutron number from
the N = 104 midshell towards the spherical shell closure at
N = 126.
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